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Among our Contributors—

T

he

initial title in this issue,

“Christ

Who

Brings Life,” presents a discussion,

mood and within a theological context, of the Person of
Christ as life and power. The author, W. Norman Pittenger, was before his retirement a member of the Faculty at General Theological Seminary, New York City,
and is now a senior resident member of King’s College, Cambridge, England. A
in a devotional

Today and one time visiting lecturer at Princeton TheoSeminary, Dr. Pittenger is the author of a number of books, including a
major theological work, The Word Incarnate , 1959, and a treatise on preaching,
Proclaiming Christ Today , 1962.
contributor to Theology
logical

In recognition of the centennial of the birth of Robert E. Speer

M. Zwemer,

i

[

was held

and of Samuel

Chapel on April 5, 1967,
with the faculties and students of both Princeton and New Brunswick theological
seminaries participating. The tribute to Dr. Speer, “A Man of Yesterday Today,”
was delivered by president emeritus, John A. Mackay, a life-long colleague and
friend. Former moderator of the United Presbyterian Church, educator, and
ecumenical leader and statesman, Dr. Mackay is the founder of Theology Today
and the author of many books and articles, including Ecumenics: The Science of
The Church Universal, 1964. The address on the life and work of Dr. Zwemer
was given by John W. Beardslee, III, professor of Church History, New Brunswick Theological Seminary, and is entitled, “Among the Thorns.” Dr. Beardslee
is an alumnus of Princeton Theological Seminary, holds the Doctor of Philosophy
degree from Yale University, and is a contributor to many journals, including
The journal of Bible and Religion. He is editor of a recent volume, Reformed
Dogmatics, in the series, A Library of Protestant Thought.
The first of the two sermons is “Servants of Christ in His Ministry to People,”
delivered at the June 4, 1967 Baccalaureate Service, by the Reverend Peter K.
Emmons, minister emeritus of Westminster Church, Scranton, Pa., and from 19481967, president of the Board of Trustees of Princeton Theological Seminary. The
second sermon, “Where The Action Is,” was delivered in Miller Chapel on April
5, 1967, by the Reverend David H. Burr, minister of the First Presbyterian Church,
Winston-Salem, N.C., and an alumnus of the Class of 1950.
a joint convocation

in Miller

One of the more perceptive critics of the death-of-God theologians is Kenneth
Hamilton, professor of Systematic Theology, United College, Winnipeg, Canada.
Dr. Hamilton is the author of two books on this contemporary theological issue,
Revolt Against Heaven, 1965, and God Is Dead: The Anatomy of A Slogan, 1966.
The article, “Who Is the God That Can Die,” appeared first in The Reformed
Journal (December, 1966, and January, 1967) and is reprinted here by permission
of the editors.
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A

suggested service of worship for a Christian marriage ceremony and a
“A Liturgical Prolegomenon to Matters Matrimonial,” have been prepared by the Reverend Jack M. Maxwell, a part time instructor at Princeton and a candidate in the doctoral program in Homiletics and

helpful commentary, entitled

Liturgies. This service has been used with great popular acceptance at the Llanerch

Presbyterian Church, Havertown, Penna., where the Reverend John F. McCleary
is minister.

“Today’s rush to popular, specialized ministries can be an evasion of life as it is
actually lived by the vast majority” is the thrust of an interesting article by James
E. Dittes. A member of the faculty of Yale Divinity School, Professor Dittes prepared “The Relevance of Being Irrelevant” originally for the May, 1967, issue of
Reflection. It is copyright material and is used here by permission of the editors.
During the annual convocation on the Urban Church under the direcdon of
the Department of Field Education of Princeton Theological Seminary, April
6-7, 1967, a paper, “The Residential Parish in the Urban Milieu,” was given by
the Reverend Duane L. Day. A graduate of Andover Newton Theological School
and Union Theological Seminary (N.Y.), Dr. Day serves as Associate Conference Minister for the Central Atlantic Conference of the United Church of Christ
and was co-author, with Richard Moore, of a volume, Urban Church Breakthrough
(Harper & Row, 1966).
The review-article on Religious Pathology and The Christian Faith, by James
Loder (Westminster, 1966) has been written by Professor Nelle Morton of the
Department of Christian Education, Drew University Divinity School. Dr. Loder
is associate professor of Christian Education at Princeton Theological Seminary.

—Donald

Macleod
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CHRIST

WHO

W. Norman

K

ierkegaard often spoke of Jesus as
was profoundly
aware of the centrality of our Lord as
the Pattern, but he

Power. So

that

it is

we must move from

Christ as the revealer of the truth about
ourselves, our fellowmen, our world,

and God himself,
in

whom

life

life,

“eternal

made available for men.
The point of Christian
that

life,”

Johannine writer would say

as the

is

it

that

faith

—

is

not

is

the truth;

and

Jesus embodies

enacts the truth: “to

do the truth”

is

more profound than simply to know it
or to show it. In this respect, the whole
Biblical witness provides a background
for Jesus as the doer of the truth and
hence as himself the bringer of life. For
the scriptures are quite clear that
is

the living

ture

and

ogy” in our time has forced us to reckon
much more radically with this dynamic
portrayal and to refuse any longer to
be bogged down in a type of metaphysic that cannot do justice to the
Biblical witness.

But

God, who enters

history unceasingly

God

if

God

the

is

God who

and

Jesus

if
is

is

the

One

life

which

God’s

by the gracious influence of

to us

his relationship with us, as our
Brother Man. Bishop Kirk used to define “grace” in St. Augustine’s writings

of

meaning “God’s love in action”; it
this which communicates

as

precisely

is

to us in

into na-

life

and un-

sense.

Of

course

the specifically Christian

we

are not here speaking of
nor are we asserting that

we

theology has been the reconciliation of
static concepts of God and the world

nature” (as 2 Peter has
of history or the Christ

with the dynamic symbols for these
found in the Bible; it would have been
better to have let the latter modify, indeed utterly change, the former, instead
of allowing the Biblical symbols to be

other hand, there

them.

If

revival of

in

it

framework which

serious contradiction

has done nothing

what

is

else,

biological

life,

apart from Jesus

and his grace there is
no sharing whatever in the life of God
in the

world.

It

should be unthinkable

for a Christian theist to talk as

are

made

if

the

whereby

life,

“partakers in the divine
it), is

the Jesus

known in explicitly Christian faith. The traditional
doctrine of the Logos or Word of God
germinally present in every man ought
to

guard us against that

life

which comes

to

Christ;

it

is

the

in fact

it

is

styled “biblical theol-

his

presence and the invigorating strength

the continuing problems in Christian

philosophical

the

we may

God, which in fact is
man. And it is brought

only channel for divine

was

whom

of

is

in

life

working out a purpose that
is for the good of all creation. In the
Old Testament God does not remain
aloof from his world; neither is he the
“unmoved mover” who once acted but
now lets things go on without his energizing presence and operation. One of

lost in a

in

enacted and done, then

regard our Lord as the bringer of the

failingly,

often

ever-

is

lastingly present in action in his world,

truth

Jesus merely discloses

rather,

Pittenger

One

to Christ as that

—new

BRINGS LIFE

is

in

a

error.

new

On

and through Jesus

a specifically Christian
“life in

the

quality of

Christ” in the

miliar Pauline phrase, with

life,

fa-

which we
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are here concerned.

I

should wish to

characterize that quality of

ing

life

by

call-

true or authentic, strongly pur-

it

genuinely empowering, courageous, and marked throughout by the
posive,

his total existence as a

absolute

integrity.

It

man, a kind of
is
worth our

noting that while a great many people
turn from the Church and dismiss the
Christian enterprise as ridiculous or out-

kind of love-in-action which is seen exhibited, enacted, done in the whole story
of Jesus and supremely in his crucifixion

worn, the figure of Jesus himself never

and

for this

resurrection. Let us explore each of

I

Among young

people in the United
supreme word of contempt
in recent years has been “phoney.” J. D.
Salinger’s Catcher in the Rye was the

genuine

novel

and

States, the

caught

this

expression

of

contempt, as American youth employed

and firmly fixed its meaning for us
A phoney play was a play that
did not ring true; a phoney book was
a book that cheaply misrepresented the
facts of experience; a phoney person,
it,

elders.

sometimes described simply as “a
phoney,” was someone who lacked the

who

quality of authenticity,

played a

role which was not really his, who pretended to be what he was not, who “put
on an act” without being heart-and-soul

engaged

in

The

it.

opposite of a phoney

someone who is “abovelife and actions “ring
who does not pretend to be what

person, then,

is

board,” whose
true,”

he
a

is

not,

who

in a

is

and

I

him the truth, the authenticity, of his
manhood. The Fourth Gospel has a
word for it: aletheia. Aletheia means

these points.

that

and even
think that the reason
that such people sense about

to receive their respect

fails

reverence;

word

is

authentically

man.
Jesus Christ, in the stories

we

read

reality,

utter

integrity,

open-

and naked honesty. This is the
Man. Ecce homo\ yes, in him not only
ness,

Pilate but millions of others have seen
still

do

manhood.

see authentic

Jesus does not “pretend”; he speaks the
truth because he knows the truth and

because he does the truth; and this has
led those who have long contemplated
his figure to call

in
is

him

beheld;

done.

It

is

it

is

him

the Truth. But
not something that
again something that is

the truth

is

living truth.

He

does not

he does not hide behind
excuses, he goes through his entire life
and most notably what met him during
equivocate,

his last days in Jerusalem,

of honesty in

with a kind

him which made even his
genuine awe in his pres-

enemies feel
ence. But the truth which he lives is not
kept for himself. The imitation of
Christ, by which I mean the letting of
his self-giving enter into our own existence, leads us equally to be true men.

The

about him, is never “a phoney.” He is
always an authentic man about what
he says, what he does, how he acts and
how he re-acts. Here is utter authen-

which is in him sets us free;
no longer necessary, lies will
no longer be attractive, hiding is no

committed man, who
in giving himself entirely and without
reserve to that which commands him
namely, the righteous and loving will

Christ begins, perhaps very dimly but

ticity.

Here

is

a

of his heavenly Father

—establishes,

in

1

truth

pretence

is

longer possible.

The

life

of the

man

in

on increasingly, to reflect
something of that integrity and the

as time goes

—

integrity,

courage

the authenticity, produces a
to

which

we

shall

1

return

i
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shortly.

“Men

took notice of them, that

they had been with Jesus.”
II

trative points that

among the illuswe have selected for

discussion of the

meaning of the

In the second place,

life

of Christ as shared with his people,

we

must speak of purpose. In Jesus himself
this is entirely plain. “My meat is to
do the will of him that sent me.” The
purpose which dominated his entire career was alignment of his human will
with that of his Father; hence all that
he did was to be in accord with God’s
holy will. His satisfaction was not in
anything less than that. It is, I suppose,

taken to be God’s purpose. Life without some unifying purpose is life in
chaos; the life of Jesus was an ordered
life, a unified life, in which each action undertaken, each word spoken,

each relationship shared, played its part
in working out some aspect or portion
of the over-arching end which was before him.
Professor Whitehead has spoken of
the

“subjective

rection
series

to

their contribution

ceeded to act in complete conformity
with what he took to be the purposed
pose of this

Man was

the purpose of

why he was

God

identified with

nailed to the cross.

For

?

Was

Did he

what
in-

Testament

his role that

see the Father’s

will as simple obedience

and leave the
and the names entirely open?
Whatever may be the answer to these
and similar questions, the fact remains
results

that here

that

is

a

life

which

is

—

then shared with other entities

enrichment and
should like to apply this set

in a constant process of
I

of ideas to the picture of Jesus in the
gospels.

Here the

“subjective

aim”

is

God which is
human life
all

the doing of the will of

enhancement of

the

scholars have interpreted such evidence
as there is: Did he understand the pur-

of the prophet

and the bringing of
an expression

through the release of love into the

We do not know exactly how Jesus
understood that purpose, for the record
is
somewhat confused and there are

pose as messianic?

it

into actual expression

is

his acceptance

New

and then pass away.

is

might have been only fate into an
tended and fruitful destiny.

which

the

That

of the Father’s purpose turned

various ways in

is

it

when he

for him.

so free, even

the

has also said that the end of each
entity is the “satisfaction” of that aim,

growth.

pur-

which

di-

as

He

the fulfilling of

The

entity

movement emerge and make

it

existence.

actual

of occasions of

routing or

might have found an escape from obedience to that will; but having “set his
face to go up to Jerusalem,” he pro-

human

aim” which gives

each

possible that in those last days, Jesus

goal of his

7

centered in a purpose

was most firmly and unshakably

world.

Here the events which occur

are all contributory to the fulfillment

of such an order that not only

is

Jesus

himself recognized for what he really
is, but there is an opening through him
of

new

ation in

hanced

possibilities for others, the cre-

them of new
life in

capacities for en-

love, in fellowship

with

and in the establishment of a
society in which love is the continuing
social aim. So Jesus, we may say, accomplished through the “aim” which
was his, the purpose of God for him
and in him: “He saw of the travail of
his soul” and, as we must affirm, “he
was satisfied.”
For those who are his followers, there
others

is

thus given a purposive

life.

The way

THE PRINCETON SEMINARY BULLETIN
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in

which human life can be lived, cenaim that fulfills and is ful-

tered in an
filling, is

not only exhibited;

Once

parted.

of influence

it

im-

is

again, the strange kind

which we

“grace”

call

is

work. Jesus’ purpose becomes our
purpose as we let ourselves be drawn

at

own accomplishment of
which was his. Life which
has direction and meaning becomes a
possibility; it even becomes a realized
thing and I suppose that is what sanctity really comes to. “Purity of heart,”
Kierkegaard told us, “is to will one
thing”; and the one thing willed in
him who was altogether pure of heart
was “the will of him that sent him.”
to

him

in his

the purpose

—

Our

“purity of heart,” likewise,

is

the

willing of the “one thing,” which for
us has been declared in the

life,

death,

and victory of Jesus our Lord.
But as we have seen, this is not only
exhibited; it is imparted. So the life in
Christ,
is

like

the

of Jesus himself,

life

empowered

the

A

life.

Scots divine

once wrote of “the expulsive power of
a

new

affection”;

in

Jesus

has

there

pened

to

out complaint, without retreat. He was
enabled to carry through to the end
.

said of himself: “not

God which was

of

grace which
strains us
is

human

personality

glad

moments
we

“grace,” as

again that

of

their

lives.

It

is

and I remind you
“grace” means “God’s love
say;

even in such poor
specimens of manhood as are you and
I.
In our Lord himself we see the
in action,” in action

gracious

working

of

God

which

con-

love-in-action, as

it

we

Christ,

share

it

from

which we too can

the strength by

Ill

The
love,

strength to live in terms of God’s

and by means

of

it,

gives the ca-

was
Son of God”; and his
strength made him a brave man. I

pacity to live courageously. Jesus

the

“Strong

speak here, not of physical strength
for all we know, Jesus may not have
been possessed of that; and some have
thought that his early death on the
cross indicates a physical exhaustion

under

all

the pressures

upon him

much

an enabling of

is

once

I, but the grace
with me.” That

live.

and love in loyalty,
an “expulsive power” is generated. It
is power in the midst of ordinary life,
not power to escape from that life. It
which makes men triumphant in pain
and suffering, in war and conflict, in
sickness and at death, as well as in the

.

see

I

of

is

.

no reason why, if we grant
the full reality of Jesus’ manhood, we
should not say of him what St. Paul

and

been provided for us a center not only
of loyalty but also of love, which we
dare to trust unreservedly. Hence, from
that loyalty in love

him to face all that hapHim, without whining, with-

strengthened

—

I

strength,

spiritual

which had come

speak of moral strength,

strength of those

Chinese Taoists

the

are

terrible

meek. The

about how
be a steady drip-

like to talk

may

stronger

of

who

ping of water than some violent torrent.
Whatever we think of that saying, it is
“the magnitude of meekness,” in Christopher Smart’s lovely phrase, which
confronts us in Jesus and in his saints,
too, where “strength is made perfect
in weakness,” and “things which are
not” are shown to be mightier than

—

The

Italians somewith the words,
“Forte, forte,” addressed to friends
whom they would encourage. Encour-

“things that are.”

times

end

a

letter

agement means

that

we

are

made more

courageous to face and accept as well

THE PRINCETON SEMINARY BULLETIN
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as to will

en-manned Love, and the

will of

we

and to do. Jesus accepted the
God; he was strengthened by
the grace of God; he was brave before
men because God was with him, even
unto, even through, the death he must
endure. His courage is contagious. “Be
strong and quit you like men,” was
the Maccabean cry; the follower of
Christ, caught up into the courage of
Jesus,

able to be strong in his strength

is

and brave

in his bravery. Life

God

with

ready to
meanness,
injustice, dirtiness, selfishness, wherever
found. It can dare to be strong, as its
Lord dared, because “he that is with
in

Christ

us

is

life,

hatred,

against

mightier than he that

One

us.”

courageous

is

firm

stand

wishes

that

is

the

against

Christian

Church today showed more of
courage
to

add

—the
(if I

that

and

willingness to love,

may

put

it

so) the conse-

quences be damned.

Love which is the
manifest and shed abroad.

I

heard

Humphrey Beevor

phrase the words of the Fourth Gospel:
“In the beginning was Love, and

Love

was with God, and Love was God
All things were made through Love;
and without Love nothing was made
that was made. In Love was life; and
the life was the light of men; and the
light (which was Love) shineth in
darkness, yet the darkness overcame it
not
And Love was enfleshed and
dwelt among us, full of grace and
.

.

.

.

.

.

truth.”

Whatever you may think of
of

putting

Christ

is

it,

surely

that he is

is life

God
know

love of
I

well

the danger of sentimentalizing this;

simply warn against

I

and have myself
or sought to do

it

—

guarded against it
so. But I dare to think that we are

in

greater danger, these days, of under-

sentimentalizing, despite

all

that

said

is

about the looseness and the laxness of
the

“new

theology”

and

“new

the

morality.” Let us affirm boldly the conviction

which Thornton Wilder

The

in

Bridge of San Luis Rey put in these
words: “Love is the only survival, the
only meaning.” Let us honestly acknowledge that we have been deficient
in love, precisely because we have been
afraid, terribly afraid,

to

live in

love.

For love very often makes us look
foolish; nobody much wants to be a
even “for Christ’s sake.” The reof “established churches”

spectability

The life which is in Christ and
which Christ is, is life in love. Of the
love which is Christ I wish only to
make one point here. Sometimes I have
remembered the way in which, many
years ago,

communion with him

live in

in his

fool,

IV

which

life

the

that

truth

way

about

embodied, enfleshed,

has got into us and quenched the
of love in us. So

we

need,

all

the

fire

more

courageously, to live lives which risk

themselves for love’s sake, which
say, for

One

is

to

God’s sake.
of

my

old teachers said to

me

one day that a Christian must wear his
heart on his sleeve, he must be vulnerable.

The

possessed

and

is no
and who

Christian

goes through

life,

stoic,

who

lives, as if

He must feel
That can hurt; but

by apatheia.

feel intensely.

Lord whom we adore did not find
Calvary and what preceded it a very
comfortable and pleasant experience.
Love is bound to be hurt, in a world
which is not yet the Kingdom of God.
But because the life in love is brave, is
strengthened by God’s own love, has
the

a purpose to

out

reserve,

which it is dedicated withand knows itself to be
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built on the solid rock of authenticity

can face and accept the hurt.
Yet “hurt” is not the last word about
or truth,
the

life

it

which

is

Christ and which

is

ours in Christ.

V
did not mention the last word in the
given earlier in this paper because I
did not wish to anticipate what is indeed
the end-product of it all; but now I come
I

list

to that last
life

word ... it is “joy.” The
marked by such joy

of Jesus was

that he could endure the Cross which
was in his path; the life of the Chrisis filled also with a joy that the
world itself can never take away. Baron
von Hugel said that one of the reasons,
he supposed, that Cardinal Newman
cannot quite be called a “saint” is that
he did not possess that particular
quality of life, that joy. I do not know

tian

much

about

Newman;

it

may

be that

von Hugel was wrong. However, I
have no doubt at all that the great
saints are joyous men and women; and
above all I have no doubt that part of
what attracted people to our Lord himself was the sheer joy that marked his
life among them. One might even dare
to say that Jesus was “happy,” if by
this we mean the kind of blessedness
which guards us from gloom, despair,
hopelessness, and a pessimistic rejection
of the world and of others.

Some

of us, probably, are tempera-

mentally (one might even say, physiologically) better equipped than others

happy moods and happy thoughts.
But all of us, by virtue of our Chrisdan
commitment, can be delivered from
steady gloom, blind despair, miserable
hopelessness, and readiness to reject this
for

world and the people who live in it.
is too bad that the “image” of the
Church and of Christians which far
too often we have managed to convey
to the “outsider” is one of sheer gloom

It

and misery. It is a false image, we well
know, and it is no worse than the kind
of stupid “cheer” which somedmes is
associated with a certain type of parson

What

a ghastly pair of images are
two: either unrealistic levity
which cannot face things as they are,
these

professional gloom which the
Yorker magazine in its cartoons
associates with undertakers and hired
pall-bearers. I may have utterly misread
the gospels and totally failed to understand their central figure, but I must
say that to me it seems that Jesus went
through this world like a flaming fire,
like One who burned with love, like
One who wore our humanity as a royal
garment, like One who rejoiced.
The life which our Lord brings to
us is exactly the same as his own: it

or

a

New

is

true

life,

authentic

with purpose,
with courage,

life
life

life,

real

life

life,

with strength,
in love. It

is

life

life

in

For the God who sent him and
who was in him, the God who got
through to us in a decisive way by
means of that same Jesus, is a God who
joy, too.

himself

is

joy. In the biblical pictures,

heaven

is

a banquet, not a funeral;

is

a feast, not a fast;

it

is

it

marked by

and triumph everlasting.” Surely
God’s people “the powers of the
age to come” should be reflected in a
joy which is like that. “Let us rejoice
“joy
in

and be

glad,” for “the

Lord God omni-

potent reigneth,” and the joy which

heaven

men.

is

is

in

given freely to the sons of

ROBERT ELLIOT SPEER
A MAN OF YESTERDAY TODAY’
John A. Mackay

M

The

y feelings are deeply mingled as

way

stand before you this evening.
invitation to give this centennial

ingful for the

I

his life’s

The
this

:

most

delicate task.

my mixed

reason for

the

him with

also confronts

it

man we commemorate

was one of the greatest
American Christianity and

is

in

in the his-

move-

ment. That I should be chosen to set
this unique personality in the perspective of his time and of our time is a
distinction I profoundly cherish.
This honor involves me, however, in
the most delicate assignment of all my
years. You ask me why. Because this
historic

brate, exercised a

my

witness

more

we

cele-

decisive influ-

than any
other human being. In presenting such
a one to an audience, how can I be
ence upon

life

history

adequately objective? That

is

my

con-

under the guidance of the
Holy Spirit, I will do my best to present the figure of Robert E. Speer in a

cern. But,

*

This address was delivered by John A.
Mackay, President Emeritus of Princeton
Theological Seminary, at a special meeung
held during the General Assembly of the
United Presbyterian Church U.S.A., in Portland, Oregon, May 17, 1967, to celebrate the
Centennial of the birth of Robert Elliot
Speer.

It is

substantially the

me

begin with the personal. RobSpeer was the man who, under

same address

my

destiny.

met him first in the year 1910,
when I was a student in the University
of Aberdeen. He was the first American
those days
I had ever seen. For in
Americans were novelties in the ScotI

tonight

figures

tory of the Christian missionary

man, whose

Let
ert E.

God, shaped
emotion

and meanChurch today.

loyal to history

is

I

address on Robert E. Speer has brought
to your speaker one of life’s most signal honors;

that

as

by Dr. Mackay when the SpeerZwemer Centennial was celebrated at Princeton Theological Seminary on April 5, 1967.

Highlands. This United States

tish

izen happened to be in

attending the

cit-

my homeland

World Missionary Con-

ference in Edinburgh, the gathering that

was destined

to

become

the fountain-

head of a new era in the world mission
of the Church; the era which, some decades

later,

was given the designation

“ecumenical.” Dr. Speer,

who

played a

leading part in the Edinburgh Conference,

had come north

to

Aberdeen

give the Duff Mission Lectures.

I

to
at-

The impact was
had never seen a man
impressive in his demeanor. I had

tended the lectures.

momentous.
so

I

never listened to a speaker so over-

whelming

in his

power of utterance

mission lecturer.

this

of the years,
alter

my

I

With

as

the passage

have had no occasion to

youthful judgment.

I

say to-

was the greatest
personality I have ever known.
Something happened in that lecture
day, Robert E. Speer

that delivered

hall.

for

A

student just turned twenty-one,

whom

in his early teens Jesus Christ
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had become

real

and

and who

dear,

in

the

summer

in

Baslow, England, had signed the
of the Student Volunteer

camp

of 1909, at a student

declaration

Movement

(“It

is

my

purpose,

if

God

become a foreign missionsaw in the face and heard in
the words of the Duff lecturer for

Speer again. The occasion was the
“Congress on Christian Work in South
America,” which convened in Monte-

Uruguay,

video,

in

permit, to

historic

gathering.

ary”),

we were

fellow

new dimension

1910 a

of the Christian

calling.

The

fact that this

man had

studied

an institution called Princeton Theo-

in

logical

Seminary was a decisive factor

three years later in luring one of Speer’s

Aberdeen auditors

to cross the Atlantic

New

to the small

Jersey

the Institution in question

town where
was located.

In Princeton a new era began in the
missionary commitment of this Scot-

Epoch making in his exwas the 1913 quadrennial of

tish student.

perience
the

Movement
Volunteer
in Kansas City, Mis-

Student

which was held
souri.

The

leading speakers at that huge

gathering of 9,000 were the three missionary giants of their time, Robert E.

and Samuel W.
Zwemer. The impact was overwhelming on the student-audience.
Speer, John R. Mott,

Speaking personally, the road

morrow was becoming

to to-

clearer. In 1913

Dr. Speer had published a book entitled, “The Problems of South America.” The reading of that book finally
convinced me that South America was
the region where God wanted me to
be a missionary. My bride to be agreed.
And in October 1916, following our

wedding, and
paign

of

growing

as the

submarine cam-

World War was
we sailed on an
from London to Peru as

the First

in intensity,

old freighter

He

1925.

chaired the committee that

set

had

up

Three years

members

that
later

of the Jerusa-

lem Conference of the International
Missionary Council, which assembled
for fifteen days on the Mount of Olives
under the Chairmanship of John R.
Mott. Dr. Speer, in close cooperation
with William Temple, who later became Archbishop of Canterbury, played
a major role in the preparation of the
famous Jerusalem Statement. The statement most quoted runs thus: “Our
message is Jesus Christ. He is the
revelation of what God is and of what
man, through him, may become.”
It was these two contacts with Robert
E. Speer in Uruguay and Palestine that

led

me

four years

later,

while at work

an invitation from
the Board of Foreign Missions of the
Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. to
become Secretary for Latin America.
The project was that I should succeed
the senior Secretary when he retired.
But God and Speer had other plans.
Robert E. chanced to be a member of
the Princeton Seminary Committee
charged with nominating a new president. His secretarial colleague had already declined an invitation to succeed
as seminary president that distinguished
churchman, Dr. J. Ross Stevenson. But
in Mexico, to accept

six

months

out to
a

later,

him by

theological

after

was pointed

it

a Methodist friend that

seminary campus could

also be a mission field, so that his mis-

sionary

vocation

need

not

end,

he

pioneer missionaries of the Free Church

yielded to a fresh appeal. For a decade

of Scotland.

following

Nine

years passed before

I

saw Dr.

his

installation

into

office,

your speaker had the joy of a contin-
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uing relationship with Robert E. Speer,
President of the Semi-

who became
nary’s

Board of Trustees.

1947, Dr. Speer passed
away in the Philadelphia suburb of
Bryn Mawr. I was at the time in Mexico City attending the 75th Anniversary
of the Mexican Presbyterian Church,
and therefore was unable to attend the

The

funeral.

deceased churchman had

agreed to write the

new

the

church

initial

article

publication

for

called

which was about to
be issued. But his sudden passing made
that commitment impossible. The magPresbyterian Life

Christian religion. In his thinking and

,

first article, when it appeared
February 1948, was the Speer obitu-

first

at the request of

him who

first

saw and

Aberdeen

the

in 1910,

intervening

reality

Speer became the

man

saint of the

Lull, “I have

was “Jesus Christ as God and
which in 1948

became the

basis of the

“Christianity
It is

World Council

For Robert E. Speer,

Churches.

of

is

Christ.”

important to emphasize the fact

this

Christ-centered

man, according
standards. His was

man was

a

to the best secular

a

rich

humanity.

In his Princeton University days,

young

in

Robert Elliot
who shaped his

his class. Later, as a theological student

and

years

and

Raymond

Speer was a master athlete, a football
star, the top ranking student scholar of

heard the great missionary statesman
in

Lord,” and

Savior,” the affirmation,

that

was written,

Christianity’s
is

medieval
one passion in life, and it is He.” Enshrined
in Speer’s inmost being as an existential

real

It

creed, “Jesus Christ

ary scholar
era,

in

ary.

meaning of

the

to

to the ecstatic utterance of that mission-

azine’s

the Editor, by

he gave contemporary expres-

living,

sion

November

In

13

for

whom

his generation,

and the valedictorian of

destiny.

on another Princeton campus, while

me now move beyond the
lyrical. Let me set the figure of this
man, who in the providence of God

being a

But

let

became interwoven

my

of

in the very texture

being, in the context of

what

he was and the contribution that he

made

to

the

Christian

cause

in

the

world.
II

and life of Robert
Elliot Speer there were three major
facets. He was a Christ-centered. man\
he was a missionary crusader and he
was an ecumenical pioneer.
In the personality

;

A
This

person

celebrate

was

He

a

whose centennial we
Christ-centered man.

incarnated the classical core of the

dedicated

candidate

for

the

he did not eschew, so his
biographer tells us, that phase of campus humanity involving “student plots
and dormitory battles!” In his mature
years, Speer was an omnivorous reader,
a tireless worker, and the author of many
books. He was also a person of matchless wit and humor, a unique story
teller, a camper, fisherman, and lover
ministry,

of children.

But the life center of this real man
was Jesus Christ, the man of Bethlehem
and Nazareth, of Golgotha and Olivet,
the Crucified and Risen Lord, who was
above him, beside him, and within
him. For Robert Speer, Christ was more
than history’s most venerated and inspiring personality, the subject of more
literary

production than any figure in

human

annals.

He

was a contemporary
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reality, a

personal Presence in his daily

While still in his mid-twenties
young Speer gave an address in New
York City, in the opening sentence of
which he crystallized the abiding devolong life, “Friends,” he
said, “I want to introduce you to my
dearest friend, Jesus Christ.” This busy
of

tion

his

was

executive

mystic

a

end of

often to the

lover.

his days

in a quietly unsentimental

How

he would

manner

be-

gin his public prayer with the words,
“Lord Jesus.” Christ in the full dimension of apostolic witness was the object

“The

titled,

At

life.

centeredness of this

man

in the focus of

set

is

am

I

Christ’s.

And

let

the

you.

suffice

He

Aye, for me, too,

What

:

tian”

sufficed.

with no winning words I
would entice you.
Paul has no honor and no friend
but Christ.
“Yea, thro’

and

He

shall

life,

is

thro’ sinning
suffice

me, for

He

the end, for Christ

has

was

is

a question that preoc-

communion. Said

Roman

Catholic

a Jesuit theologian in

hearing three years ago, in Santiago,

Chile,
tians.”

“We Catholics must make ChrisHe was aware that his own

church has been plagued with religious
nominalism. His words reflected the
concern that is growing in a large segment of the Catholic Church, that the

dynamic

ship to Jesus Christ should

name

To

life

of those

relation-

mark

who

the

bear the

“Catholic.”
this concern,

ifest also in

which becomes man-

Protestant circles today, the

trality

and

decisive

significance of Christ has

contribution

end

to

Christian must be a “Christ

We

New

let

Testament

make.

A

man”

in

tradition.

are in a changing world. Let us

recognize that
us

fact.

remember

But in doing

so,

that there are certain

changeless truths, both in the natural

Christ.”

and symbolic,
therefore, that Speer’s last major work,
a -great theological treatise, and the
most extensive of the more than thirty

was both

This

cupies today the great

the timeless,

Christ, the beginning, for the

It

mean

orthodox, without being a “Chris-

ically

a

the beginning.

is

it

witness of Robert E. Speer to the cendeath, thro’ sorrow

sufficed.

Christ

does

thought and

Lo,

Today, we are

Is it possible to

?

reality of a personal,

greatly hath

of Yesterday

to be a “Chrisbe a Presbyterian,
an Episcopalian, a Lutheran, a Methodist, to have been baptized, to be a
communicant member of the Church,
to be a Church officer, to be interested
in the Church’s Mission, to be theolog-

tion

my

name

moment

the Christ-

confronted with a most crucial ques-

panion of his terrestrial journey. The
poem he loved most was Frederick W.
Myer’s “St. Paul.” Let me cite the two
stanzas he was inclined to quote most

“Christ!

pause a

I

When

tian”?

frequently

may

to offer a reflection.

and the subject of his experience. Christ was the foundation of
his theological conviction and the comof his faith

Finality of Jesus Christ.”

this point

logical

books that he wrote, should be en-

and in the spiritual order. One of these
unchanging verities is the abiding contemporaneity of Jesus Christ, and the
timeless relevancy of his call,

me; Believe

May

I

in

“Come

to

me; Follow me.”

offer a further reflection. In

i
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contemporary Christianity there

phenomenon

other

that

an-

is

equal

gives

relevancy to the faith of Robert Speer.

At a time when the “death of God” is
being heralded, or bemoaned, the status
given to Christ as a meaningful, living
reality, increases.

But the new “Chris-

tian atheists” proclaim that the Christ

who

illumines and inspires

them

15

and crusading zeal,
he succeeded in arousing eleven hundred students to volunteer for foreign
missionary service. With this “student
missionary uprising,” as John R. Mott
incisive utterance,

called

it,

a

new

era

was being born in
which was

the history of Christianity,
to

have repercussions in the academic

a

world, and in the Protestant churches

“product of man’s imagination,” a
mythical response to human anxiety
and despair. For Speer, however, as for
St. Paul, Christ was the living Lord, a
personal Presence in sorrow and in

throughout the globe.
For decades thereafter, Robert Speer
while fulfilling all the proprieties of

on

joy,

all life’s

in sunlit

is

highways and by-ways,

meadows and gloomy

caverns,

who

one

his

lations,

literary

God.

and

Let us

now move

to the

second facet

a missionary crusader.

who

was

The young man

was gripped by
Saviour and Lord,

in his college days

Jesus Christ as his

gave himself crusadingly to the cause
which Christ launched nineteen centuries before, when he addressed this

mandate

to his Apostles,

“Go and make

lived

record,

of a crusader.

of our theme: Robert Elliot Speer

responsi-

connected with inter-board reand while achieving a unique

can give his followers
creative communion with the Eternal
the

and the

secretarial office

bilities

passion: to

He

make

literally

the

life

had one consuming
Jesus Christ relevant,

He

his call to service imperative.

spoke

with

school

and

overpowering

appeal

in

college chapels, in churches

and auditoriums,

in

summer camps and

winter conventions.

His impact upon British students was
It was after hearing Speer speak in Keswick, England,
equally tremendous.
that a

young

Scottish student,

Donald

Fraser, spent a night in spiritual struggle,

and the next day decided

come

to

a foreign missionary. Fraser,

be-

who

a Princeton senior, Robert P. Wilder,

later went to Africa, was destined to
become the greatest missionary figure

who

in

disciples of all nations.” Influenced

by

in 1886 at a student gathering in

Scottish

history

since

the days of

Generation.” In the course of that year

Alexander Duff.
From time to time Dr. Speer, the
Mission Board Secretary, would rove
through “mission” lands. In those journeys he brought inspiration to the new
communities of Christ. Imbued by the
spirit of St. Paul he would confront
non-Christian audiences in a compelling manner. But in his public pres-

and

entation of the Christian faith, whether

Northfield, Massachusetts, initiated the

Student Volunteer Movement, Robert
Speer changed his resolve to be a lawyer
and decided to become a foreign missionary. Three years later, he served
for

one year

as

new

secretary of the

movement, whose slogan
Evangelization of the

“The

was

World

in

the student crusader visited college
university

United

campuses

States.

By

his

this

throughout the
winsome manner,

home or abroad, the crusader never
repeated himself or propagated mere

at
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each address, whatever the

cliches. In

issue

discussed,

the

reality

Christ

of

was invariably central. The resounding
appeal was always to the same life
commitment. But the language, illustrations, and the lines of poetry cited,
were boundless in

The impact on
whelming. In

their

rich

the auditors

variety.

was

over-

own homeland,

teachers, agriculturalists, social workers.

This

which

Where

soul;

oh

this

pleasing pain!”

“pleasing

God

pain.”

in

God

was

the soul of Robert E. Speer

in

also a

Christ

was

in

I

read while in India six years

today

Hindu

He

drove

God

him out

created a “pain” that
of himself to express

the reality of the love of God in concern for other people in the total dimension of their being.

In the truest sense he was a “man
others.” He presented the reality

for

of Jesus Christ in such a

way

who responded would

be willing

that those
to

give themselves unreservedly to the imitation
theirs,

and

service

It

was

according to their talents, to ac-

cept the call to be
others,

of Christ.

as

men and women

evangelists,

for

doctors, nurses,

country.

from a Christian project in
the environs of his native town of Allahabad. It was there, in the days of
Nehru’s youth, when Robert E. Speer
was Mission Board Secretary for India,
that

a

Presbyterian

missionary,

Sam

Higginbottom, founded an agricultural
institute to be devoted to the welfare
of India’s peasant masses.
At this point another reflection

When we

when we

perience of

zeal.”

it

did not make him ingrown. It did not
detach him from life, making him
purely pious, pietistic, or whatever word
be used to describe religious experience
when it becomes an end in itself. In
Speer’s case, as in Brainerd’s, the ex-

own

tradition of his

got

order.

his

government

in

missionary

is

did Nehru get this concept
“missionary zeal”? Not from the great

supreme good, his all in
all, both emotionally and intellectually.
But God in his heart and in his mind
literally

repercussion in the

Said

“What we need

ago,

School in Pottstown, Pennsylvania, and
Yale University were the academic centers that heard Speer most frequently.
Speaking of Yale, here is a striking
coincidence. It was a Yale student,

ern era, who wrote in his diary these
words, “Oh for more of God in my

its

Prime Minister
an address to leading members of the Indian government some
months before his death, an address

service

David Brainerd, a young man who a
century and a half before became one
of the pioneer missionaries of the mod-

had

order.

Nehru

Hill

his

spirit

secular

is

in

contemplate the cur-

marks human relaand internationally;

rent confusion that
tions,

nationally

observe the violent upsurge
is reflected in the eccentricities of large segments of our
population, involving the incidence of
of passion that

crime, narcotic addiction, aberrational
behavior; when we witness the concern
of an increasing
side

and outside

number

of people, in-

the churches, to grap-

ple creatively with the

complex prob-

lems of individuals and groups in our
society, one thing becomes clear.
Let me say it again. In the Christian
church today, top priority must be
given to making it a much more meaningful

and

exciting thing to be a Chris-

and the new life in Christ
must be taken seriously. In the light
and strength of Christ, the complex
human situation must be confronted
with intelligent understanding and crutian. Christ
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Among church members,
and especially among church “alumni”
(whose presence in the sanctuary is

nominational. Above

limited to the great festive occasions),

he

sading zeal.
1

must be rediscovered

1

there

a creative

dimension of life. That dimension nothing can produce but a living, personal
1

relationship to Jesus Christ,

sponse to his missionary

and a

re-

within the
context of the world’s need today. Said
an anonymous author of last century,
“No heart is pure that is not passionate; no virtue is safe that is not enthusiastic.” The contemporary quest for
hearts

are

that

call

passionate

and pure,

for action that blends enthusiasm
virtue, has

much

of the dedicated

to learn
life

from

with

a study

of Robert Elliot

Speer.

set the

community

all

*7

groupings he

of Jesus Christ, the

Church Universal. “Christian

unity,”

we

achieve

not something

said, “is

for Christ. In the deepest sense, unity

is

something Christians have, not something they ma\e."
Speer was profoundly “ecumenical”
in the pristine missionary and communal meaning of that word. And yet
I cannot recall his use of the term “ecumenical,” either by lip or by pen. He
was not an “ecumaniac,” but he lived
to carry the Gospel into the oihoumene,
the “whole inhabited earth.” And in
his

affection

tions

people,

for

in

his

with people, he crossed

clesiastical

ested

ec-

He was inter“Christ’s men and

boundaries.

meeting

in

rela-

all

women” anywhere, at any time, whatever their name or sign. And where

man whose centennial
was an ecumenical pioneer.

Thirdly, the

we

celebrate

And
ten,

this pioneer, let

was

it

not be forgot-

a layman. Robert Speer

was

social righteousness was the issue, he
championed cooperation between Protestants, Roman Catholics, and Jews.

In the course of his years of active

a symbol of the significant role that lay-

service,

men have

many key

played

in

the

church through the centuries.

Christian

He was

this

of America.

He

was president

the

Federal

also a precursor of the increasing re-

years

which laymen and laywomen must assume in the church of
today and tomorrow.

Churches, at a crucial

sponsibility

As regards ecclesiastical affiliation,
Speer was a Presbyterian in the tradition of John Calvin, who, in the judgment of some historians, was also a
layman. At the same time, the only
designation which this Presbyterian
layman whom we commemorate was
willing to accept was that of “Chris-

“For my part,” he once remarked,
“I want no label but Christian, and try
to call no brother Christian by any
other name.” In the spirit of this man
there was nothing sectarian or even detian.”

of

layman

Christian

held

positions in the church life

Council’s history.

for four

Council

moment

He was

elected

of

in the

Mod-

Assembly of his
own denomination when the Assembly
met in San Francisco in 1927. For thirty
years he was Chairman of the Committee on Cooperation in Latin Amererator of the General

the organization that secured ecumenical status for Protestant churches
and missions in the Southern Hemiica,

sphere.

Basic in Dr. Speer’s thinking regarding the Church was that it must never
live for itself, but for Christ’s mission
in the world. The Church must, of
course, confront the

world with evan-
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gelical

passion

Christ.

But

it

order

secular

men

convert

to

also confront the

with

ethical

principles

that proclaim the rights of all

human
that

beings. It

was

writings and public

be the

Kingdom

of

men

as

natural, therefore,

emphasis

central

a

to

must

in

Speer’s

discourse

God and

should

the King-

ship of Christ. In fact, he spoke

more

about the Kingdom than he did about
the Church, more about corporate
Christian action than about organizational churchly union.
It was during the period of Dr.
Speer’s presidency of the Federal Council of Churches that the Council confronted the great steel corporations of
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

It

protested

the industry’s practice of employing

workmen

twelve

hours

its

The

day.

a

Council won, and the steelworkers’ lot
was humanized with the reduction of
their hours of toil. But at a crucial mo-

ment,

when

it

looked as

if

the Council

ground, and might
fail to sign a manifesto addressed to
the corporations, the Council president

would not hold

its

said this to the secretary of the

Com-

Quaker background and

Mawr

Bryn

Young Women’s
tion. It

us, said this

social vision
it

up.

He

who

is

still

with

about Dr. Speer, “He had
and the courage to back

was a stalwart

if I

ever

knew

one.”

This champion of social justice was
also a valiant promoter of other human
causes.

He

women

in

stood for the equality of

Church and

Society.

And

well he might, for this son of a Pennsylvania congressman

another

was married

Pennsylvanian,

a

lady

Associa-

women was not inhuman assump-

spired by an abstract

but by a concrete feminine

tion,

real-

ity!

Another great cause of which Robert
Speer was an ardent champion was the
cause of international peace. In 1914,
the year

when World War

I

broke out,

and the tragic era of international strife,
which still rages, began, Dr. Speer became a charter member of the Church
Peace Union. The Union was designed
to promote international friendship and
had the support of Andrew Carnegie,
then alive. There is no doubt where
Robert Speer would stand in relation
to

the bloody,

now

inhuman

struggle that

rages in Southeast Asia. This

man,

us be quite clear, was not a pacifist.
He did demand, however, that whenlet

war becomes an

to his

F. Ernest Johnson,

Christian

clear that her husband’s stand

is

for the equality of

ready to stand alone. Years

the

Bailey, the

was one of the greatest women of her
generation. For many years she was
president of the National Board of the

ever

later,

a graduate of

Emma

companion of Robert E. Speer,

lifelong

mission on Church and Social Service,
who was deeply concerned, “I will sign
that myself if you wish it.” Speer was
secretary in question, the distinguished

College.

tional

life,

a

issue in the na-

country’s

citizens

must

face certain timeless standards. Listen

words: “The only absolute and

values that justify war are
and righteousness.” Were he alive
today, when our world is confronted
with the Vietnam crisis, Robert E.
Speer would undoubtedly proclaim that
no nation has a right to make truth its
captive and to canonize a lie. Neither

sovereign
truth

does any country have the authority

equate righteousness with

to

self-interest.

Nor

dare

it

its

own

identify true

greatness with the possession of bound-

to

less

of

less

economic and military power.
must a people claim a creative

Still

role

I
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Messianic arro-

in history in a spirit of

Speer would proclaim, as we
his successors must proclaim, the sovereign Lordship of God, and the primacy
gance.

God’s

of

God’s

love,

righteousness, in all

God’s

truth,

human

and

affairs

relationships.
Ill

Tragedy and Triumph marked the
closing years of Robert Speer.

The

last

decade of his official service to his own
church and to the Church Universal

was

lived in the

shadow

of tragedy. In

September, 1934, his eldest son was
mysteriously assassinated, Elliott Speer,
for several years headmaster of the

famous Mt. Hermon School, located
not far from the ground where the

Student Volunteer Movement was born,
was shot through the window of his
study by someone whose identity was

Nor

never discovered.

did the reason

become known. The

for the act ever

Speers were plunged into gloom, but
Christian

their

faith

and

spirit

tri-

umphed.

faith in the Bible

and

in Christ.

The

were calamitous. Dr. Speer, with
equanimity, candor, and a profoundly
Christian spirit, answered the attack
upon the Church’s missionary enterprise
results

two masterly pamphlets. What he

said

then

is

a place, said he, for differences

among

of opinion

no place

Christians, but there

any other loyalty save
to Jesus Christ, and to the Bible as the
book where we learn about Christ,
and about God’s purpose for the world
through him.
The other painful experience which
befell Dr. Speer in that same period
was the publication of the historic volume Rethinking Missions A Layman’s
Enquiry after One Hundred Years.
This book, published in 1932, was the
is

for

—

fruit of a study of missionary

work

in

Asia by a commission composed of a

group of eminent men and women,
clergy and laity. The chairman of the
Commission was William E. Hocking, Professor of Philosophy at Harvard University. Hocking, one of
Speer’s most loved and admired friends,
wrote the first part of the volume
which dealt with the theological principles

that govern, or should govern,

movement
The ultimate

missionary

Christian

the

throughout the world.

goal that Christian missions should pur-

This painful experience came in the
wake of two others, both in the realm
of theological controversy. The Board
of Foreign Missions of the Presbyterian
Church in the U.S.A. and its missionaries
throughout the world, were
charged with heresy. Those Presbyterians who, conscientiously but erroneously, attacked the Mission Board and
its missionaries substituted ideas about
the Bible and about Christ for a living

in

There

19

is

equally

relevant

today.

sue,

it

was

alleged,

other religions in a
truth.

This

truth,

would be “the
existing

New

was

to

engage with

common
when

quest for

discovered,

Testament of every

faith.”

This syncretistic goal of missionary
thought and action ran counter to
everything that Dr. Speer had experienced and stood for throughout his
life.

and

bitterest

Nevertheless,

acted

to him
moment in

There came

as

a

repudiation

the saddest
his

career.

he spoke, wrote,
gentleman. In his
of

the

theological

and
total

thesis

upon which Rethinking Missions was
based, he emphasized the absolute centrality and uniqueness of Jesus Christ
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and the Christian Gospel. But in the
militant and luminous pamphlet that
he wrote

to

make

position clear,

his

was no drop of hate or venom.

there

There was,

in

it,

however, the

essence of the greatest

and

distilled

truest defi-

nition of Evangelism ever given, and
which runs thus:

To

evangelize

is

so to present Christ

power of the Holy Spirit,
men shall come to put their trust

Jesus in the
that
in

God

as

their Saviour,

through him,

to accept

him

and serve him

King, in the fellowship of
Church.
their

as
his

fruit of an AnCommittee of Enquiry on the
Evangelistic work of the Church, appears in a book entitled Towards the
Conversion of England. The volume
is dedicated to William Temple, Arch-

This definition, the

glican

There was nothing he shunned

gallery.

more than

public attention or publicity.

in prohibidng that any
biography of him be ever written, he
may have been an extremist. But the
self-effacement practiced by this man
of Yesterday has a message for Today,
when publicity has become a major
deity in the pantheon of our time.
During the closing decade of his
life,
following his retirement, Speer
lived in rhythmical motion. One period
of the year he would devote to reading, gardening, growing roses in Rock-

In

this,

ledge,

as

rural

his

home

in

Lakeville,

Connecticut, and to participation in the
of the local community; the other
period he would dedicate to Faith and

life

Life seminars for ministers and laymen

throughout the United States. These
seminars were the precursors of what
we now call “continuing education.”

New

bishop of Canterbury, the other beloved
friend with whom Robert Speer had

ton to which Speer was related for a

cooperated in producing the Jerusalem

longer period than to any other place

Message of

last

for

Jersey

town

of Prince-

and on the campus
from which he went
as a seminary student to become a mission board executive, and of whose
Board of Trustees he was President at
in his native land,

1928.

IV
At
ment

In this

came

the sunshine of retireRobert Elliot Speer. In his

of this institution

farewell statement to colleagues of the

the time of his death,

Board of Foreign Missions, which he
had served for forty-six years, he made
one of those quaint remarks for which
he was famous. His chief joy, he said,
as he looked towards retirement, was
that he would not have to attend any
more meetings of the General Assembly! For many decades Speer’s impact
upon Assembly gatherings had been
tremendous. But if anyone sought him
out while he was not officially on the
platform, he would most likely find
him in a remote corner of the back

structure

When

called

that

we have

the

library

Speer

a unique

Library.

was dedicated

in

1957 by another great Christian layman,
Nathan M. Pusey, President of Harvard
University, a plaque
the

memory

of the

was unveiled

man whose name

to
is

engraven above the front entrance. The
words of the plaque read thus:
THIS BUILDING

WHICH

BEARS THE

NAME

OF A CHRISTIAN STATESMAN

SCHOLAR AND SAINT

THE PRINCETON SEMINARY BULLETIN
Devotion

ROBERT ELLIOTT SPEER

LOVER OF BOOKS

AND OF THE
KINGDOM OF CHRIST
IS DEDICATED TO THE HOPE
THAT WITHIN THESE WALLS
THE LIGHT OF LEARNING
MAY ILLUMINE THE LIFE
OF PIETY IN THE SERVICE
OF

to

books and
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The Book;

to

missionary zeal and social passion; dedication to Righteousness and Truth,
love of
is

God and

love of people

—that

Robert Elliot Speer’s legacy to us

who commemorate the centennial of
his birth, as we seek, in this revolutionary time, to share Christ’s mission
to the world.

“Man

To

this

Christian saint

we of Today greet you; and, in gratitude and
we

say:

JESUS CHRIST

love,

THE TRUTH

row.”

we

of Yesterday,

bid you, farewell

—

till

Tomor-

AMONG THE THORNS
John W. Beardslee,

T

o

any

avoid

me

let

misunderstanding,

say that

my

address

to-

is in praise of Samuel M. Zwemdo not intend to urge anyone to
imitate him. One measure of his great-

night
er. I

ness, in

fact,

is

Church has

that the

acquired a deeper vision after listening

him, and some of the work that he
did does not need to be done again.
to

We

would

offer

him

implied that his

life

effect that

we

still

faint praise if

had had so
had to face the

The
why we are

we

little

situ-

and
do
not ask anyone to imitate Dr. Zwemer;
I ask us to honor him by taking up
where he has left off, and going beyond him. More accurately, and I believe, more along the lines that would
please Dr. Zwemer, I would urge that
ation he faced.

reverse

that

here tonight.

we

is

God

glorify

is

true,

I

not by staying with

the task he completed, but by going
to the unfinished task of the

new

on

day.

Zwemer needs no praise beyond
which he has already received from

Dr.
that

Professor Latourette,

man

any

if

apostle

declared that

deserves to be called the
Islam,

to

who

it

is

Samuel

M.

Zwemer. To this apostleship he gave
his life, and in relation to the apostleship he must be understood.
It

not necessary here to give a

is

detailed
his

life

the story
legion

who
deeds.

New

of

events

of

and fascinating

as

recitation

—romantic
is.

of

have

The

He

loyal

the

has been blessed by a

and friends
words and
of Princeton and

relatives

cherished
libraries

his

Brunswick seminaries contain an
abundance of material published and
unpublished, from which the informa-

III

tion could be derived.

A warm

admirer,

Wilson, has given us an
excellent biography in which the salient facts are faithfully set forth, and
J.

Christy

very recently Professor Latourette has
published brief summaries of the events
of Zwemer’s life in an article distributed
by the Associated Church Press (printed in the Church Herald and in Christianity Today and perhaps elsewhere),
while Dr. Wilson and William Miller,
another old friend, have marked this
anniversary by articles in World Vision,
His Magazine, The Sunday School

Times and other
,

papers.

Dr. Zwemer was
born a hundred years ago this month
in Vriesland, Michigan not quite the
holy city seen of John, but a place of
great glory for the pious Dutch immigrants from whom he sprang. Educated
at Hope College and New Brunswick
Seminary, he was ordained in 1900
and his active life can readily be diSuffice

it

to say that

—

vided into three periods

—as

a mission-

ary in the Persian Gulf region of Arabia
until

1913,

until 1929,

as

and

ton Seminary.

Egypt

a missionary in

as a professor at Prince-

Retirement,

when

it

came, was in name only, and for years
he seemed to defy age, infirmity, and
like Herakles, death itself, until the

end of his earthly life in 1952.
His literary output was enormous,
and his works found their way into
most of the languages of Western Eufinal

rope and
writer, he

many
is

of those of Asia.

at his best

when

As

a

describ-

ing his beloved Arabia and his beloved
Arabs, and when testifying to the love

and power of the Savior who sent him

I
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to them. Beyond anything that he
wrote extends the influence of Zwemer
the traveller, going from continent to

continent

to

locate

forgotten

communities from China
ca, to discover,

to

Muslim

South Afri-

encourage, and unite for

Christian fellowship the various mission

who

workers

and

A

posal.

labored

improve the

to

of conferences

series

evangelization

among Muslims,
tools at their dis-

of

Islam,

on the
constant

a

drive for better Christian literature in

languages read by Muslims, and for
by mis-

better understanding of Islam

and other Christians, and innumerable personal contacts, were
sionaries

among

the fruits of his labors, not to

mention

the

remarkably

Christian technical journal,

successful

The Mos-

lem World, of which he was long the
editor and guardian genius.
But the background of the first period
of his life, that of the Arabian mission, does require a word, for here the
uniqueness of Sam Zwemer was clearly
shown. One cannot, even for the sake
of

making him

relevant to this

Sam Zwemer

call

age,

a rebel, in spite of

he got into trouble in
for holding meetings
without faculty permission and in
Michigan for selling Bibles without a
license. But certainly he was a pioneer.
His missionary decision was made
early, and partly under the influence
of a pious mother, who, having dedicated him to the Lord, had the rare
good sense to say no more but to let
the Lord speak through a good environment, and speak in his own way.
the

fact

New

that

Brunswick

was never launched and

it

is

whose

in

for luck.

One wonders

of that “crack-pot family”

minds of

earlier

memories
were in the

if

who

board secretaries

Sam Zwemer

told

that his plans for

Arabia were not practical. But before
he came to seminary, he had been
taught not to think small, and the habit
remained. Under the steadying guidance of Professor Lansing, a man born

and

in Syria, the brilliant

restless stu-

dent, finding the curriculum’s demands
not enough to fill up his time, both

engaged in extra studying in languages
and in pharmacy, preparing himself
for overseas service, and in organizing
missionary conferences and stimulating
missionary interest among students.
These were the days when the Christian church was really becoming missionary conscious, and high hopes for
the success of evangelization around
the world were being entertained.

conversion of the Gentile world

work assigned

the

the

Church under

the

Charles

Hodge
Zwemer

had written a few years before
came to seminary, and, as the
his

six

proofs

for

“The
is

present dispensation,”

this

last

of

proposition,

Hodge had

given “the wonderful sucwork of missions in our
day.” Zwemer, as a Protestant missionary, began his career in the final decade
of Latourette’s “great century”; at the
of the

cess

culmination of a significant phase of

one of the greatest movements of renewal and transformation in church
history

—that

missionary outburst that

Western

Michigan, as part of a plan for the

movement and

—a ship which

a part of

our library where a board
secretary recently invited me to touch

keel

Adrian Zwemer, his father, was one
of a group of Dutch visionaries who
built a ship on Black Lake at Holland,
evangelization of Africa

23

paralleled the world-wide expansion of

the

civilization

and

that

became

parent of the present ecumenical

rican

of

nationalism,

much Asian and Afbesides much else.
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The movement,
misleadingly,

often dated

with

but

(somewhat

real

signifi-

from William Carey’s departure
for India in 1793, was thus scarcely a
century old when Zwemer’s career began, but had already changed the
Church and much of the world. One
need only compare Hodge’s comment
on the task of the church with the
pious
hesitation
that
had greeted
Carey’s first missionary appeals, and see
the difference. In the 1780’s it was the
cance),

church awoke from her eighteenth century lethargy and appropriated the

make

to

even maintained

whole church. Some

God wanted

if

heathen, he
cost.

By

in all seriousness that

the conversion of the

would send another Pente-

the

1880’s,

Carey’s followers

were in the way of bringing in that
second

Pentecost,

visible

tongues of

the

result, not of
but of midnight
and a conservative theologian could

nature

itself yield

of Reginald Heber’s

to the call

hymn:

Waft, waft, ye winds,

his story

And

roll

you, ye waters,

Till like a sea of glory

wildest kind of avant garde thinking
that saw the conversion of the world
as a task for the

new

technology and used its hitherto unheard-of opportunities for world evangelization. Lexicons and grammars induced the Pentecost of that age, and
the steamship and the telegraph began

spreads from pole to pole.

It

We

must not misrepresent the bishend of the
century so much had been accomplished
that Christians indeed had every right
op’s eschatology, but by the

claim visible evidence that “imposought not to be included in the
vocabulary of the church.

to

sible”

One

fire

great exception could be noted

this

The world, like the church, had felt
new breath. China, Japan, India,

triumphant spread of the Gospel
the world of Islam. Closest to Christianity in theology and in tradition of
all the major religions, and, so far as
historical centers of strength were con-

Ceylon, Burma, the storied islands of

cerned, closest in geographical propin-

the South Seas, the coasts and much of
the interior of Africa, had accepted the

quity,

oil,

assume that

this

task

was normative

to the responsibility of the church.

missionary,

and the old ways were

responding to his message. It is true
we can see how premature was

that

the optimism of the day;

how

super-

were many of the accomplishments that were glowingly described in
missionary magazines; how ignorant
of the “real situation” the best informed
leaders often were. Hindsight is an
easy form of wisdom, and current
critiques of the church are full of it.
Serious mistakes were being made in
ficial

the

1880’s

—

ones being

perhaps as serious as the

made

today.

But

it

was

time of zeal and accomplishment.

a

The

to the

—

it

known

had been
of

the

for centuries the best

non-Christian

faiths,

Judaism excepted. And it has proved
to be the most stubbornly resistant, not
only to conversion, but, for various reasons, their cultures admitted the missionary presence, and, especially
the

lower

nificant

classes,

among

conversions in sig-

number did

take place. Islam,

over large areas, had genuinely formed
a brotherhood that included its lower
classes

a

in

vital

not easy to find, in
casts

men

in

as

as in

lands the

and

its

—

community it was
Muslim areas, out-

India, or primitive tribes-

Buddhist Burma. In Islamic

community was

fully Islamic,

morale and sense of identity

I
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were upheld by its contact with the
fiercely independent Arab heartland,
the land of Islamic origins, the center
of the great annual pilgrimage, a perennial source of inspiration for the people

Qn’aran. Here the missionary
was not wanted; here no one called him
to deliver their land from error’s chain.
Here Zwemer proposed to go.
It detracts nothing from his greatness
that he was dependent on the work of
those who had already reached toward
the Arabian lands from Syria, the

of the

native place of his great

New

Bruns-

Lansing, and from
Persia and India. In the record are the
names of men like Henry Martyn,
F. T. Haig, and Bishop French who
explored and paved the way. And the
guidance of Lansing with his wisdom,
and dare we say it today the advan-

wick

preceptor

—

—

world history. Plans made in his youth
were still valid in his middle age, and
if, to my generation, he sometimes did
seem to be a voice from the past, it was
a voice that had long sounded a clarion
could easily be negbut that could not be evaded,
that could not have been evaded even

call to a task that

lected,

the sacrosanct watch-word of rele-

if

vance had been known. For Zwemer,
to a church that knew its responsibility
for missions, brought the challenge of
the neglected mission field. He reminded it of the wholeness of its task,
and, in a day of strength and accomplishment abroad, reminded it that,

Abraham,

like

To do
enced

call to

effort,

it

must journey on.

through his

this,

and no

little

The mission board of
church rejected the plan, and to
carry it out required the formation of
a new board, the old Arabian Mission

ways of knowing God’s

was his vision
mission a symbol of the

that

made

that

it

Christian responsibility for the entire

world of Islam.
His dream of preaching

in the holy

Mecca remains unrealized, and,
somewhat like Francis Xavier, he died
waiting for the rock to yield. One might

city of

point out that his vision, like

nineteenth

century

mission

much

like

an unbelievably stable period of

and

Syndicate, the raising of funds,
that goes with

ported that

it.

Zwemer had

when he

will

his

—

it

all

own
is

re-

discovered that

were not adequate
send him to Arabia, he concluded
that this was God’s way of telling him
to go, so he went out to raise more

financial resources
to

money. Happy

is

the

man whose own
him on

to a high
can serve God without
kicking against God’s goads.

heart-felt desire leads
calling,

who

Zwemer ’s stubborn
we can find an illus-

In the outcome of

thinking,

was over-optimistic from the start. One
must note, however exasperating such
thinking was to Zwemer in his later
years, that conditions do change, and
that much that was valid in Zwemer ’s
day is not valid now. One should point
out that he lived in what now looks

little

“establishment.”

energy that planted a Christian mis-

and

experi-

opposition to the

his

sion in Arabia,

own

Arabia, involved no

which age had given, was indispensable. Nor are the young comrades
and fellow students, especially the comrade in his life work, James Cantine,
to be forgotten. But it was Zwemer ’s
tages
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single-mindedness
tration

of the striking assumption of

Marshall
in

McLuhan and

his associates

the current successor to the

Quadrennials so beloved of

and

his generation

—the

the discussion of any

SVM

Zwemer

assurance that
topic in

depth

will illuminate the central issue.

Zwem-
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er’s

concentration on Islam never led to

of this deepened

neglect of the task of the whole Church.

tian concern.

The

ary

apostle to Islam

was always con-

cerned over the mission to the Jews,
and over the whole wide-ranging life
of the missionary movement. He was
concerned over Christian education and
the

growth of Christian

personality.

and widened Chris-

The

content of mission-

work changed because

the concerns
of the church were deepened, and the
full significance of Zwemer ’s work can

only be seen when he is known as a
partner in the whole movement of this
living

and changing church. The heroes

Suspicious of the social gospel, he was

of his generation were often slow to

concerned over a social conscience and
ethic he voted against his Republican
party rather than approve the Chinese
Exclusion Act, and he introduced a

realize this, but we, with hindsight,
can do so. Hindsight is easy, but it is
like memorization.
good colleague
where I formerly taught, exhorted the

—

course

on

Christianity

and Race

at

We

today should see him
more clearly than he ever saw himself,
as part of that remarkable and variegated outburst of Christian activity
which produced not only the missionary movement but the whole spectrum
of evangelistic and reform activities
that proliferated through the nineteenth
Princeton.

century and that formed the necessary

background

the

for

of expansion.

On

century”

“great

every side

new

of activity were being opened

lines

and un-

areas were being invaded.
While Zwemer and his colleagues were

occupied

increasing the geographical spread of
Christianity,

others

were

devoting

A

incoming students “Memorization is
the lowest form of intellectual activity.
Therefore, you ought at least to memorize.” So hindsight is the easiest form
of wisdom; and we ought to have it
at least. And by its help we can see that,
in the context of the whole life of the
church, Zwemer ’s concentration on his
chosen task was indeed part of the
process by which the whole wealth of
the church was given to the world. If
:

we remember

this today, we may be
kinder than were our predecessors to
brethren who are unlike us.
Let us consider in a few brief words

some

gives to us.

themselves to increasing the depth of
its penetration into the life of the world.

New

message that Zwem-

parts of the

er’s life still

0)

Brunswick Seminary had already graduated Graham Taylor and
would presently graduate A. J. Muste.
The turmoil of new ideas was less

he does exemplify the need for
careful study. As a student he went
beyond the requirements of curriculum

confusing then than it is today, but it
was too much for people to keep up
with, as subsequent confused argu-

knowledge

ments over the

and of spreading knowledge. Until he

His

social

gospel, as well

as over Biblical criticism,

But

as

the

missionaries

have shown.
opened new

territory geographically for the preach-

First,

in a

disciplined effort to acquire the

fulfill his

reer,

that

would enable him
Throughout his

vocation.

he never tired of acquiring

to
ca-

facts

knew

himself as an expert, he sought
guidance of experts Professor
Lansing, Bishop French, or some phar-

—

the

New York

“The

ing of the gospel, they paved the way,

macist in a

often unwillingly, for the spread also

best paper, the best type, the best art

dispensary.
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once heard him say, “is none
for our message,” and behind
this concern over the form of the medium lay his concern for the best possible
content. Today’s church should hear
him when he reminds us of the need to

work,”

I

good

too

learn.
(ii)

Again, as he learned about the Arabs
and about Islam, he developed a deep
respect for them. He never regarded
Islam as true, or Arab life as preferable to his. He could speak at great
lengths of its errors, its weaknesses, its
evils. But for the people he had high
regard, resulting from his person to
person contacts and his knowledge of

them as persons, individuals. To him
the Arab was neither a type nor a
specimen nor a case, nor a candidate
for salvation, but a person a person

—

for

whom

Christ died; that

Sam Zwemer. The

like

had

is,

a person

older mission-

deep respect for
persons to a remarkable extent. It is
compatible with a desire to evangelize;
it is a trait the Christian should never
aries

often

this

lack.
(iii)

Again, Zwemer’s
Christian

by

work

statistics.

is

life

reminds us that

not to be evaluated

Statistical

success blessed

many places in
among them. On this he
back. Not numerical success,

Christian missions in

—China

1890

turned his

but faithful witness, was always the
keynote of his life. And during the de-

when the Reformed Church,
having taken over the responsibility of
the old Arabian Syndicate, faced a
budgetary crisis, and it was suggested
that Arabia, because there were few
converts, was the field to be dropped,
the suggestion died in committee bepression,

cause the lesson that

27

Zwemer can

teach

was, at that point, understood.
In Zwemer’s

life,

again, there

my

indirectly, suggested

an

is

which

appreciation of the secular

has,

this eve-

title

would not claim him as a forerunner for Van Leeuwen, although
they both spring from the bosom of
Dutch Calvinism. Often Zwemer’s apning.

I

preciation for the secular was,
to us, naive, as

work

of providence that most

lived

under Christian empires

seems

it

when he saw

it

as a

Muslims

—Britain,

France, the Netherlands, and Russia.
But, whereas his ancestors, in compar-

ing the Church to a lily among the
thorns, had been keenly aware of a
hostile world, and his immediate ancestors, seceding from the established

Church and perpetuating their separain the American mid-west, had

tion

emphasized the hostility even of a
peaceful and civilized world, Zwemer
showed his friends how to view it, not
merely as thorns, or even as a

field for

harvest, but as the instrument of

God

His work. When everyone was discussing Rethinking Missions and its
suggestion that all religions had the
same goal and should work together,
for

Zwemer made

the retort that the Chris-

tian missionary

had more

common

in

with the noble secularist than with the
religions

that blessed superstition

ignorance. Looking at the
for his

Muslim

life

one can

friends,

awareness of the liberating

what we

are

secularism,

now

and

and

he sought
see his

effects

of

hearing hailed as

with him that

rejoice

the world has done so

much

for the

gospel.
(iv)

Above
Christ,

all,

Zwemer

and of the

speaks to us of

centrality of Christ.
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remember a paper on ecumenicity,
prepared for the Faith and Order Division of the Iowa Council of Churches,
that spoke at length of the group of
leaders with whom Zwemer was long
I

associated

—Robert

Wilder,
Mott, and Robert E. Speer

also

honor tonight, and

John

R.

whom we

their genera-

pointing out that they were held
together not by theology or by structure

tion,

but by the
sulted

common

from

experiences that re-

their love for Jesus. Fel-

lowship in devotion to Jesus

what Zwemer did with

—his

his

—

this

is

background

and of some aspects
movement, which he
writing and published,

of Biblical criticism

of the ecumenical

committed

to

are seen in their proper perspective as

we

see and follow the path which he
most truly walked.
Many, many things have changed
since Zwemer’s long and happy life

with Christ reached

Among

its

earthly

hospitals.

No

family. After

lustrates

the theme

Dutch immigrants among whom
he grew up was nothing other than an
effort to put Christ first, and Zwemer
is among those who found and lived
the true meaning of this ideal. Loyalty
to Christ, for him, meant service for

mission more clearly than this

Calvinism, the separatism of his
all, the strict separatism

of the

Christ, the Christ

who

sends disciples

forth to serve. Loyalty to Christ never

becomes a barrier against any other
serves him. In the Arabian mission, Anglicans and Congregationalists
and others served with hardy Dutch

who

separatistic

Calvinists.

not hold back the

work

Traditions
of Christ.

I

did
once

heard Zwemer say, long before ecumenicity with Rome was popular, that
if the Roman Catholics reached Mecca
ahead of us, he would rejoice that
Christ had been preached at Mecca.

When
we

a

man

like this speaks of Christ,

begin to learn of the mission of the
church. Zwemer’s own personal fears

end.

none was more
fruitful than his insistence on the use
of medical missions as a means of reaching Islam. Yet now the mission that
he founded faces the closing of its
all his insights,

contemporary writing
of

revolution

il-

in

fact, as

anyone familiar with missions in
Arabia can testify. We cannot live in
the past. We must journey on, more
radically than Zwemer ever dreamed.
But we had better not try it without
him. He shows the real meaning of
many Christian peculiarities, and in
common with his friends and associates
of more than one tradition, helps bring
together in their true

meaning

diver-

gent streams of Christian tradition.
Francis Turretin of Geneva, in the
1680’s, included in a discussion of
reprobation the striking thought that,

even
ity,

when convinced

of

its

impossibil-

the Christian minister, as a duty of

Christian love, desired the salvation of
all.

Zwemer and

his friends helped put

Christian doctrine to

showing what
salvation of

all.

it

its

means

proper use by
to desire

the

SERVANTS OF CHRIST IN HIS MINISTRY
TO PEOPLE
Peter K.
Peter said, "1 have no silver

and gold; but

of Jesus Christ of Nazareth, wal\\”

raised

him

Members

And

of the Graduating Class of

press

my

the Prophets.”

appreciation

As

for

the

a matter of fact,

very real sense

to this class, since this

marks

my

one

I

Commencement
Of

course, there

difference. In order for

graduate, you have had to pass

examinations, whereas
to pass

I

belong

“graduation” from serv-

ice in this institution.

is

have; in the

I

name

What

is

there

that

a

man,

has lived through the past seventy-

can and
should say to you who are starting your
Christian ministry in a world like ours?
five years in the church’s life,

ords are totally inadequate to ex-

feel that in a

is

you what

occasion.

who

honor and privilege of participating
with you in this Baccalaureate Service

also

l give

he too\ him by the right hand, and

up. Acts 3:6-7.

1967:

W

Emmons

I

you

to

many

have only had

a 75th “birthday.” Also, there

a difference in the “degrees” being

conferred on you and that which has

been conferred on me. You are being
granted a “Bachelor” or “Master” or
“Doctor” in Theology, whereas I have
been given the “degree” of “Trustee

Emeritus” which means

out of such soul searching in
I have come to talk to you
about being “Servants of Christ in His
It

is

prayer that

Ministry to People,” basing

my

thoughts

on those words from the experience of
Peter and John, as found in Acts 3: 6
and 7, “Peter said, ‘I have no silver and
gold; but I give you what I have; in
the

name

walk!’

of Jesus Christ of Nazareth,

And

he took him by the right

hand, and raised him up.”
It is always a risk to try to set up
any kind of an exact “calendar” of the
events which are recorded in the New
Testament, because so often time is

foreshortened in the interest of brevity.

However,

it

seems quite certain that

the events in this chapter occurred very

literally you
“
(meaning out ”) and
meritus (meaning “you ought to be”)!
However, I will say this in my favor,
it took you only three or, at most six,

immediately after the wonderful experi-

years to earn your degrees, whereas

ence of personal enduement with the

are a Trustee

e

it

me forty years to earn mine!
But now, seriously, I assure you that
I have never approached the preaching
of a sermon with a greater sense of
took

inadequacy or with more trepidation
than I have felt as I prepared for this

after that thrilling and epochmarking incident of Pentecost described
in the preceding chapter. That is to say,

soon

Holy

Spirit, these

Christ

felt

Apostles of the living

the need,

and followed the
up to the

habit of a lifetime, of going

Temple

of

God

to

hour

worship

at the

thing

should like

of prayer.

This

is

the

first

I
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emphasize for you as you begin your
ministry to people as servants of the
to

living Christ.

the

House

of

Whenever you go into
God, you go, primarily,

not to “conduct a service” or to “perform a religious rite” or “administer a
sacrament.” You go into God’s House
to

meet

God

God and

When

1

to help others to meet
you stand in the pulpit

and look into the
may God help you
semblage,

or

a

before you,

faces

to see, not

congregation,

human

person, a

Then
thing.

Peter said a very significant

He

as-

across our

an

at

Peter and John entered the sacred

by a sight which was
to

them

in their day,

were confronted
all

too familiar

and which

is all

see

world today. They look more

stretched hands than

Christ,

As

You

the coins that drop into their out-

needs.
precincts that day they

at us!”

,

an

who

“Look

chanical with this poor cripple, even
as it has with thousands and thousands

people to
But again

God,

said,

whole business of begging had
become impersonal more or less methis

have come into his house
to find him. You are God’s messenger,
Christ’s servant as he ministers to men’s
of

God—

God.

or

audience; but people, persons, children

soul, a child of

not an “object of charity” or a social or
economic “problem,” but a child of

they do at the
they appeal for help.
say, Peter and John were

whom
I

filled

were the servants of
Redeemer.
with the Spirit of

Peter said

what must have been

different for they

the

They were

agents of the

God\

Then

a great disappointment to this expectant

too tragically familiar in literally hun-

beggar, “I have no silver and gold”

dreds of places around our world today.
There, at the entrance to the place of

and he was

worship, was a poor, dirty, whining
cripple, displaying his physical deformities to the passing multitudes in the

hope of arousing

their pity

and

receiv-

ing their “charity.”

But Peter and John were different!
Here were two men who had been
with Jesus Christ. They had shared in
his ministry of self-giving love and
transforming power.

Now

they them-

had received his indwelling Spirit
enabling and commissioning them to
minister in his name. Therefore, when
they saw this poor bedraggled pleading
beggar, they had to do something about
selves

it.

As

is

their attention

none of the things which the

ordi-

nary “down-and-outer” thinks he must
have if he is to be “well off,” as we say.

But again, Peter and John were differSo Peter did not stop there. He
went on to say, “But I give you what

entl

I have; in the name of Jesus Christ of
Nazareth, walk! And he took him by

hand and raised him up!”
Members of the Graduating Class:
this is what you and I, as servants of
the right

Jesus Christ in his ministry to people,

have to offer to the world of our time

to say, they concentrated

on him

power of the

is

translated in the

Version,
at

him,”

they
or,

say, “they fixed their eyes

him.” That

i.e.

not scientific gadgets, or social systems,
or political agreements, or military
measures not even economic security,
or material prosperity but the redeeming love and the life-transforming

the record

Revised Standard
rected their gaze

would

telling the truth! Indeed
he could have gone even further and
said, “I have no political influence, no
social prestige, no economic security,

as

“di-

as

we

upon

an individual

—

—

crucified, risen

and

living
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Christ,

who

the incarnation of the

is

sovereign and redeeming God, the

Lord

of history.

many

ways, it seems to me, it
be
hard
to find a more approwould
priate figure to symbolize the nature
and spirit of the world of our day than
In

this

bit of

mis-shapen

the entrance

humanity

Temple

the

to

begging for a “hand-out”

laid at

God,

of

from the

pass-

ing throng. Instead of going into the
House of God, entering into fellowship with him and thus finding the
true

“way

and

classes

their

of

men

life,”

of

all

races

and nations are holding out
empty hands, crying and plead-

ing for “hand-outs” of material “goods.”
Now what is our ministry as servants

and members of his Body,
world?

of Christ

the Church, in such a
I

we are to be true
our Lord and Master, we must say
what Peter said to the beggar at the
Gate Beautiful, “I have no silver and
Well,

of

first

all, if

to

words we must make
weak, hungry, diseased,

gold.” In other
it

clear to the

fear-ridden
that

we

people of this generation

are not the dispensers of mate-

wealth or economic “security” as
are
the world understands security.
not purveyors of plenty or producers

rial

We

In this day

be true servants of the living Christ

to

when

her enemies are try-

ing to identify the Christian Church,
as an institution, with so-called “west-

with

we must go
“But what I have, I give
whoever you are, of what-

in his ministry to people,

on

to declare,

to

you

—

ever race or color or class or culture

whether black or white, whether bond
free,
whether animist, Buddhist,
Hindu, Mohammedan or Communist
whoever you are, or wherever you are,
what I have, I give to you!”
or

If

Church of

the

to give itself

away,

Jesus Christ refuses
it

will die!

As Dr.

Theodore Ferris has said, “Peter had
something that would not keep. Some
things will keep, like stones and diamonds.
But the real things in life
cannot be kept." For instance, he goes
on to say “Try to keep love, and watch
.

.

.

Try to keep pity to yourand see it degenerate into
passivity. Try to keep money, and
watch it turn to 'mammon.' Try to keep
beauty, and you become just a mummy.
Try to keep vision to yourself, and you
become just a visionary. Try to keep
Christ, and you become a bigot. Peter
it

turn to

lust.

self alone,

could not keep the precious gift of life
in Christ. He could only give it away\
This mis-shapen beggar pled for

money, Peter gave him

infinitely more.
gave him walking, leaping, praising he gave him new life with God
through Christ.

He

—

My

of “prosperity.”

31

this is your challenge,
your opportunity as servants
of Christ in his ministry to our misshapen, hungry,
fear-ridden
world.

your

friends,

task,

imperialism,” or with “the democratic

“What I have, I give to you; in
name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth,

way

up and walk!”

ern

civilization”

of

or

life,” this is

portance.

and John,

We
“I

“capitalistic

of the utmost im-

must declare with Peter
have no silver and gold!”

Ill

But even that is not all! This alone
be nothing more than mere

II

But we dare not stop

the
rise

could
there. If

we

are

“preachment,” not

real

“evangelism.”
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As servants of the living Christ, the
Lord of life, we dare not stop with

But on the way be always ready to
confront fallen, needy, lost humanity,

mere words, even though they be the
words of the very Word of God. Peter
did not stop there. “He took him by the
right hand and raised him up."
Thus, while the Church must never
become a mere dispenser of “charity,”
it must always be spending itself, even
to the utmost of its resources and abilities, in taking fallen, weak, needy humanity by the hand and lifting them up
in the name and spirit of this same
Jesus Christ of Nazareth who, himself,
“went about doing good.”

right in your

Here, then, fellow servants of the
is your challenge as you
go out to participate in his ministry to
people “fix your gaze” upon the beggar at the temple gate to understand

raise

living Christ,

—

—

and appreciate the tragic need of our
suffering and lost world.
Continue to “go up to the Temple
at the house of prayer” not just to conduct “religious exercises” or maintain
an institution but to meet God face
to face, and to help others to come to
know him.

—

own community and all
They may be plead-

across the world.

ing for mere material “goods” or selfish
“security,” but you must give them
more. Proclaim to them, by word and
by deed, the life-giving truth of Jesus
Christ,

the

come down

eternal

omnipotent

God,

to earth for their salvation.

But then go on to demonstrate this
truth by reaching out to them the hand
of forgiving grace and self-giving love
in practical help. In his Name and
Spirit “take them by the right hand and

them up,”

that they too

may

enter

God’s House with you, “walking, and
leaping, and praising God.”

And may

the

God

of

all

peace

who

brought again from the dead our Lord
Jesus, that great Shepherd of the sheep,
through the blood of the everlasting
covenant, make each one of you complete in every good work to do his
will, working in you that which is wellpleasing in his sight; through Jesus
Christ to
ever.

whom

Amen.

be glory forever and

WHERE THE ACTION

IS

David H. Burr
Ezekiel ^7:7-6

T

oday is April 5 in this year of our
Lord, 1967. For the majority of
you, it is just another day of classes.
For some, it may be an anniversary or

and out as though trying to say, “Get
up, get up the battle is over. They have
all gone.” But there was only silence;
it was the silence of death.

birthday. For you*memorable day. It

tated to execute the job before them,

my

only because of
that

it is a most
memorable not

is

return to a place

deeply loved and rich in recol-

is

lection,

years. It

but

was

it

goes

back twenty-five

1942, before

in

many

of

you were born, that this day became so
marked. It was a day when classes
were being interrupted and plans were
altered and young people everywhere
were called into the military service to
be trained in the techniques of war. On
April 5, 1942, my junior year at col-

was climaxed with my enlistment
in the Navy. Within five years of that
date, over a million American men and
women were enlisted among the inlege

fantry of the dead, buried in alien soil

or adrift in the deep waters of

April

5,

of those magnificent

strands of golden Pacific beach. But instead of bathers to attract the eye, there

were dead bodies; and instead of pleasure boats, there were broken and splintered barges. All was quiet except for
the surf that washed over the white
sand.

questioned whether he thought dead

bones could ever live again. “O Lord
God, only you know,” said the man.
Whereupon God said to him, “Prophesy, speak to these bones. Speak the

Word

God and I will cause breath
them and flesh shall cover their
skin and they shall live and know the
of

to enter

Lord.”

Whereupon

the

God commanded. And
the

great

as

man

promises of God,

Each wave moved the bodies

in

dead men, stood upon
great

host.

did

as

he spoke of

exceedingly

the Pacific. The war with Japan was
nearing a great climax. On that afternoon, I was with a group that stared

hesi-

remembered a story I had heard years
Sunday School. It was the
story of dead bodies coming to life. It
was the story of a man commanded to
prophesy, and as he did so, the Lord

later,

papers and thinking of graduation ceremonies, I was working a beachhead in

who

I

breath were restored. Those

instead of being concerned over term

down upon one

stood there with those

before in

as

1945, three years

I

some

faraway place.

On

As

guest,

life

and

who were

their feet,

They

an

lived

again!

Looking down upon

that heart-break-

ing scene, I knew that those bodies
could never live again. But the message

was vividly and disturbmind. He, of course,
was speaking to his people who had
forgotten that they were the Children
of God. They had forgotten that they
were Children of the Covenant. They
had rejected the counsel and commandments of the Lord, and as a result,
were like dead men. And in their rejection of God, he had permitted them
of the prophet
ingly

upon

my
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to lose their
to be carried

homes and
away into

and

their land,

Now

captivity.

century re-examination of the Church,

new development has taken
There has arisen a fellowship
Christ that is wonderful to see and

a surprising

longed for home, Ezekiel
painted a magnificent picture of the

place.

resurrection of Israel as a nation. “O,

share. It

my

yond denominational lines. It is even
beyond geographical bounds. Nevertheless, it is very real. It has no structure

they

as

people,

you home into
once again, and you

will bring

I

the land of Israel

know

shall
It

that

decisions

am

I

the Lord.”

to account for all the

difficult

is

we make

in

life,

but

should

it

in

is

a fellowship completely be-

organization

or

other

be no surprise to you that that experi-

obedience to his

ence contributed greatly to the decision
being formulated in my mind concerning the future. Though I knew the

fellowship of persons

upon

bodies washed in

never walk again in this
nal

God was

lived. It

ing as

was
was

Ezekiel,

life,

the Eter-

who

speaking to those

just as vivid

and demand-

the voice of the prophet,
his

to

would

that shore

And

through
can
has never

people.

the years, this conviction that

God

dead spirits
diminished. He can do it. He will do
it. He is doing it. He is working today
bring

life

to

and of
places and

in the lives of persons

nations.

He

in

working in
beyond our comprehension. In
is

criticism,

of

in

tradition,

ways

spite of

spite of turmoil, in spite

and

in

spite

of

the

all

ridiculous conflicts within the Church,
there

among
action,

action

positive

is

the people of

and there

the truth

is

such that

we

that

is

taking

place

God. There is
it. But

plenty of

most of the action

cannot see

is

the
to-

not printed in the weekly Church

Alumni News. Few
would understand it if it were. Much
of what is happening is difficult even
Letter or in the

to put into words.

But out of

who

is

a sincere

a

genuine

seek through

Christ to find the presence and the will

God. I covet what it has meant to
me: to know fellowship in Christ that
is beyond the limits of the Presbyterian

of

Church!

The
serve

congregation which

where

for

inational

among

presently

I

North Carolina
over ioo years great denom-

in

is

western

pride

has

been

cultivated

the major Christian groups.

become

member

a

To

of a certain church

or of a certain denomination did not

always have deep spiritual significance.
But to unite with a specified group was
expected of certain families or individuals in order that the power structure
for the social and economic life
community might be continued

right hands. This,

true

of

many

western

places

the

I

realize,

is

of the
in the

not only

North Carolina. In
Church has housed

power structures of the commuand in some places this may still
be true. However, there has arisen from
within the Church among both clergy
and lay people a group searching for
a relationship with God that is more
meaningful and fruitful than they have
ever had. Those involved are persons
who recognize the hand of God in
nity

Much of what is happening for
Kingdom of God here among us
is

will. It

strong

a

and

the

it.

I

day

than

allegiance to Jesus Christ

this

mid-

much

that

They

are people

is

taking place in the world.

who

are

hungry

for

j
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and

the fellowship of the Spirit above

beyond

the complexities of organ-

all

To them, the conversachurch union are not the
most important conversations engaging
ized religion.
tions about

though they are vitally inThe primary interest and
terested.
concern of this new ground-swell is an
the church,

involvement with Christ in the world.
seek a meaningful relationship
with him without the binding structure of a system. In no way is it an

Everlasting Arms.
tions
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in invita—“Come over andresulted
share with us.”
It

“Can we not worship together next
Easter?” “Come to dinner.” It was the
breaking

down

of

many

of the Presbyterians
to a

Roman

Many

barriers.

had never spoken

Catholic Priest before.

The

may

not seem tremendous
to you, but within the context of the
experience

They

working of the grace of God, this is
where much of the action is today. It
is the discovery of a bond in Christ

attempt to by-pass the Church. Indeed,
it is an attempt to alert the Church to
the world about it.
Though it may not seem exciting to
you, a most unusual meeting took place
in Winston-Salem’s First Presbyterian

among

his people that is not necessary
be put in the form of a motion, voted
upon and recorded in Presbytery
to

Minutes in order for

become

to

it

a

fact.
II

Church

immediately following the
eleven o’clock worship on Easter Day.
It

involved the

Roman

across the street.

Church

Catholic

The Roman

Catholic

population of North Carolina

is

only

one per cent of the state, the smallest
per cent of any of the states. Therefore
the native Carolinian

about his

Roman

knows very

Catholic

little

neighbor.

was of some concern when
Catholic Church purchased
the old city library across from the First
Presbyterian Church ten years ago.
During these ten years the members
of these two congregations have been

Hence

the

it

Roman

Throughout the Southern PresbyteChurch there are exciting experimental ministries taking place. Under
competent and alert guidance, these
ministries are taking the Church into
areas where Christ has been only a
curse word before. The majority of
these are in the Negro ghettos of the
larger cities. They work hand in hand
with the poverty programs and the
rian

Experiment

observer,

morning worship, but with
no more than a nod or a glance. Be-

where the

cause the Priest of that congregation

is

it

To

would appear
real action

Because

It

is.

the casual

that this

would

is

ap-

pear that the Church has at last discovered the world around it. However,

an intimate friend and one of those

this

who hungers

new forms

for this unity in Christ,

Self-Reliance.

tion given to the public.

looking across the street at each other
as they left

in

of the unique character of these works,
there is much publicity and interpreta-

is

not really the case.

Though

the

of ministry are given the

arrangements were made for the con-

spotlight

and

gregations to meet together after Easter

action

not where

it

can be easily

real action

is

in the lives of

worship.

The

plan was to greet one an-

other and to rejoice in Easter.

The

re-

were magnificent. It was the risen
Christ drawing his people into the
sults

seen.

those

is

The
who

rightfully

so,

are in the Church.

the

It is

real

some-

in hearts

and

minds, as years of musty, corroded

self-

thing that

is

happening
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satisfaction is confronted with the living Christ. The real action is where
standard-brand Christians are being
confronted with the demands of a

who

Christ

and involved

alive

is

in

their lives.

There

is

words,

no fight, but he
was present. The action today is where people are becoming
persons, and that is what happened
there. My friend, the Elder, was aware

knew

experienced

that Christ

first time that God knew who
he was and could use him as an instrument in his hands. He became truly a

for the

an Elder serving in

who

ent congregation

Force colonel.

He

is

is fifty

my

pres-

a retired Air
years old.

He

person.

has a good retirement income and a
thriving new business. He has a fine
family with four children. His experience with the Church has been custom

country during the last 200 years has
been responsible for encouraging people
to wear masks. The Church has made

and habit

it

until recent years. In recent

years he has longed for more.

who hungers for
ence of Christ. One of

one

He

is

that inner preshis biggest head-

aches has been a dear friend of many
years who is an alcoholic. As is true
of the alcoholic pattern, the man has
taken great advantage of the friendship.

At Christmastime

this last year, the

Unfortunately,

difficult for

The Church

and

nize themselves as they

presence

not heal because

His
completely a family reunion. After he was
checked in at the local Y.M.C.A., the
Elder of the church went to him for a
disrupt

showdown. In reporting the incident
to me, this Elder said, “You know how
difficult it was for me to do, but I invited my friend to kneel and pray with

me

for help.”

am

I

sure that you can guess the

rest.

A

startling experience of the presence

of

God

undergo

took place.

some

The

unusual

alcoholic did

evidence

of

change. His recovery has been remark-

and there

able,
this

man

is

the real action

knew

is

now

much

living a

evidence that

new

life.

was with the Elder.

But

He

for the first time in his life of

power of God to remold human
character. He had no vision, heard no
the

shortcomings.

been

observer has written,

to

this

so concerned
about presenting a good image that it
has encouraged pious masks on the
most confused faces. The result has
been hordes of people who have never
really permitted others to see them as
they are. In fact, they never really recog-

has

alcoholic appeared at his doorstep.

threatened

in

people to admit openly

weaknesses

their

Church

the

one

This

the Baptist

“After

we

A

wise
can-

never permits any-

about what his real guilts

to talk

are.”

it

are.

“The Church

is

true. Carlyle

Church

Marney of
summer,

said last

who wants a church where
who we are, warts and all?”

all,

are

Who

wants a church where members
weaknesses and their
their
blights? God does, and God wants it
here and now! This is what is happening in the Church. This is where the action is. People are becoming persons.
admit

And

in

the

process,

persons become

even happens to ministers, and
there anything more wonderful than

free. It
is

who is a real person? There
many things that a real person

a minister
are so

never has to be concerned about. He
doesn’t have to be an entertainer. Especially

is

this true of the minister.

He
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no longer has

to be a religious enterneeds only to share his heart
and his mind. He needs only to love
others as they are. In the grace of God,
tainer.

He

what is happening in the Church.
This is where the action is.
this is

Ill

The

where people are conGod,
but the action is more evident where
action

is

fessing their intimate needs for

the

Word

is

being preached. At Easter-

time two years ago, a community in
North Carolina was so riddled with
immorality and obvious indifference
that

it

will be scarred for generations.

There was a vicious breakdown of decent human relations which resulted in
drunkenscandalous
wife-swapping,
ness, vandalism, delinquency and ridicule of God. There were so many pregnant

girls in the senior class of the

high

school that the annual graduation exercise

was

cancelled.

In the midst of one of the most sorry

hours in the

life

of the

community, the

God. You promised

buck

somebody

to

of the

sult

every form of

God and

to

root

out

“Make your peace
he said. The follow-

evil.

You

and the job
are not dis-

sermon was uproar. The

ultimate result was an experience of

God

whereby an entire community was humbled and chastened and changed. The
action today is where the Word of God
is being proclaimed fearlessly and vic-

many places in the South,
been forced from their pulpits
and from the community because of
their preaching. This is where the action is. This is what the preaching of
toriously. In

men have

the Word produces. It was true in the
days of Ezekiel and it is true now.

As God

said to the prophet, “Prophesy,

speak and
that

humble

in the

charged from your vows. God holds
you responsible.” The remainder of the
sermon was a rousing reminder of the
covenant these people had once made
with God. It was truly the proclamation of his Word. The immediate re-

command. He challenged
himself before

else

hasn’t gotten done.

and they

tized Christian in the city to

them

to rear

nurture and admonition of the Lord,
and you have reneged. You passed the

Presbyterian minister appeared to take

every bap-
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I

The

I

will put

shall live,

am

my

spirit within,

and they

shall

know

the Lord.”

editor

of

Saturday

Review

spoke with Nehru, Prime Minister of
India, just before his death several years
ago. Said the editor, “I suppose you

with God today,”
ing is a quote from his Easter sermon:

come

“You

parents are a failure.

pher-statesman than perhaps any polit-

don’t

mean

to

be.

I

I

know you

know you have

closer to the ideal of a philoso-

ical leader in the

world.

What would

followed what you thought was right.
I know you have read lots of books,

your advice be to those who want to
make the world a better place?” The

but you have not come down to the
fundamental proposition of life. You

Prime

have stood here in the sanctuary and
offered your children in dedication to

Minister smiled broadly and
“Cease talking and do something.”
Can these bones live? Yes! Yes! If
we will do something about it.
said,

WHO

IS

THE GOD THAT CAN

DIE?

Kenneth Hamilton

Y

ou may have heard of the church
that had a sign outside reading:
“Our God is very much alive, thank
you sorry to hear about Theirs.” Flip-

—

pant? Yes, but very

much

to the point!

Most critics of the death-of-God movement have stressed the fundamental
ambiguity that lurks in the metaphor
of “death” when applied to God. And
they are right to insist that the issue

must be joined

here. Until this ambi-

guity has been cleared up, the term

“Christian atheism” obviously begs too

many questions. But I should like to
approach the problem from another
angle and hence the title of this article: “Who Is the God That Can Die?”
The death-of-God theologians are
agreed on little, yet they seem to agree
on the conclusion that contemporary
man is not simply troubled about his
inability to image God aright; for he
is convinced that God has gone out of
the world he knows as his, and cannot
be found under any image. He just
is not here any longer. Hence William
Hamilton draws a distinction between
the soft radicals, who agree with Bishop
Robinson that “our image of God must
go,” and hard radicals, who confess the
death of God in our time. He writes, in
words that have been often quoted:

—

It is really that we do not know, do
not adore, do not possess, do not believe in God. It is not just that a
capacity has dried up within us; we
do not take all this as merely a state-

ment about our
it

frail

psyches,

we

take

as a statement about the nature of

the world

and we

try

to

convince

We

God is dead.
are not talking about the absence of the experience of God, but about the experiothers.

ence of the absence of God.

Well, that
rate.

But,

calism

is

to

is

we must

something

if this

definite, at

any

expression of hard radi-

convince us of

look at

it

a

its logicality,

more

little

closely.

no binding connection between the fact that we do not
believe in God and that he is dead.
Obviously, there

is

Equally obviously, the experience of the
absence of God does not entail his
death. In the

Old Testament

perience of the absence of

event caused,
action of

God

it

was

the ex-

God was an

believed, by the

himself.

God was

“hid-

ing his face” and could not be found
until he “turned his face again toward

Note

Israel.”

the absence of

that

this

God was

experience of

not at

all

the

absence of the experience of God. This
absence was known too, as in the days
of Eli

was

when any Word from

rare;

and

it

the Lord
was equally believed

be the result of God’s deliberate
withholding of himself. So both the
subjective and the objective removal
of God from his creature man can be
understood as the effects of the purpose
of the Almighty, who reveals himself
only as and when he will.
to

Hamilton

When

William Hamilton is prepared
argue from the absence of God to
his death, it seems that he is not prepared to consider the Sovereign God
of revelation. For him, the absence of
God means a world in which it becomes
to
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impossible to know, adore, possess, and

And

God.

believe in

this logic carries

Had

he spelled
them out, perhaps most of the ambiguiinteresting implications.

;

ties resulting from his use of the unclear
metaphor of the death of God would
have disappeared. And, surely, the
metaphor is unclear in the present context. It was a metaphor that served a
j

definite purpose in Nietzsche’s parable

Madman, for instance, where the
Madman’s announcement
death of God to the incredulous

of the

39

immediately to account, he imagines
that he can ignore

God

altogether.

The

on the other hand, trusts where
he does not see. Although God may
remain silent and hidden for a season,
in his own good time he will vindicate
himself and those who fear him and
believer,

wait for his Word. Thus, to follow the
Septuagint version of Isaiah, he that
believes shall not be anxious. The Living God is his own guarantee. He does

point of the

not have to prove his existence apart

of the

from

crowd was clinched by the accusation
that his hearers were all God’s murderers. But Hamilton does not say that
God is dead because we have murdered

He

even believes that God may
come back again one day; and he asserts that his atheism contains this
element of hope distinguishing it from
him.

simple,
says

sence

atheism.

traditional

What

he

that the experience of the ab-

is

God

of

death of God.

proclaims
I

the

present

would suggest

that his

statements point to a peculiar notion
of

God —peculiar,

original

that

is,

and the current

in both the

uses of

the

word: a special notion of God and also
rather an odd one. Hamilton’s God
dies when he is not to be found, and
he will rise again
found once more.

Who

is

this

tainly not, as

God
“He

of the

God
I

when he

is

to

be

that can die? Cer-

have

Old and

Living
Covenants.

said, the

New

make haste,”
we read in Isaiah. Such a one will not
make haste, for example, to conclude
that believes shall not

with the fool that there is no God.
The fool’s mistake is precisely that he

his acts.

The God whom William Hamilton
on the other hand,

declares,

ing God.

He

is

a

God who

is

no Liv-

alternates

between living and dying. If you happen to be around in one particular era,
he is alive; and, a little later, you find
that he has died. Come back later still,
and you may be lucky enough to find
that he is once more living. Although
Hamilton insists that he really is talking about God and not about our frail
psyches, this God seems to have a good
deal in common with those same
psyches. As the solipsist shuts his eyes
and the universe suddenly disappears,
so

we

experience the absence of

and he suddenly

dies.

God

Surely there must

be a close connection between the two
If this is merely coincidence,
then the universe we inhabit is ruled

events!

—

by a mighty strange Power not so
much by Chance, surely, as by a Fate
with a perverted sense of humor. For
Hamilton’s thesis to carry any weight
at all, we are bound to conclude that
the

God who

tently

is

lives and dies intermitbound up with our conscious-

ness in an intimate fashion.

jumps from the datum of the apparent
absence of God to the postulate of his
nonexistence. Because he finds that he

can disobey

God

without being called

Tillich
It is

here that

I

find the connection

between the death-of-God theology and
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the thinking of Paul Tillich of high interest.

The Hamilton-Altizer volume

reprinted essays, Radical Theology

the Death of God
tion “In Memory

,

Altizer has put

The Gospel

among
ans,

and

carries the dedica-

Paul

of

Tillich.”

on record in his book
Atheism that

of Christian

,

twentieth-century

was

it

of

way

theologi-

who made

Tillich alone

contemporary theology. While I have been
forced to resist and oppose Tillich’s
theological conclusions, I do so with
possible a

to a truly

the conviction that they are not yet
radical enough,

and with the mem-

ory of Tillich’s words to
real Tillich

is

me

that the

the radical Tillich (p.

n).

Now

it

is

well

known

that Tillich

based his theological system upon the
indubitable being of God. God is for

him

that

most

certain of all certainties:

ground of our being
and meaning. Without God the philosopher could form no worthwhile questions, and the theologian could witness
to no saving answers. All things come
from God, and in the end all things
will find their perfection in God, that
Being-itself,

the

he may be All in All.
This seems a very long way from
Christian atheism. But

is

it?

There

is

“God” had

which the word stood could be

live

of traditional Chris-

for

estab-

through ontological inquiry, on
and through theological
clarification, on the other.
How could Tillich acquiesce in Nietzlished:

God was dead,
God could
modern man ? The

sche’s declaration that

and

yet stand convinced that

be re-established for

answer

to this question rests in his con-

ception of God.

mate

God was

sciousness in

two ways:

him

for

human

disclosed to

reality

first,

ulti-

con-

by means

of the philosophical quest for the really
real;

and second, by means of the sym-

bols

of

cially,

call

religion

generally

of biblical religion.

your

attention

emerged from

my

to

—and,

Here
the

analysis of

I

espe-

would

fact

that

William

Hamilton’s statements about the death
God. Hamilton’s God was somehow
linked to our human consciousness
he came and went simultaneously with
our belief in him. Similarly, Tillich’s
God is linked to our human consciousness, whether philosophical or religious.
Let us look at Tillich’s God, beginning
with the religious aspect, since this is
our primary concern.
of

All religious language for Tillich

discourse

God

be-

the one hand;

For Tillich during the First World
War was deeply affected by Nietzsche’s
announcement of the Death of God
the same announcement which our latter-day radicals are taking up as the
special News Bulletin for Contemporary Man. He was convinced that the

was indeed dead. In order to
for the modern world, the word

from the

and the naive
Then, the ultimate reality

lievers.

reason to think otherwise.

tianity

rescued

superstitious literalists,

symbolic.

supernatural

be

to

clutches of the biblical theologians, the

The
is

is

natural unit of religious

myth, which

is

an extended

symbol. Unlike Bultmann, Tillich does
not

think

theology

is

that
to

the

primary task of

demythologize religious

discourse, since he says that the

of religion

lies specifically

power

in the affec-

power of myth to move us in a
way which unites our intellects, wills
and emotions. But he does point out
that myths have power to move us only
tive
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under certain conditions. The prime

myth
power is

condition for a
of religious

Myths

to be the vehicle

that

and

must be

it

Being the
products of historical groups, they have
a limited historical existence. A dead
myth no longer touches our consciousness. Thus the myths of the gods of
Mount Olympus are altogether dead
for us they are nothing but interesting
fictions, stories of a bygone age. They
have lost their power to communicate
to us anything of the divine. On the
other hand, the myths of Judaism and
Christianity are meaningful still to milalive.

live

die.

—

lions.

Now
that

Or

is,

myths may be taken

literally

believed to be factually

else they

may

be “broken”

— that

is,

understood to be figuratively, symbolically true but not actual. “Broken”
myths, unlike dead myths, preserve
their

power. For example,

we may

be-

lieve that the biblical story of the resur-

man

rection recounts the fact that the

Jesus

came out

after his death

of the

body. In that case,

broken myth. Or

power

that the

tomb

lowed

in a

we hold to an unwe may believe

else,

associated in the

man

of the disciples with the
!

three days

and walked about

his disciples to see in

minds

Jesus

dissolubly

connected

in

the

myth

undying power available

in-

their

minds

we

break

and

namely, an
to

all

who

first dis-

within their religious community.

Such

view of the religious value of
myth entails a particular understanding
of God. Tillich suggests that to believe
a

we

“break” the myth,

God

is

a

powerful symbol of ultimate reality.
Our understanding of God then becomes rooted, not in mythical stories,
but in what Tillich calls “revelatory
experiences.” Faith becomes, not believing in a supernatural Being for
which there is no evidence (except
myth, which is no evidence), but in
recognizing a “hidden power within

whose

So

reality

He

sciousness.
tests
I

Tillich’s

tied

is

lives

God is a God
human con-

to

while humanity

at-

His being.

we

think

can see

now why

the

Christian atheists claim Tillich as the
of their Godless theology,

inspiration

and why they call him a
though not radical enough.
described

guage

traditional

in

radical,

al-

If the

God

religious

lan-

essentially a religious

is

symbol

for our awareness of ultimate reality,

then there

Myths

is

live

nothing

Why

natural

He

God

lives

to

Tillich

has died for

of those persons
to

God

then should

on only

enough not

about God.
and sooner or

final

for a time,

die.

stand in the succession of the
ciples

we

According

case,

reality,

if

later

of a literal resurrection

hold to a religious

However,

see that the Judeo-Christian

die?

—a power
—became

with his person. In that

identify the symbolical with the real.

al-

itself

de-

is

and confessed in
the Church, is to cling to an unbroken
myth. This means that we mistakenly

him God’s

Messiah, and that this power
stronger than death

an actual living God, such as

in

scribed in the Bible

ourselves.”

true.

4i

the

modern man.

in the imaginations

who

are old-fashioned

have caught the contem-

porary vision of the world, those
preserve

the

not

super-

archaic

myths

who

still

un-

broken because they refuse to be enlightened. But the idea of a theology,

which has
symbol “God” is an

a science of religious reality,

no need
obvious

for the

possibility

for

the

Tillichian

outlook. If the biblical myths

(all

of
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which find their focus around the symbol “God”) die, they die. It will be
useless and pointless to try to revive
them. But “revelatory experiences” will
still continue to arise in man’s consciousness, no doubt finding expression
in new myths having a different focus.
The power of faith that hidden power
within ourselves will still be found to
be effective, even though men do not
know, do not adore, do not possess, do
not believe in God. Revelatory experi-

—

—

ences of another sort will replace the

absence of the experience of God.
Tillich, of course, did not

go on

to

The

empiricists and positivists reply
that the concept of ultimate reality is

exactly the concept that they can do

without. No one has ever turned a corner and collided with ultimate reality
any more than they have bumped into

God,

so that the

tive

one

is

just as

meaning-

the other. Students of compara-

less as

religion,

contrariwise,

the example of

argue that

Buddhism shows how

there can be belief in ultimate reality,

and in religious reality, without God.
But perhaps the most interesting criticism comes from Tillich’s Thomistic
critics,

who

point out that his concept of

He may

Being-itself falls short of presenting any-

have been the Moses that led the peo-

thing that can be remotely identified
with the Christian God.
According to this criticism, if Beingitself is understood as Tillich understands it, namely, as that which estab-

advocate Christian atheism.
ple out of the

Egypt of Supernatural-

ism

to the Jordan of the death-of-God,
but it was left to Joshuas of the next
generation to cross that Jordan and to

go

in to possess the

Promised Land of

lishes itself

because

things that are, then

he had established the meaning symbol
“God” by showing its oneness with

is

God was Being-itself,
and Being-itself was immune from disproof. So long as men were, and were
ultimate reality.

aware,

must be aware

they

Ground

of

the

being as they descended into the depths of their experience of themselves and their world.
This looked like a foolproof way of
of

their

common to all
we are left with
This idea of God

it is

Radical Theology. Tillich believed that

an empty abstraction.

contentless. Unless Being-itself

over

all

unless the Ground and Abyss of
Being is also the Transcendent Source,
we do not have that which all men
agree in calling God. Furthermore, unless God has His own proper existence,

He

is

liest

in that respect less than the low-

of existing things.

ontology

inson, for example, turned enthusiasti-

ing us that our images of

God,
while people may deny

ing that,
the

God

of

theism

hardly deny ultimate

exists,

reality.

they

say-

that

can

Unfortu-

The Thomistic
is

critique of Tillich’s

of especial value in remind-

who wish
go of supernaturalism but retain

our losing sight of the

to let

tian revelation,

God,

Tillich’s

God

is

ontological justification

vulnerable from

many

sides.

God

are far

from being matters of indifference. The
cry “Our image of God must go!”
when followed by proposals for an
alternative image may easily result in

nately for the “soft” radicals

of

also

and

preserving the reality of God from being eroded by scepticism. Bishop Rob-

cally to Tillich’s definition of

is

things as well as in their depths,

other

made

God
in

and

of our

our

own

God

of Chris-

in substituting an-

own

choice, a

God

image. Indeed,

it
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would seem
to

line

fast

is no hard and
drawn between “soft

that there

be

radicalism” and “hard

radicalism” in

God

theology. Belief in a

of the depths,

whose reality is communicated to man
by means of “revelatory experiences” in
his

own

consciousness,

atheism,

since

Christian

it

denies

revelation

apart from the event

perience of

is itself

God

the religious

on the basis of hucalled by the name

experience

“God”

or

is

is

not so called

rather a

is

matter of semantics. Tillich wishes to

word. His radical followers
term themselves atheist. But is there
anv great theological difference between
the two positions? I cannot see that
there is. Both positions are “atheistic”
from the point of view of historic
Christianity. Yet both equally posit a reretain the

ligious

“God”

and

reality,

of

some

so

sort,

they

even

retain

when

insists

that

we must

Spirit (with a capital “S”) and become
aware of the divine process which gives

meaning

to the universe.

Radical faith

movement

of

He

writes:

a total response to

is

the actual presence

who lives quite
of man having ex-

Him. Whether

Altizer

divine.

recognize as final reality the reality of

of

reality that is posited

man

atheism in the sense of denying the

a kind of

the
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God

and

the forward

in history (p. 84).

That does not look very much
statement!

atheistic

Yet,

opposes belief in a transcendent
exists independently of mankind. So he states as a leading plank

God who
in

party

his

platform

for

Christian

atheism

Once we

truly

the Christian

moving
finally

a

come

God

dialectical

as

understand
an actual and

to

process,

we

belief

in

unique and absolutely autonomous

God

89).

(p.

is

seen
of

among

the

he has given the
most explicit account of his understandtheologians,

And so, from
draw my picture of the
God from him. In The Gospel

ing of Christian atheism.

now on

I

radicals’

shall

of Christian

Atheism he draws on the

Hegelian

dialectic to explain

has died.

The

nate

God

how God

Primordial or Preincar-

has negated Himself by be-

coming flesh in Jesus Christ, and now
lives
and lives only in humanity, that
is, insofar as humanity understands the

—

divine

—

process entailing a progressive

descent of Spirit into

Ham-

flesh.

This

is

not

is

we do

not know, do not
adore, do not possess, do not believe in
God.” He can also join Tillich in saying
really

version

Altizer’s

Christian atheism, because,
radical

William

ilton in the atheistic confession: “It

This aspect of the question

re-

the existence of a

Altizer, then, can join

Thomas

shall

be purged of the Christian

ligious

they

Altizer

in

Al-

tizer

purport to support atheism.

best

an

like

equally,

that

that the unpardonable fault in theology
is

“to attempt to derive theological state-

ments from sources that are strange
to revelatory experiences.”

He

does not

argument by quoting either Hamilton or Tillich it
would be a great help to us were he to
do so, for then we would be enabled
actually support his

—

to see

how

and what
the
that

radical theology functions

its

horizons are. But this

is

way he theologizes. He assumes
we ought to believe just what we

happen to feel like believing, that we
ought to adopt a creed which is “meaningful” to us in our day and age. At
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moment,

the

does not

transcendence

in

belief

well on the contemporary

sit

immanent God

consciousness. But an

discernible in the process of the

world

our taste. And therefore we must
respond to the religious impulse that
wells up within us. God is dead. He has
died in our time, in our history, in our
existence.
Translated out of metsuits

.

.

.

The

Christian God,
and autonomous
Christian belief,” was just one

aphor, this means:

atheism

is

not

a

Christian

Gospel;

though it may well appear to be good
news to those who do not want to be
Christians, having no desire to link
themselves

in

a

common

those who, in Antioch,

first

with

faith

were given

name.
Along the same line of thinking, I
would dispute with the radical thethat

ologians their right to call their the-

“the absolutely unique

ology radical theology.

God

by radical simply “far out,” then of
course I have no quarrel with them. If
they wish to be different for the sake
of being different, then that is their
concern. One cannot object to those
who like to conform to their particular
ideal of non-conformity. But radical
means, in its normal usage, “going to,

of

myth

in

the

procession

of

mythical

presentations of the divine that have

down human

passed
until

the

recently,

history.

He

was,

reigning monarch

in the dynasty of Spirit.

Now God

im-

manent in humanity has taken His
place. God is dead ! Long live God!
Only, we must make certain that we
have buried the old

God

before

we

crown the new God. We must insist
upon the departure of God the Father
Almighty, Maker of Heaven and Earth,
before

we

give ourselves to the divine

forward movement of God
This new myth is the final
myth, the myth that does not need to
process, the
in history.

be broken.

or pertaining
the

to,

If

the root”

mean

they

and

carries

“advanced” and
“progressive.” And this is an entirely
different matter. It is not automatically
associations

of

the case that the self-styled radical the-

ologians have gone to the root of theology. It has not been proved that the
theological “style” they recommend is
either

advanced or progressive. All that

has been proved

is that this style makes
However, the event of having “God is Dead” printed on the cover
of Time magazine hardly proves that
Christian atheism is progressive some

headlines.

Historic Faith
I

believe that

we

cannot overempha-

size the fact that the death-of-God the-

ologians can support Christian atheism

only after they have departed from the

which the Christian
Church was born. There is here no con-

historic faith out of

tinuity

at

all

with the

beliefs

of the

prophets or the preaching of the apostles. If

the Christian Gospel has some-

thing to do with the

New

belief,

expressed

Testament, that the God
who spoke through the prophets has
spoken to us in these last days through
His Son, then the Gospel of Christian
in the

—

extremely reactionary personages holding exceptionally out-of-date ideas have

same spot, as you have
probably noticed. That this theology
carries a heavy charge of emotion,
figured in the

enough to win converts and make even
the
most comfortable conventional
Christian sit up and take notice that is
undeniable. Again, I would stress that
a program attractive enough to gain
votes is by no means thereby guaran-

—

teed to be advanced or progressive. In
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realms of life extremism, whether
Right Wing or Left Wing, may inspire
fierce loyalty, jolt the complacent, compel all shades of opinion to take notice
of it, and so indirectly contribute to hu-

example

man

thority of their

all

progress. Yet, for the

real progress

is

most

part,

to be the best friends of true radicalism.

fuse to

one am not much impressed
meet the argument that to rego along with Christian athe-

ism

to

So,

I

for

I

is

declare oneself to be a re-

actionary, a besotted supporter of the
status

quo

fixed

on the

that

;

it is

to

have one’s eyes

past, so that the revolution-

ary changes taking place in the present
are ignored; or that it is to refuse to be
genuinely contemporary. I am even less
impressed when I hear that the change
from a transcendent to an immanent

God

demanded by

is

the

working of

the divine Spirit in history, that

it is

Word of God for our day and age.
I am not impressed, principally
cause, as a

theology,
before.

I

I

than

his

to his

in order to bolster their

own

and they have used the prestige
name in order to enhance the au-

of his

own pronouncements.

Now,

of course, these people

since has been

men

never knew our contemporary
world. And I see radical theology mainly as the continuation of a debate that
has been going on, intermittently, since
the beginning of Christianity. There
have always been very religious people
did not like the Christian faith as

it

was taught by the Christian Church, but
were drawn to Jesus as a religious teacher, and thought that they understood

fatally

the disciples, after

in error. Anti-

all,

were of a much

lower spiritual caliber than Jesus himself and might be expected to catch hold

wrong end of the stick that was
held out to them. So, when Altizer says
today “There is no intrinsic reason why
of the

:

Christianity should be identified with
ecclesiastical expressions” (p. 9),

its

he has

same line of reano intrinsic reason why
monarchy today should be

a debating point. In the

soning, there

is

with the reigning House of

identified

who

be

traditionalists never fail to point out that

Windsor.

from thinkers dead

may

There is no final, knockdown
argument that can decide the issue once
and for all. It may be that Jesus was
totally misunderstood by those who first
preached his Gospel, and that the whole
tradition of the Christian Church ever
right.

be-

have heard these arguments

for quite a long time,

Tradition

the British

student of the history of

steal their best lines

who

better

They have appealed

position,

the

note that the Christian atheists

and gone

teachings

disciples did.

achieved only after the

sound and the fury have died down,
and the real issues have been separated
from the party slogans. Common sense
and informed good-will seem often dull
companions and even non-starters;
nevertheless, they prove again and again

when

his

45

Champions of the Stuart
cause are quite free to argue that genuine kingship in Britain ceased with the
last

Stuart monarch. But at least the

was once on the throne. My
with Altizer ’s argument is that

Stuart line
difficulty
it

has no available evidence on

Christianity

there

is

is

its

a historical religion,

side.

and

evidence that some continuity

between the Christianity of the
Christian churches and the Christianity
of the New Testament records. Because
exists

Christianity

is

rooted in history, there

cannot possibly be any intrinsic reason
why it should be identified with any of
its

expressions.

But there are

historical
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why some

reasons

more claim
to

have

expressions

be considered than others.

to

seem to me
grounds on which we have
judge between the tradi-

their conviction that the
faith

is

Church

its

household of

and

divisions,

chosen

Historical reasons, then,

that Christ’s

be the sole

strument for bringing the Gospel to the
world. There can only be one Church,
because there is only one Gospel; and
there is one Gospel because there is one
God and one Name bringing salvation.
Loyalty to the historic faith prevents the
acceptance of any other Gospel.

any right

to

and the

tionalist

anti-traditionalist ver-

sions of Christianity.

Christian atheists

much more

issue

And

surely the

would be putting
squarely ('even

if

word “square”) were

dislike the

the

they
they

to call their style of theologizing anti-

traditional rather than radical. Certain-

down

ly,

the centuries, the Christian

churches have always used the argument that Christianity cannot be parted

from

tradition, that

is,

from

its ecclesi-

They have claimed

astical expressions.

that the onus of proof

when

on the

is

anti-

Anti-traditionalism,

edge,

speak on behalf of what they like to
call “authentic” Christianity. It is no

upon

part of the
nities

work

of Christian

commu-

—that
—

encourage “heresy”

to

those

who

call

themselves Christians are

obliged to hold to “sound doctrine,”
that

is,

teaching accepted within the

household of
all

faith.

And

the justification

doctrinal statements

is

a historical

one: what is handed on is what has
been received the saving facts of our

—

faith.

There have often been disagreements
over

how

pressed

the facts of faith should be ex-

—one thinks, for example, of the

conservative

objections

in

the

fourth

century to the homoousion formula. So
doctrine

is

never

static,

continual restatement.

since

it

needs

And some

dis-

agreements have been so sharp that they
have divided (and still continue to divide) the Christian community. But the
traditionalists

have

never

his

naturally,

in-

takes

and

a

not dependent
Jesus, but

salvation

the historical

God-man,

out of history through an eternal

reality,

the Christ-beyond-Jesus.

is,

and individual opinion though,
of course, until we pass from faith to
sight heresies will always exist. But
private

is

many forms. Yet the remarkable thing
similar themes emerge
is how often
down the centuries, and how often these
themes converge on a common center.
This center is anti-historical. The
themes revolve around the idea of a God
known not by faith but by direct knowl-

they say that they

traditionalists

of

one, in spite of

abandoned

Radical Theology
I

argued

earlier that the

Christian atheists
the

This

God
God

of the
is

God

of the

God

other than

Christian

revelation.

is

a

distinguished from the

God

of historic Christianity in that he does

not stand over the world in transcendence but appears through human con-

and changes

shape with
man. This
God is advocated as being the only possible God for our contemporary world,
because this God alone can speak a
Word that modern man is able to hear
and understand to be relevant for him.
Our age, Altizer suggests, needs radical
theology, and any other theology is
sciousness

his

the evolving consciousness of

hopelessly old-fashioned.

Only

a theology unveiling a

new form

Word, a form that is present or
dawning in the immediate and con-

of the

temporary

life

of faith, can be judged
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uniquely

be

to

authentically

at last, Altizer confidently asserts,

we

face a rebirth of the Christian

in

a

new and

final

form

Word
exact

(his

words).

Of

the

Altizer

newness

absolute
to

ecclesiastical

convinced.

is

dies in-

modern

simply pronounced to be not omnipotent. His power did not spread all
through the universe. Therefore, the
enlightened could ignore the God of
the Jews. The Jewish Law faded with

coming of the knowledge of a

the

(a)

challenge

47

radical theology was, in their theology,

Christian (p. 18 ).

Now

autonomous God who

He

of

this

Christianity

wholly spiritual salvation, and the Jewish prophets need no longer be believed.

The

writes:

Gnostics, too, claimed

what Altizer

claims today: that they could not be

There would seem
that

(

we

are

now

to be little

doubt

entering a period in

which Christianity must confront the
most radical challenge that it has
faced since the time of

its

beginning

(P- 9)-

The assertion is made, I am sure, in
dead earnestness. Yet to any one with
even a nodding acquaintance with
church history, such an assertion is really

quite comic. Very near

its

beginning,

surely, Christianity faced a very similar

much more widespread) challenge
Gnosticism. The Gnostics then, as

(and
in

Altizer does now,

wanted “a consistent

bound
they

to the letter of Scripture, since

read

it

pneumatically.

them was the message bound
ple, literal faith.

The

Not

for

to a sim-

foolishness of the

Gospel was for those who lived in dark
corners, their faces turned to the world
of matter, looking for a

the world,

and not from

So, really,

Radical

salvation

we have been

theology,

far

in

it.

here before.

from

opening

fresh vistas, gives us glimpses of old
ones. But,

it

may be asked (as Altizer
when he mentions the

himself suggests
Gnostics),

is

there not a world of dif-

ference between radical theology

and

and thoroughgoing transformation of
the language and forms of all ecclesiastical Christianity” (p. 9 ). They, too,
brought news about a God who existed
in a process. This process, indeed, was

Gnosticism in that Gnosticism denied
history and Christian atheism accepts

described spatially rather than tempo-

in that

But it had as its central affirmation news of what Altizer calls “The
epiphany of the Spirit.” Spirit descended
into the world of matter to save the

tory.

rally.

it,

welcomes it, and sees God at work
I would say, No. Altizer ’s Gos-

in it?

pel seems to accept the created world,
it

speaks in terms of world his-

But one might

just

as well say

that the Gnostics accepted the created

world, because they spoke in terms of
a cosmos spatially extended. Neither ac-

spiritually perceptive, the pneumaticoi.

cepts creation, because neither believes

The Gnostic writers, like Altizer, sought
to give a new and contemporary form

in a transcendent Creator.

of the

Word. They,

to display

God

too,

were concerned

as a divine process. But,

was imaged in
spatial terms, there was no need to proclaim the death of God. The absolutely
because

the

process

Both think

of the real world as the world of interior

consciousness. Altizer ’s non-his-

torical stance

is

by
with any

certainly indicated

his refusal to look at history

seriousness. He sees his theology as
springing out of the timeless world of
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appearing suddenly in the contemporary moment. Further, he harSpirit,

bors

completely
non-historical
this theology is final. Now

the

thought that
that the

has appeared, nothing

truth

The form

further can be said.

Word now
it

is

final.

unveiled

This

Gnosticism,

perfection

republication

a

of

of
the

Gnostic Gospel of Truth. “You are the
men that know,” said Job to his friends,
with a fine historical sense of irony,

“and no doubt wisdom will die with
you.” His faith was in a God who had
his own thoughts which did not necessarily coincide with human thinking.
Altizer asks us to believe that

wisdom

begins and ends with Christian atheism.

from bondage

salvation

to fleshly igno-

rance.

The message

not only new,

is

the

is

of the

with the Gnostic belief that
is
the immediate awareness
of the truth that shines through the
darkness of the created world, bringing
fronted

salvation

of

Altizer’s

Christian

becoming
God becoming Jesus. Only a

atheism
flesh,

is

a

message of

Spirit

viewpoint that ignores history could
advance this as a totally new message
even if “new” here is a very elastic
term, since Altizer draws this worldshaking news from the nineteenth century, from William Blake, from Hegel
and from Nietzsche. The Athanasian
Creed (a somewhat un-contemporary
document in the eyes of the radical

After the contemporary epiphany of the

theologian) wrote into

Word

by radical theol-

the historic faith that the incarnation

Truth

was not God becoming man, but the

as interpreted

ogy, theology

has

spoken

may

as well end.

—what

need have we of

into

itself. It

—

—

(b)
the

Godhead taking manhood

statement of

seems that the latest and final epiphany of the Word was not altogether

further witnesses!

Further,

its

unknown

timeless,

anti-historical

tury,

and

before

the

that

was

it

nineteenth cenrejected as “an-

form of the Gospel of Christian atheism is given in what Altizer has to say
about the time of the death of God.

other Gospel.” But, of course, truth to

People are sometimes puzzled about
how he can say that God has died in
our time. What was the date? Actually,
in terms of world history, God has
died two thousand years ago, according to the Altizer-Hegel theory, when

truth

incarnation of two thousand years ago

Christ,

who

became flesh in Jesus, God became Jesus, and the Primordial Form

present

moment,

Spirit

of the

Word

negated

But, says

itself.

Altizer, people did not

know what had

happened. Christianity looked back,
instated a dead

the universe,

God on

and

tried to tie

archaic form of the

when we

God

died.

men

to

God

Again,

is

we

is

not a matter of historical

reckoning, but the flash of the timeless

which

spirituality perceives in

instantaneous eternity.

is

Thus

an

the actual

not relevant for Altizer in connec-

tion with our present understanding of

eternally

learns

is

to

be grasped in the

and
what he

seen as eternal

recurring. This

is

from Nietzsche, who represents

authentic Christianity in his rejection
of Christianity in

its

ecclesiastical

ex-

pressions.

an

Word. Only now,

realize that

really

re-

the throne of

the Gnostic

dead, has
are con-

Here, the disappearance of transcendence actualizes a

new immanence,

as

a total Yes-saying to an immediate
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whether

in the totality of the present

scendence into immanence, and abso-

moment

or in any other totality.

immanence dawns

lute

the final

as

is

good, that

God. But

is

it

One

asks us to

kenotic metamorphosis of Spirit into

live

flesh

world, under the direction of the living
God, and not thinking the past value-

151).

(p.

Altizer

would have

us believe that to

mo-

accept the Christ of the present

—
ment “Being
is
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present transforms tran-

actual

begins in every

ance. Well,

it

which means

is

not to live in history;

out of our

to evaluate the present

future
that

Now”

to practice discrimination,

ory of the past, and to

know

open with various

is

can

be

chosen

mem-

was there from the beginning; we
have heard it; we have seen it with
our own eyes; we looked upon it,

is

“drunken

song

of

joy.”

poses as world-denying or

human

and

fleshly

finds the eternity of Spirit

the confines of time

and

said,

is

ligions.

beyond

space.

He was

of Christianity in

all re-

speaking, of course,
its

the eternal

which dwelt with the
Son Jesus Christ.

The

ecclesiastical

life

and

it

and bear our

here declare to you

his

write this in order that the

may

be complete

(I

John

ex-

who makes all things new
we cannot know in the
moment alone, but only as we

Christ

the Christ

present

This Christianity does not
think that the world is finally good,
pressions.

seen

joy of us all

is

William Temple once

the most materialistic of

tell.

self

(c)

Christianity, as

we

life.

And we

consciousness where the
its

of

own hands; and
Our theme is the
This life was made vis-

with our

we have
testimony; we
Father

Gospel
ends as an affirmation of the divinity
enlightened soul loses

felt it

of this

ible;

as world-affirming, the Gnostic

of the

and
it is

word

ing to join with Nietzsche in Zara-

it

but to be responsibly open

it,

It

throw ourselves into an intoxication where chaos and God become
one; as Altizer indeed invites us to do
when he asks whether we are not willthustra’s

contempo-

valuable

infinitely

attached to

rather to

Whether

past, or the

it is

God’s

in

to the future.

possibilities
It

joyously,

yet

because it is
contemporary. Christians are asked to
look back to the past, not to become

that the

selectively.

because

less

rary

embrace the world with accept-

to

soberly,

turn back to Nazareth and to Calvary

and

find

him who

is

sufficient for past,

am the first and
and I am the living one; for I
was dead, and now I am alive for evermore” (Rev. 1:17-18).
present and future. “I
the

last,

A LITURGICAL PROLEGOMENON TO
MATTERS MATRIMONIAL
Jack M.

Maxwell
I

As

“month

the

tempted

of marriages” becomes history once again,

to intone the

what parson

is

not

thoughts of William James Lampton:

Same old slippers,
Same old rice,
Same old glimpse

of

Paradise ?

At any

rate,

many

of us

who

have given serious consideration

to the liturgical

inadequacies of our marriage rite face another summer of “dum dum de dum”
with a resigned “ho hum.” One can hope that before the liturgical movement is

someone

do a thorough study of Christian marriage
on his investigation. At the moment,
however, little has been published in the area which raises afresh the myriad
historical, theological, and liturgical questions which need to be answered.
What follows here is only a brief liturgical prolegomenon, intended to provide
the parish minister some glimpse into the development of the marriage rite as
we know it today, and to suggest an order of worship which may give some
measure of Christian articulation to that rite. The rite itself may well change
in both form and content if and when the weightier task suggested above is
spent in Protestant

circles,

and propose new orders

will

of service based

accomplished.

Howard, the Church’s involvement in the marceremony came in four stages. 1 The dates of each stage overlap, although
the progressive development is clear.
(i) During the first four centuries there was no prescribed Christian marriage
rite. The popular, “pagan” forms were accepted as valid and binding. Church
Fathers, such as Ignatius and Tertullian, did advocate a priestly blessing or benediction sometime after the marriage; however, the Church’s principal concern
was to enforce her rules regarding affinity or nearness of kin. Marriages were not
celebrated in the Church, and, important as the benediction came to be religiously,
it had no legal significance. In fact, “marriage without benediction was ... regarded as valid in the Church till the year 1563, when the Council of Trent
decreed that thenceforth no marriage should be considered valid unless celebrated
2
by a priest in the presence of two or three witnesses.” Parenthetically it should

As

outlined by George Elliott

riage

1

George

Elliott

Howard,

A

History of Matrimonial Institutions (The University of Chicago

Press, 1904), pp. 308-311.
2

Edward Westermarck, The History

192 1 ), p. 675.

of

Human

Marriage,

II

(Macmillan and Co., Limited,
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be noted that Trent’s decree was not accepted in England, where clandestine
marriage continued to be valid until the mid-eighteenth century, or in Scotland,
3
where the mere consent of the parties constituted valid marriage until 1856.
second stage began near the end of the fourth century and extended
(2)
into the tenth. The priestly benediction became customary during this period,

A

and gradually the benediction came
bration of the Mass.

matter of days) the
easy to see, then,

to

be pronounced within the regular celeafter the wedding (usually within a

As soon as possible
couple would receive

how

the sacrament

prayers pertinent to the occasion

and the blessing. It is
would be written and

end of this period, the Mass was called the “bride-mass.”
development marks the liturgical genesis of the Christian marriage
the celebration still had no legal significance and remained simply the “bless-

used, until, by the

Although
rite,

ing of a

this

civil

marriage.”

(3) The third stage from the tenth to the twelfth centuries is an interesting
one in which the presence and importance of the clergy increased. An elaborate
liturgical ritual

had two

developed which was directed by the

clearly defined parts; but they

priest.

were moving ever

The marriage now

closer together legally,

liturgically, and geographically. During this period the wedding party would
assemble on the steps of the Church building. There, in the presence of the
priest, the civil contract was legalized. Then, according to the Sarum Ordo ad

faciendum sponsalia, the principals “enter the Church as far as the steps of the
altar, where after a psalm they are to prostrate themselves while a prayer is said
4
in their behalf.” Yet, for all the elaboration, the priest and the Mass still add
nothing to or take nothing from the legal contract made on the Church steps. 5
(4) The final stage represents a curious bit of ecclesiastical maneuvering. By
the thirteenth century marriage was understood to be entirely by consent of the
parties involved, i.e., financial negotiation with the father or guardian of the
bride was no longer imperative. This is important ecclesiastically and liturgically,
for once custom permitted any third party to function in the place of father or
guardian, the clergy quickly appropriated that role as their exclusive right.

There were two reasons for this priestly paternalism. The ecclesiatical reason
seemed clear enough. Marriage was fully recognized as a sacrament by the twelfth
century, and, as George Hayward Joyce, S.J. observes, “It was universally held
that where a sacrament was concerned, the civil courts had no competence, and
that matrimonial causes must belong to the ecclesiastical forum. The state might
regulate such matters as the right to dower and the law of inheritance; but only
the courts Christian could decide whether a marriage was valid or invalid.” 8
The validity or invalidity of marriage raises the ethical question and is the
second reason for clerical intervention. It was not a totally unwarranted fear
8

Howard,

op.cit., pp. 315-316.
*Ibid., p. 301.
In England marriage continued to be celebrated at the Church door until the sixteenth
century, when Edward’s Prayer Book first required the ceremony to be celebrated within
6

the Church.
6
George Hayward
and Ward, 1948), p.

Joyce, Christian Marriage:
vii.

An

Historical

and Doctrinal Study (Sheed
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that once the consent of the parent or legal guardian

was no longer

necessary,

clandestine unions of an unhealthy nature could occur.

Thus, for the

name

first

time the priest pronounces the vos conjungo, “I join you

and the Holy Spirit. Amen.” The parties
no longer marry themselves; rather the priest gives the woman to the man, and
by his sacerdotal pronouncement they become legally wed.
The English rites have an interesting variation on the new clerical role. In
the liturgies of Sarum and York the priest receives his power to give the woman
to the man from the father or his representative and not from the woman herself.
The York liturgy includes this question from the priest: “Who gyues me this
wyfe?” The father or guardian then places the woman’s hand in the priest’s,
who in turn places her hand in the man’s. “Then the Father, or Guardian, or
Friend, of the Woman shall put her right hand in the hand of the Minister,
in the

who

of the Father, the Son,

shall cause the

hand and

With

Man

with his right hand

to say after the Minister.

power

the increase of clerical

.

.

to take the

Woman

by her right

.” 7

in matters

matrimonial came also a certain

consummated until
had blessed the bed. As Westermarck describes the scene, “On the
evening of the wedding-day
when the married couple sat in state in the
bridal-bed, before the exclusion of the guests who assembled to commend them
yet again to Heaven’s keeping, one or more priests, attended by acolytes swinging to and fro lighted censers, appeared in the crowded chamber to bless the
couch, its occupants, and the truckle-bed, and fumigate the room with hallowing incense; and the parties were also sprinkled with holy water. That the clergy
knew how to make profit by this custom appears from an old manuscript in
which it is said that ‘new married Couples were made to wait till Midnight
after the Marriage Day, before they would pronounce a Benediction, unless
handsomely paid for it; and they durst not undress without it, on pain of exclerical

tyranny. In papal England no marriage could be

the priest

.

.

.

”

communication.’ 8
In neighboring Scotland the custom long prevailed that the parson must kiss
the bride immediately after the service, for this pastoral kiss was believed to
insure the future happiness of every bride.
The Reformation in particular and Protestantism in general have had little
effect on the form of marriage, although substantial changes have been made
in its nature. Luther and Calvin seemed more interested, however, in establishing what marriage is not, vis-h-vis the Roman notion of marriage as a sacrament
and celibacy as the nobler life, than in working out a Protestant theology of
matrimony. Indeed Luther’s inconsistencies are nowhere better seen than in his
several pronouncements on marriage. On the one hand he argues that marriage
is holy, ordained by God, and the very foundation of human society. On the
“
other hand he writes that marriage is a ‘temporal, worldly thing’ which ‘does not
”9
concern the Church.’
7

The Boo\

of

America, 1946, p.
8
Westermarck,

Common

Worship,

The

Presbyterian

Church

in

the

op.cit.,

p.

388.

185.
op.cit., p.

578.

9

Howard,

United States of
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what is the Protestant understanding of marriage? Does the Church and
worship properly have anything to do with it? If so, what? Questions such

Just
its

as these

must be

raised at the historical, theological

and

biblical levels

construct a marriage liturgy.

At

the

moment we have

little

before

which

Protestant liturgiologists will have any substantial rationale around

more than

to

the basic

exchange of vows, present throughout the development of the Christian

rite,

some form for the establishment of a legal, civil contract, yet representing both pagan and Christian cultures fundamentally different from our
own. “I N take thee N” remained even during the period of the Puritan-inspired

necessary in

marriage act of Cromwell.

From

1653 until the Restoration the ecclesiastical in-

was minimized in England. Clergy could assist in weddings, but the
ceremony was legalized by the justice of the peace. For this brief moment in
England the liturgical development of the marriage rite came almost full circle.
The service in the current Boof{ of Common Worship represents a curious
fluence

combination of all four stages in the development described above. We may
simply bless a civil ceremony; or we may conduct what amounts to nothing more
than a civil ceremony with Christian overtones here and there. The clergyman
does indeed pronounce the vos conjungo “according to the ordinance of God,
and the law of the State”; but who actually marries whom? If, indeed, the
vos conjungo has any power, then is it proper for the couple to memorize the
vows and repeat them without clerical dictation, as The Boof{ of Common Worship: Provisional Services suggests?

We

Presbyterians often contend that our marriage liturgy

is

a service of

wor-

not that in any defensible sense of the term. At most the people’s
begin
part consists of nothing more than a repetition of the Lord’s Prayer.
our “service of worship” with the “Bridal Chorus” from Wagner’s Lohengrin.
ship; but

it is

We

In view of

its

questionable.
the

wedding

separation.”

We

origin, the fitness of this

music for Christian worship

As Donald Macleod has pointed
in

is

highly

out, “It occurs in the opera after

an atmosphere of distrust and hatred that ended in death and

10

then proceed with charges to the congregation and couple and the prayer
most distinctively Christian parts of the ceremony, which

of consecration, the

have their origins in the Westminster Directory for Worship (1645). The
represent the ancient betrothal ceremony; the giving of the bride
points to a time when the woman was the object of financial haggling; and the

espousals

vows reflect the civil contract which comes to us from pagan sources. The ring
was once promise of the future payment by the groom, and was placed on the
fourth finger of the left hand because the ancient Romans “believed that a special
nerve of this finger or, as others would have it, a vein was directly connected

—

with the heart.”
10

11

To

—

prove that anything can be Christianized, a ritual developed

Donald Macleod, Presbyterian Worship, Its Meaning and Method (John Knox Press,
volume for suggested musical titles more appropriate to Christian

1965), P- 85. See this

worship.
11

Massey Hamilton Shepherd,

Jr.,

The Oxford American Prayer Boo\ Commentary (Ox-

ford University Press, 1950), pp. 301-302.
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Middle Ages whereby the groom touched the ring to the bride’s fingers,
beginning with the thumb and repeating after the priest, "In nomine Patris,"
“
and at the second finger, et Filii ,” and at the third, "et Spiritus Sancti,” and
in the

(you guessed it) at the fourth, “Amen.”
The concluding prayers reflect the early Christian blessing on a civil ceremony.
After the now standard acknowledgment of eros in the midst of all this agape
the embrace the couple exit the Church to Mendelssohn’s familiar recessional
march from Incidental Music, “which he wrote for Shakespeare’s A Midsummer
Night’s Dream. This is played before Act IV in which Bottom, the weaver, is
.” 12
transformed into an ass.
The long and short of it surely amounts to an urgent need for the Church
to articulate a theological understanding of marriage. Our present rite with its
collage of customs and cultures should not necessarily change in the process,
though it likely will, so long as we are clearly aware of what we are doing and
why. Some customs from the most dubious sources can certainly be appropriated
for use in a Christian service; others, however, may not fare so well under the

—

.

.

scrutiny of discerning theological

and

liturgical eyes.

In the order of worship which follows there has been

little attempt to change
analyzed in detail, internal tampering could possibly create even greater confusion. Rather the marriage rite, for
better or for worse, is incorporated into the Reformed ante-communion order of
worship. The service attempts to take the Directory for Worship seriously: “The

the rite as

we

presently have

Christian marriage ceremony

ducted within the house of
in

its

it.

is

Until

it

is

a service of

God .” 13

worship before God, normally con-

So, too, does

it

follow the Directory’s cue

“The Sanctification of Marriage.” “Sanctification” is a considerably
word than the customary “solemnization,” a word which carries no

title:

stronger

distinctly Christian

meaning.

the transcendence of

God

We who

seem to be losing our appreciation for
more difficulty in sanctifying a mar-

will likely have

if we are serious in our contention that
anything even remotely Christian about a marriage, we must run the
risk that some of God’s holiness just may rub off on our relationships.
The Reformed ante-communion order was perfected by Bucer and adopted
by Calvin. Its intent is simple: to make even the absent Eucharist the focus of
every service of worship. The order proceeds as if the Eucharist were to be celebrated, and then stops just short of the celebration.
Christian marriage is the commitment of two people to each other for life,
the pledging of an undying faith and love. Where save in the Gospel of Jesus
Christ do we experience the epitome of such faith and love? Thus the “sanctification of marriage” follows and is in response to the “service of the Word.”
The “fellowship of prayer” is the climax of the ante-communion order (in the
absence of the Eucharist), for here the congregation becomes one with the
covenant newly formed, as together they offer themselves to God. This is the
oblation that must mark every Christian covenant, the offering of our sacrifice

riage than in solemnizing one; however,

there

is

of praise
12

and thanksgiving.

Macleod,

op.cit., p.

85.

13

VII,

3.
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is

a defensible liturgy, for

it is

a

work

of the people.

drama

or spectators, the people are here actors in the
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More than

witnesses

of Christian worship,

and

within that historical act a new covenant is acknowledged. The service as proposed clearly presupposes a congregation. “Praise, My Soul, the King of Heaven”
would admittedly sound slightly ridiculous with only six people singing it; however, the structure and intent of the service could be maintained even if, for the

hymns had to be omitted.
Perhaps a word is in order concerning the celebration of the Eucharist at
weddings, since this practice appears to be on the increase among Presbyterians.
It is perfectly proper and even desirable so long as the congregation participates.
A certain unprudential sentimentality has been known to lead some Presbyterian
clergy to permit administration of the elements only to the couple. Such a practice
may be sweet, but it is also Roman! If, however, the couple desire the Eucharist
as a part of the service, it would begin following the Salutation and Sursum corda.
Provision is not made in the outline below because it is clearly the exception
(although the historically and theologically proper exception) rather than the rule.
sake of God’s praise, the

II

SERVICE OF WORSHIP
for the

SANCTIFICATION OF MARRIAGE
Organ Prelude: “Aria” from Tenth Organ Concerts
“Jesu, Joy of

Handel
Bach
Sowerby

Man’s Desiring”

“Carillon”

The

Service of the

Word

Worship

Call to

Our

help

is

in the

name

of the Lord,

Lord build the house, they labor
Let us worship God.

the

•Hymn

who made heaven and
in vain that build

of Adoration

earth.

Benedic

“Praise,

My

Soul, the

King

of

Except

it.

Anima Mea

Heaven”

••Collect for Purity

Almighty God, unto whom all hearts are open, all desires known, and from
whom no secrets are hid: Cleanse the thoughts of our hearts by the inspiration of thy Holy Spirit, that we may perfectly love thee, and worthily
magnify thy holy name; through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.
(Let the people respond “Amen”)
Prayer of Confession: (Minister and People)
Almighty God, our heavenly Father, who hast created us for life together:
we confess that we have turned from thy will.
have not loved each other as
thou hast commanded.
have been quick to claim our own rights and care-

We

We

less

of the rights of others.

We

have taken

much and

given

little.

Forgive our
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faithful people

and

live

thee as a
together in thy joy; through Jesus Christ our Lord.

Amen.
Kyrie eleison:
Minister: Lord, have mercy

upon

us.

People: Christ, have mercy upon us.
Minister: Lord, have mercy upon us.

The Assurance

of Pardon
Almighty God, who doth

fulfill in

our

sins,

freely pardon all who repent and turn to him, now
every contrite heart the promise of redeeming grace; remitting all

and cleansing us from an

sacrifice of Christ Jesus

we

are forgiven.

conscience;

evil

our Lord, in whose

name

through the perfect

declare unto you that

I

Amen.
“Amen”)

(Let the people respond

*Gloria Patri

The Old Testament Lesson
[Anthem or Solo]
The New Testament Lesson

Proverbs 31

:io-3i

Ephesians 5:21-23

[Sermon]
# The Apostles’

**Hymn

Creed

of Supplication

Beecher

:

“Love Divine, All Loves Excelling”

The
Warrant

Sanctification of Marriage

BCW

Marriage
Dearly beloved, we are assembled here in the presence of God,
Man and this Woman in holy marriage
for Christian

.

#

Forasmuch
holy estate,

may

if

as these

*

.

not lawfully be joined in marriage,

pp. 183

ff.

to join this

.

#

two Persons have come hither

there be any here present

1

to

be

made one

in this

who know any just cause why they
I require him now to make it known,

or ever after to hold his peace.

Charge

to the

Couple

charge you both, before the great God, the Searcher of all hearts, that
if.
For be ye well assured that if any persons are joined together otherwise than as God’s Word allows, their union is not blessed by him.
Prayer of Consecration
Let us pray.
Almighty and ever-blessed God, whose presence is the happiness of every
I

.

.

.

and whose favor hallows every relation ... as becometh Christians,
under thy heavenly guidance and protection; through Jesus Christ our Lord.

condition,

Amen.
(Let the people respond
1

BCW, Book

of

Common

“Amen”)

Worship.
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N., wilt thou have

Woman

this

[Man]
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to be thy wife [husband],

thou pledge thy troth to her [him], in

love

all

and honor,

and wilt
and

in all duty

and tenderness, to live with her [him], and cherish her
[him], according to the ordinance of God, in the holy bond of marriage?

service, in all faith

I

will.

Giving of the Bride

Who

giveth this

Woman

married

to be

to this

Man?

The Marriage

Vows

Declaration of
I,

N., take thee, N., to be

Bless,

O

my wedded

.

.

.

Ring

Blessing of the

Lord,

this ring

.

.

.

Exchange of Rings
This ring

give thee

I

.

.

.

Declaration of Marriage

By

the authority committed unto

me

The Fellowship

The

.

.

.

of Prayer

and Sursum Corda:
Minister: The Lord be with you.
Salutation

People:

And

with thy

spirit.

Minister: Lift up your hearts.

We

them up unto the Lord.
Lord God.
People: It is meet and right so to do.
Prayers of Thanksgiving, Supplication, Intercession and The Lord’s Prayer
People:

lift

Minister: Let us give thanks unto our

(Let the people respond

The

“Amen”

to each prayer)

Blessing
bless you and keep you; the Lord make his face to shine upon you
and be gracious unto you; the Lord lift up his countenance upon you, and
give you peace; in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy

The Lord

Spirit.

Amen.

(Let the people respond

Whom
*Hymn

therefore

God

“Amen”)
hath joined together,

let

no man put asunder.

Hymn

of Praise:
“Joyful, Joyful,

We

to Joy

Adore Thee”

**The Benediction
(Let the people respond

“Amen”)

Organ Postlude: “A Trumpet Voluntary”
(The back page
and

of the couple

of the bulletin

may

include a brief resume of the background

indicate their future plans. So, too,

pretation of the symbolism of the

Cover Design.)

* The Congregation will stand.
•* The Congregauon will remain standing.

Handel-Groves

it

may

include an inter-
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III

RUBRICS
for the

SANCTIFICATION OF MARRIAGE
The rubrics for this service may seem involved, but they vary little in detail
from the customary. They .are included with the suggestion to clergymen that
some such written explanation in the hands of the wedding party on rehearsal
night may save him considerable time and energy. The hymn and scripture
selections are, of course, simply among the many which would be appropriate.
Prelude During the Prelude the Minister enters the Chancel. The mothers are
also seated on the second pew on each side of the center aisle during the Prelude.
Call to Worship: Given by the Minister from the Table.
Hymn of Adoration This is the processional hymn, and the wedding party
will process in the customary manner and sequence. As the congregation
stands, the bridegroom and best man will enter from the side of the Nave
and proceed to the front pew (to the right of the Table as they face it). There
:

they will face the Table (not the procession.

The

Object of

Almighty God, not the bride!)
Hymnbooks and name cards should be arranged
those in the wedding party. They will move to these

this service of

worship

is

across the front

pews

for

places.

pew nearNave with two

Seating arrangements are as follows, beginning with the end of the
est the center aisle

side aisles

North:

—

i.e.,

(left

(or the inside

no

pew

divider in the case of a

center aisle)

when

South: (right

facing the Table)

Maid

when

facing the Table)

Bridegroom

Father
Bride

Best

Flower

girl

man

Ushers

of honor

and/or Ring bearer

Bridesmaids

The

bride will process on the right

been reached, she will release

hand and move her

his

arm.

arm

He

of her father.

When

will take her left

pew

has

his left

him to her seat on the pew. He, then, takes
on the same pew. (In the case of no center aisle,
sit alone on the inside of the front pew, and the

the bride and father will
attendants on the second pew. In this event the seating order

is

the reverse

above for the attendants.

and following: The wedding
members of the congregation.

Collect for Purity

of service as

Prayer of Confession: This prayer
ship:

in

in front of

the seat nearest the aisle

of the

the

hand

Provisional Services,

[Anthem

or So/o]

:

Any

p.

is

party simply follows the order

taken from

The

Boof{ of

Common Wor-

66.

special

music

is

sung

at this

time and not before the

B

I
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The

reason for this

59

simple: by implication and in fact, any

is

event which occurs before the service begins

is

not a part of the service of

worship.

[Sermon]

There

:

is

no

little

debate about the propriety of a sermon on the occathe practical implications, he

of a wedding. If one were honest about

sion

would likely conclude against it for no reason other than the added burden
would create. If that is not enough, which one of us would care to face a
dozen weddings in three months with substantially the same congregation at
each one, were a sermon demanded on every occasion?
On the other hand, does our Reformed tradition not dictate the imperative
proclamation of the Word in every service of worship? It does, of course; howit

ever,

the

consistency

imperative

of this

“occasional” services of the

Church

has

not yet been

tested

when

the

are at issue.

caught between the theoretical and the practical. While he
sermon in theory, he also is well aware of the problems
such a practice could create; therefore, at the moment, he seeks refuge in the
conditional: “a sermon may be delivered.”
Hymn of Supplication During the final stanza (or two) the wedding party
will move from their pews to the space in front of the Chancel steps. The
order in which they stand is customary and need not be repeated here.
Giving of the Bride After the father has responded to the question asked by
the Minister, he returns to the pew with the bride’s mother and is seated.
The Marriage: (i) The maid of honor hands her flowers (or whatever she
may be carrying) to one of the bridesmaids, and then turns back the bride’s

This writer

is

is

inclined to urge a

:

:

veil.

(2)

The maid

honor then takes the bride’s flowers.
arm and they enter the Chancel. The maid of
man’s arm and they follow, to flank the bride and groom

of

(3) Bride takes groom’s

honor takes the best
when they have all reached the Table.
Declaration of Vows Bride and groom join right hands, face each other, and
:

repeat

vows

their

Exchange

after

the

Minister.

finger of the bride’s

(groom’s)

declaration

Minister.

after

the

There

Marriage should be delayed
a fear lest the

why

it

left

no good reason why the Declaration of
Exchange of Rings unless, of course,
couple make a hasty exit and miss the Blessing and every good
should not be. It follows logically and is not enhanced in any

of Marriage:

Declaration

reason

is blessed, it is placed on the fourth
hand, as the groom (bride) repeats the

of Rings: After the ring(s)

is

after

the

—

—

On the other hand, if the Declaration
Exchange, the first act of husband and wife is a participation in the prayers of the Church. For this reason, then, the sequence
of the Declaration is altered from that found in the Boo\ of Common Worship.
After the Declaration of Marriage the couple will kneel for the Prayers and
way by
is

the intervention of the prayers.

pronounced

the

after the

Blessing.

Prayers:

It

is

recommended

that the Prayers begin with the historic Salutation
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and Sursum Corda

that they be of the brief, collect nature; and that each
concludes with the familiar “through Jesus Christ our Lord,” the better for
the congregation to respond “Amen.”
Blessing
The historic Aaronic benediction is pronounced over the couple
;

:

,

beseeching a

upon

covenant they have formed “before
God and these witnesses.” The Minister may wish to address the witnesses
as well at this time by concluding the Blessing with, “Whom therefore God
has joined together, let no man put asunder.”
After the Blessing, the couple will stand, embrace if they wish, and begin
the recessional as the organist begins the Hymn of Praise.
Hymn of Praise: This is the recessional hymn, and the wedding party will
exit the Nave in the customary order. After reaching the rear of the Nave,
the ushers return immediately to escort the bride’s mother, with the father
following. Then the groom’s mother is escorted out, with the father following.

(Note
is

special

blessing

to organist: the

congregauon

the

is

to continue singing until the recessional

complete.)

The wedding party will remain at the rear of the Nave (singing or standing quietly) throughout the Hymn. The Minister will pronounce the Benediction
is

from the Table and

exit the

Sanctuary, after which the congregation

dismissed.

need not be the “Same old slippers, Same old rice” if we
done about that wedding service”
will put our minds where our mouths have been. Interestingly, the order described above was goaded into existence by a young couple who simply asked

Our marriage
who often agree

their minister

As such
still

it is

rite

that “something ought to be

why

their

wedding could not be

certainly not a

first,

a

“real

service

of worship.”

for others have prepared similar services

others are requesting them; but

it

is

offered to this

forum

in

an

and

effort

with those who may be interested in further exploration.
The Provisional Services now before the Presbyterian Churches indicate a
move in the liturgical direction for the marriage service; however, anyone with
to elicit conversation

half a liturgical eye can see that this so-called marriage service “in contempo-

improved even more. Now is the time
and the conversation and the liturgical experimentation
before the new Boo\ of Common Worship is finally adopted.
rary language” could be substantially
for

the investigation

THE RELEVANCE OF BEING IRRELEVANT
TODAY’S RUSH TO POPULAR, SPECIALIZED MINISTRIES CAN
BE AN EVASION OF LIFE AS IT IS ACTUALLY LIVED
BY THE VAST MAJORITY
James E. Dittes

T

he Church,

it is sometimes whispered these days, is futilely irrelevant and can save itself and regain its
mission only by radical renunciation of

present forms.

its

The Church

trayed as dragged along on the

is

por-

march

its own
own ma-

of time, too busy preserving

and operating

structures

its

culture around
too

much

and

it

that

it

is

caught

in them.

Ironically, those

whose slogan

is

“rel-

evance” may be the ones who most risk
being swept along passively and blindly
by the march of time. It sometimes
seems as though they would preserve
Christianity in the world by baptizing

But if this is the true picture of the
American Protestant Church, what

whatever they find thriving in the world: psychotherapy
.
urban renewal
sexual revolution
now even secularism itself . and final-

could be more relevant to the plight of

ly,

chinery even to notice the direction of

much

the march,

men and

less affect its

course.

as “Christian”

.

.

times

is

the

which seem to engulf us. How can one
stand up and count for something
without being swept away? If the
Church participates in this predicament
of our times, thank God that he has
placed it in the world where it can
share precisely in the crises and futilities of the world
not as an aloof observer but as a full participant, and by

—

to

who most

urge the Church

“become relevant” often seem pecul-

iarly

unable

to

accept

it

when

the

Church so obviously shares this overwhelming predicament of our time.
They complain in almost the same
breath that the Church is irrelevant and
that

it

is

over-relevant; that

the machineries

The Church
gle for

its

it

escapes

and dilemmas of the

is

indeed locked in strug-

very soul against the tempta-

tion to disengage

from the world and

to seek sanctuary in

peaceful

with

its

and

piety

own

own

its

islands of

preoccupation

in

internal affairs. But this

very struggle must also be the struggle

members. Each man, if he is to
must find ways of keeping the Gospel and himself engaged
of

its

save his soul,

with the

vital

confronts.

his grace as a guide.

Yet those

Living with the Dilemmas

of irrelevance,

futility before the forces

.

.

atheism.

in

sensation

impotence and

.

.

.

.

our culture?
For the haunting predicament of our
institutions

.

His

forces of life he daily

temptation,

Church’s temptation,

Gospel and himself
tive

centers

of his

is

—

to

like

the

withdraw the

at least the crea-

life

—into a quiet
—symbol-

or distracting personal haven

ized by the suburbs, the frantic merrygo-round of chauffeuring the family
and tinkering with the lawn mower.
But how is a man to get the incentive,
guidance and faith that he needs to
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may

be seeds and sparks of salto be nourished
there first if salvation is ever to be
found in the clubs and committees and

continue his struggle for relevance and

there

engagement unless he sees his church
desperately and frankly engaged in its

vation

The suburban

struggle?

the churches

is

participation

in

of

captivity

precisely their point of

major dilemma of

a

and

opportunity of
giving guidance in men’s struggle with
current

life

their

dilemma.

this

When we

and

are told by the friendly

unfriendly challengers of the Church

Church must break

that the

institutional

captivity

dilemmas or

the

be suspicious.
in

fact

so

as

irrelevance,

Would

free of
to

its

such “reforms”
are

told to shed the constricting forms.

No

drastically reduce it?

couples’ clubs struggling, some-

times successfully,

more

conventionalities outside the Church.

Finding a sample of worldliness in
Church is no guarantee that world-

the

out of the Church will be transformed. First it needs to be transformed in the Church. But before this
can happen, it must be acknowledged
and accepted in the Church.
liness

Escape into Irrelevance

we must

We

more

—

avoid

enhance the relevance of the

Church or

which need

often

unsuc-

We

have a right

challengers:

to ask the churches’

Who

is

most

guilty

ing “relevance” of special ventures, such
as direct social action, may be an evasion

courage and the
means to make their organizational life
and program significantly faithful to
the Gospel. No more busy machinery

of the responsibility to respond to

committee meetings struggling,
sometimes successfully, more often unsuccessfully, to remain open to God’s
claim in the midst of bickering over
budget and business. No more conventional ii a.m. worship services attended
by complacent, well-dressed suburban-

ground

cessfully, to find the

of

ites

who still
may be

half hope, half fear that

gripped by God in the
midst of their conventionality and comthey

But for most American Protestants
and responding
to God’s claims is in the very midst of
the impotent, mechanical conventionalthe task of discerning

ity

the

and

futility of their lives, in exactly

conditions

which

characterize

couples’ clubs, budget committees,

conventional worship assemblies.

It

and

may

be our hope, and the promise of God,
that in the clubs

conventionalities

in one’s

own

and committees and
within the Church

station

and

own

God

to set right

The

great

crusade to attack the devil on his

home

the affairs of one’s

is

life.

particularly alluring

and

also

when the
devil is busy in your own home ground.
Our folk wisdom is a mixture of
demonically

spurious

gossip and truth,

just

full of

is

accounts of

unhappy
and disturbed children, of
pacifists violent and bitter in pursuit of
their cause, of social actionists cam-

clinical

psychologists

with

marriages

paigning for

placency.

of

escaping into illusion and irrelevance?
For there is a grave risk that the seem-

civil

liberties

while run-

ning roughshod over democratic rights
in their
lists

own

organization, of evange-

with wayward piety and moral

standards,

and

so

on

—men

pressing in public a battle

relentlessly

which they

have abandoned in private.

A

minister finds himself impatient

and irked by the seeming superficialities
which preoccupy his encounter
with his people.

He

is

unable to

these encounters in narthex or

see, in

commit-
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room

engaged
or

or on the telephone, persons
in the

confronting

same personal struggles
the same theological

when

questions that he can recognize

he meets them for counseling or in
study groups. He sees the ordinary
church encounters as obstacles rather
than as expressions of the ultimate issues of

life. It is

one such

man

no

surprise, then,

when

himself called to be

feels

by, sometimes muscular
volvement in the major

concentric circles

emergency room and clinic waiting
room, African villages and Asian
hovels, busses in Alabama and Evansthe other points of desper-

ministers inevitably

human need. Such
and genuinely feel

actually lived

of those in crisis ministry, the conven-

it is

vast majority? Is

he reserving his ministry only for those
isolated

all

he evading en-

dents and families, he can be “relevant”
is

and

almost hopeless

that those within the walls of suburban
churches and seminaries are hopelessly
cloistered in secluded refuge and isolated sanctuary. From the point of view

searching patients, stu-

Or

to

in factory, city hall, tenement, hospital

ton,

of the time.

life,

This will seem incomprehensible

ate,

gagement with life as
and struggled by the

of

persons fervently engaged in ministry

another turns to college teaching, and
another becomes a social worker. Untroubled by parish ministry, attending

all

roles

and in widening
of community.

in vocation, in family,

chaplain in a private mental hospital,

to dramatically

63
tissues of in-

few who meet his prerequisites
and intellectual sophisand who present obvious, man-

tional minister is cloistered.

How

and maybe even unkind,

to

odd,

suggest

that the crisis minister, responding so

immediate tugs of
own form of
and cloistering. But in fact,

of psychological

directly to urgent,

tication

human

plight, suffers his

ageable needs ?

isolation

Perhaps all of the intensely but narrowly motivated persons in the Church,
those who find special ministries with

be too different from the appeal monas-

minorities of especially responsive peo-

cated

ple,

run the risk of becoming the beat-

the

move

to the crisis ministry

men

on able and dedithroughout the centuries:

renunciation of the

humdrum

tionality

and comforts

and disengagement by disengaging themselves still more into isolated individualistic “Greenwich Villages.” Perhaps worse than the “suburban captivity” of the churches is their

sharply

focused,

captivity

in

“the village.”

The

throb

of campus, counseling center, inner city,
hospital,

or other isolated village

cluding, one

must add,

—

extremities after

through

much

it

best felt in the

has pushed

tissue, so is the

its

pushes

life

way

genuinely

living heartbeat of our time that

which

through the sometimes

undistracted

obedi-

ence and tasks. Nothing here is intended
to challenge the validity of such specialized crisis ministry.
can only salute

We

But we must decidedly question the
claim that it is normative for the
Church of our times.
it.

False Distinctions

a

—

is

conven-

for the sake of

in-

seminary faculty is sometimes mistaken for the essential heartbeat of contemporary life.
But, just as the pulse

not

ticism has exerted

niks of the Church, protesting against
irrelevance

may

flab-

The

despair over the church’s futility

—whether
struggle within
side — too often
it

neat

is

theological

expressed

or as rebuke

from the
from out-

seems to presuppose a
disparity

which

just

cannot be sustained. For convenience
here, these false distinctions may be
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catalogued as those between body and
sacred and secular, creation

spirit,

and

redemption.
Is it not echoes of Gnostic-like heresies which we hear in the impatience
that the Church of Christ has a physical,
psychological and social body, not essen-

from the other

distinguishable

tially

time or immune to all the ills of such bodies?
Any “incarnation” of the mission and
fellowship of the people of Christ into
particular forms and organizations and
patterns is thought by some necessarily
institutional bodies of

and

to pervert

distort.

its

As with

“puri-

Adam. The Church

old

form

part of the

assing

implied in the

who

tude of the minister
tinguishes

all

atti-

sharply dis-

of the administrative

and

organizational activities from his “pure”
or “true” ministry (which

may

be vari-

in the

of most

American

Prot-

bodily

necessity

—phoning,
—may

ar-

be just as potentially infused with the
possibility of redemptive ministry as

any more dramatic ministerial activities,
in or out of the suburban parish.
We witness in our day a valid and

welcome breakdown

in the wall of sep-

and

aration between the “secular”

But the breakdown

“sacred.”

those
is

And

finds itself placed as

ranging, recruiting, and the rest

spirit.

view

life

it

estants, all of the attention to the har-

its

a

which

in

tanism” of other kinds, any body is
thought to be defiling of the purity of

Such

the continu-

is

ation of his saving work.

when

validity

direction.

who

the

loses half

We

it goes in only one
have an abundance of

celebrate the discovery that

the “sacred” can be found in the structures of the “secular.”

irking,

these

that

How

ironic,

celebrants

who seem most annoyed

ones

even

are

the

with the

ously defined as preaching, study, com-

that the “secular” also appears
within the structures of the “sacred.”

munity leadership, pastoral

care, etc.).

Yet

resents the former because they keep

tive

He

Or

him from

the latter.

erates the

former as an

at best,

he

tol-

evil necessary

fact

redempenhanced no more

in fact, the possibilities of

ministry

are

by the one discovery than by the other.

The

reformers’ doctrines of vocation

to permit the latter.

and of the priesthood of

Against such a dualistic view it may
be contended that the bodily expres-

are invoked enthusiastically to

sions are necessary to the fulfillment of

the

church’s

More than

a

and fellowship.

mission

tolerated necessity, they

are an intrinsic part.

We

do not conde-

acknowledge that, alas,
God’s activities in this world must compromise with its nature. Rather we insist that God’s activities in this world

scendingly

must

—because

activities,

the

world

cisely

of

the

nature

of

his

not because of the nature of

—employ

and

exploit

pre-

the imperfections of the bodily

forms of the world. To save, Christ
the new Adam had to assume precisely the form and predicament of the

—

all

believers

promote
which the
functions and

the ministry of the laity, in

laymen are encouraged
roles

they once

to

thought reserved for

But the same docwhen it comes to
seeing the plight and status of the or-

the ordained clergy.

trines are neglected

dained clergy as not essentially different from the layman. For if other vocations share responsibilities and opportunities with the ministry, so does the
ministry share with other vocations all
the

dilemmas and ambiguities that

set the

God
If

be-

Christian trying to respond to

in his

own world and

the minister

calling.

and Church

unique or special in

their

are not

calling by

THE PRINCETON
God, neither

are they

exempt from the

predicament of trying

to

express that

When

calling in the sinful world.
.

minister

that

finds

his

own

deacon,

as

or

that

the

of

life

65

of disparity, vigor out of lethargy are
in

and of themselves

as valid occasions

for saving ministry as the occasions for

as
life

which these may seem only preliminary.
Such perspective is judgment also on

the

the critic

who

church exercisit abandons

sees the

group
is fully in need of God’s divine wrath
and forgiveness, he ought to be no more

ing saving ministry only as

when he finds that rare
housewife or businessman or physician
or clergyman coming close to a genuine
expression of Christian vocation. His

out of {with, not against ) the actualities
of life perverted and distorted

women’s

society as a Christian

surprised than

own
*
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the

life

minister, or that the chief deacon’s

•

Si

calling

very least

—

and ministry may

lie

just as

much

—

at the

meeting

in

the needs of the former as in evading

the

former and seeking sanctuary in

company of the latter. Someone has
commented that the ministry seems to
the

be the only profession in which

men

complain about finding customers or
clients immediately at hand!

The

Perhaps the greatest distortion comes
our temptation to rend asunder our
understanding of the creative and redemptive actions of God, which must
be seen in continuity with one another.
God does not create in one mode or
one moment and then save in another.
He transforms chaos into life, formlessinto
meaning, alienation into
ness
in

union, and these actions

may sometimes

to

is

judgment on the

much

—

placing the keystone.

—

The moments

of

developing order out of chaos, form out

working

in

—that

transformation

more

far

its

not

in,

not

likely than

however unlikely they may seem
and of themselves. Events, however
isolated or even demonic they may

tory,

in

seem, are

still

the living stuff out of

which God fashions

his purposes.

this Christian affirmation

to

much

is

But

easier

apply to the remote than to the in-

timate events of history.

It

is

easier to

meaning and importance

to

distant matters than to the personally
is anything harder
thundering Assyrian

involving. If there

than

seeing

the

armies as God’s instrument, it is recognizing occasions of his purposes in
the petty tactics by which one organizes
and supplies one’s own army.
Indeed, it may be especially in the
bleak not the exalted moments of our
created existence that a saving comes.

—

—

apocalyptic truth

If this

of his work,
even though regretfully, as a kind
of mechanical preparation developing
forms, constituency, programs for the
redeeming word which is to follow.
Foundation-laying is no less an occasion for building the Kingdom than is
sees

is

living patterns of
is

be working within the events of his-

church’s

Such perspective

who

God

comes.

re-

demption.
minister

—

though they are

attribute

Greatest Distortion

be viewed as creation, sometimes as

and escapes the
existence. For it

own

crisis of

is

relevant, the

irrelevance

may

be especially welcome as the locus in
which God’s word for this irrelevant

and

lost

there

generation

anything

is

God’s word
in

a

may

may

less

be heard.

likely

If

than that

be spoken and heard

middle-class

congregation,

it

is

that this

word may be spoken and heard

among

those

who have

escape from the

middle

class

crisis

contrived

to

of contemporary

complacence.

THE RESIDENTIAL PARISH
URBAN MILIEU

THE

IN

Duane Day

T

here are two preliminary points
that I should like to make. I make
them, not because a prolegomenon is
necessarily appropriate to a paper such

the development of an apologia for the
parish church a growing trend among

as this, but rather because these points

gered,

form

background against which the

a

rest of this

ish

first

is

this: the residential par-

a given in the

is

Church

at this

life

of the Christian

point in history. This

paper will not be a vigorous denunciation of the local congregation
that

is

notably popular

among

—a

style

a relative-

group of angry young
prophets. The denunciations which
these prophets have voiced, the weaknesses to which they have pointed, the
irrelevancies they have painted with
significant

ly

—

bold colors, have served a useful albeit
limited purpose in our understanding
of Christian ministry in an urban age.

—

It

is

clear

that the residential con-

gregation has all-too-often been segre-

gated from the mainstream of urban
serving as a sanctuary within
life,
which “church people” have been protected

from

slaughts. It

is

the

world

and

its

likewise clear that

on-

many

churches have been preoccupied with
institutional

—

aggrandizement buildand this emphasis

—

down on

will this paper center

—

churchmen who

are

threatened,

who

disabused, or

an-

themselves in
honest disagreement with
the angry young but growing older
prophets of congregational doom. Let
us agree that within the residential confind

—

paper should be seen.
i.

The

Nor

ings, dollars, people

gregation, the servant Christ

is

times incarnated in a servant

commu-

some-

Let us further agree that lives are
changed, deplorable social conditions
nity.

men

ameliorated,

and

institutions

served as a result of the ministry of

some men and some churches.
There is a sense in which both denunciation and defense of the Church
are

beside

the

congregation
spread;

is

The

point.

a

fact:

is

widely

has significant amounts of

it

money and numbers
therefore of power;

word

residential

it

it

of
is

at least, to serving

and

people

devoted, in

man and

needs and thus serving God.

The

his

fun-

damental questions for the churchman
today, something like this: How
can the Church, and specifically the
residential congregation, deepen
the

are,

God has given it? And
marshal its resources in a
way that will permit it to cooperate
with God as he works in his world?
lives of those

how

can

it

has often caused the congregation to
2.

see ministry for the sake of others as

peripheral to
the

what has seemed to be
growth for growth’s

real task, viz.,

sake.

My

second preliminary point is: Uris
a fact of contemporary

banization
life.

We

will not delve into the

mass
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of data

which may be brought

to bear

to establish the truth of this proposition.
to do so, and I am
by the number of presentations on the Church, or government, or
education which dwell over-long on the
It

establishment of a palpable sociological
let us be clear that urbanizadoes not mean, only or simply,
that population density has increased
more people in smaller amounts of

fact.

But,

tion

l

to

grasp ably the opportunities and

potentials.

These, then, are the two preliminary

would be easy

distressed

;

and
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points: the residential congregation

is

and no amount of deploring or
applauding changes that fact; and urbanization is a fact and that particular
a fact

phenomenon has

sociological

to do, not

only with increasing numbers of people,

but with a

style of life,

with a complex

and opportunities.

of problems

space. Urbanization refers, as well, to
I

complex of problems and opportunities: government and its effect on

a
i

individual
|

lives,

the relationship

among

the institutions of government, educa-

and the growing specialization
which characterizes modern education,
tion

1

There

is

which the expresis a misnomer.

a sense in

sion “residential parish”

It suggests that people live in the immediate vicinity of the congregations

which they belong, and that parish

to

geographic terms.

equal or unequal opportunities to educational or cultural advantage, the

lines are definable in

availability of

quick and cheap transand communication, the unequal dispersal of the means of transportation, the growth of leisure time
among segments of the population and

age. In today’s local church,

portation

rather startling patterns of residence:

Of

course, that

is

not true in our mobile

|

;

:

.

,

the

reduction of leisure time

among

certain other segments, the distribution

growing options in housing alongside the growth of dilapidated

of wealth, the

and sub-standard housing. These characteristics of the

as real

and

Church
population growth and

as significant for the

as the matter of

the

urban revolution are

concentration

population

of

metropolitan areas. In point of

when

the

residential

the city finds

itself

with the

style of life of the city;

deal relevantly with

the

and that which
this paper,

and

problems

is

that

gation which has

it

refers to a congre-

some

relationship to

world of residence, even though
that relationship may be only an his-

the

The

the inability of the congregation to cope

term “residential parish,”
justifies its usage in

said for the

torical

unable to endure,

will live in close

proximity to the church
building, a higher percentage will be
spread over a large portion of the metropolitan area. The most that can be

in

congregation in

members

of the

geographic

fact,

and must therefore either close or move,
seldom do the factors involved relate
to the numbers of people close at hand
who are in need of ministry. Far more
frequently, the factors have to do with

to

some

one finds

one.
“residential” congregation

may

be seen to have two principal thrusts.
The first may be called Christian nurture and may be toward those who are
related in

some

rather specific fashion

to the congregation.

Thus, worship, edcommit-

ucation, fellowship, the call to

ment, even the administration of the
institutional life of the church may be
seen to

fall

within the realm of Chris-

tian nurture.
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The second thrust may be called the
mission thrust. Here one might place
all

of those activities which the con-

gregation

undertakes,

members

of the

or individual
congregation under-

take, to serve persons or

are

in

kinds

various

who

groups
of

material,

psychic, or social need. In addition, the

mission thrust of the congregation includes,

today,

those

of

activities

the

congregation that are designed to challenge, overthrow, or modify the institutions or conditions of the metropolis.

Let us examine, in turn, these major
aspects of congregational

life.

There are those who tell us that the
church exists solely for the purpose of
being in mission. This is a proposition
which, while it has wide acceptance,
must be challenged. For a people to
that is,
serve, they must be prepared

—

sensitized,

motivated,

theologically

grounded, and provided with technique. Perhaps you will think me not
unduly pious if I call attention to the
fact that Jesus continually gathered his
disciples

about

sights, their

him

common

lenge them, and to

to discuss his in-

ministry, to chal-

commission them

for specific tasks.

A

bers.

The

congregation, whether in the

burgeoning

suburb

the

or

and these

identical activities

prayer of confession, prayer of absolu-

Old Testament

reading, anthem,
Testament reading, hymn, etc.,
etc. Worshippers are expected to make
the jump from the experience of, let
us say, the Wesleys as expressed in
hymns, or the problems of the psalmist,
tion,

New

to their

own

concrete problems, needs,

There

potential.

considerable

is

virtually total predictability.

The

the options available to

that nurture has often been

the congregation’s being. This

adum-

brated vision of the Church has been
properly attacked in
cles

many

recent arti-

and books, and needs no further

explication.

The

other problem

the residential congregation

is

that

has been

guilty of an almost unbelievable lack of

imagination in the nurture of

its

mem-

evi-

dence that suggests this kind of jump
is not easily made even by highly sophisticated and educated people. Moreover, these patterns of worship are repeated across the country and from
week to week with what amounts to

There are two real problems associwhat we have called Christian nurture in the urban congregation.
first is

activities

have tended to be utterly predictable.
Let us take worship as an example.
Worship seeks to lead men beyond
themselves to the reality of God, and
to his loving, caring, redeeming nature.
To a frightening degree, our worship
has not been grounded in the reality
of the world in which the worshipper
exists. With but few exceptions the
orders of worship in the churches of
mainline Protestantism in Okemos,
Michigan, and Newark, New Jersey,
are the same: call to worship, hymn,

Think

ated with

seen as virtually the whole reason for

teeming

slum, has typically engaged in virtually

is

for a

moment about what

that the city offers:

it

it

vastly increases

men. Within
more jobs and a greater
jobs, more cultural opportu-

the city are
variety of

nities, a variety of
ties,

tunities,
its

housing opportuni-

a larger set of educational oppor-

and

so on.

The

city

church, in

worship, does not present anything

that

corresponds

drama, the
life.

Instead,

color,
it

to

the

variety,

the

the spice of urban

predictably repeats the
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patterns that

may

be found in the open

worship have been

campus church each week.

ure

Wolfe,

who

writer

the

young

brilliant

has focused with such

skill

on the “pop” culture in America, has
seen this problem in another context.
Commenting, in the introduction to
his book, The Kandy-Kolored Tangerine-Fla\e Streamline Baby, on the
changes in American culture since the
war, Wolfe writes, “Practically nobody
had bothered to see what these changes

'

we mean

some

of the variety, color,

pastimes, things

stock car

like

sports that attract five to ten million

more spectators than football, baseball,
and basketball each year. Part of it is
a

built-in

bias.

class

The educated
coun-

classes in this country, as in every

who grow up

the people

try,

to control

in

If,

his

God is the Lord of all
may be praised and
may be nurtured through

fact,

then he

history,

people

and
up

language that is not
with Jacobean English,

in

counterpoint, and

rural

Let us acknowledge

guage of the day, many of the people
in the church would be “turned off” by
worship forms which drew their style
from contemporary culture. Let us also
acknowledge that which we have
learned from those who led AmericanProtestantism through a liturgical revival:

namely, that there

said for developing order

aristocratic aesthetic. Stock car racing,

ship forms? Is there not

media, are

when one
custom
jerk,

printed
all

gets

—

and for that matter the
monkey, rock music still

cars

the

seem beneath

—

serious consideration,

still

the preserve of ratty people with ratty

and

hair

dermatitis

and

thoracic boxes,

so

and

corroded

forth.

Yet

these

rancid people are creating

styles

all

life

and changing the
whole country in ways that

the time

of the

nobody even seems

to bother to record

much less analyze.”
The point is this: the church
to

this

ancient,

and almost never
it.

It

is

worship,

all

new

true,

many

aristocratic
tries to

that as

bility in

room

worship

for

occasional

itself.

is

much

serious experiment

of

service

to be

and predictaBut is there not

worship

woran

in

room

for

—

if

not

on Sunday morning
eight o’clock on Thursday eve-

at eleven o’clock

then at

ning

—that

attempts

to

celebrate

and the God who gave us
that

life,

in

life

ways

transcend our traditional forms?

Precisely

made about

the

same point could be

virtually

every other as-

nurture within the
residential congregation: education, fellowship, structure, and so forth.

pect of Christian

We

is

bound

aesthetic

break out of

this

images.

that, in the lan-

communication
plugged into what is,
down to it an ancient,

and

visual

and drama

these experi-

life.

bound

racing, drag racing, demolition derbies,

fail-

ments have related with some preciseness to the realities of contemporary

new money since the war in
economic terms only. Nobody will even
take a look at our incredible new national

and moreover

of the city;

forms

at the

by

failures; if

that these efforts have not

endured. But they have brought to the
church, where they have been tried,

are all about. People have been look-

ing

!

and jazz forms within

liturgies

country, the small town, or the college

Tom

;

folk

69

applies

to

of the experiments in

have assumed that what is “good” in
Iowa, is good in New York; that what
works in the small-town will work in
the urban context; that what was valid
thirty years ago,

is

valid today.
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To

recap: in

nurture,
is

its

the

radically

activities of Christian

residential

congregation

removed from the

effective

forces of our twentieth century
situation.
all

This situation

of the old

old forms,
subjected

one

in

urban
which

ways of thinking, the

styles,

to

is

structures, are being

startling

questions.

The

answers to these questions will bring
into being a society whose outlines we
can perceive in only the dimmest fashion. The residential congregation must
hear the questions that are Being asked,

must participate in the questioning,
must be willing to program on the basis
of the questions

—before

even tentative

answers have been given.

Curiously, the situation with respect

found

alienation to be

urban

in

society,

the specific details of the pastoral role,

may be undergoing some change. But this is a relatively
well-defined function of the church pro-

of service to persons,

which he functions rather
Such problems as exist in this as-

fessional in
well.

pect of the mission thrust relate to the
fact that the

clergyman tends

these activities pretty

He

much

to

keep

to himself.

helps, he goes to court, he stands

—

but he seldom enlists
laymen, either singly or in groups,
to fulfill any part of this service role.

alongside of
his

With

B

Given the fast-changing

pastoral role.

nature of our present world, the problems aggravated by urbanization, the

Church as serworking to bring

reference to the

vant-community,
about change in
confused.

society,

the situation

The Church, both through

Church’s mission thrust is, I believe, not nearly so dark. That is to
the urban congregation today,
say,
through both clergy and laity, is involved in a wide variety of activities
aimed at both service and servanthood.
Perhaps it would be well for me to
make the disdnction that I see between

is

those words. Service seems to me to be
aimed primarily at individuals or small
identifiable groups. It is characterized
by activities such as emergency aid,
hunting,
counsel, assistance in job
standing alongside persons who are
brought before the courts or other agen-

widening gulf between
some laymen and some clergy, the

to the

government. Servanthood, as it
used here, refers to the efforts of the
Church as organization, alone or in co-

cies of
is

operation

with other organizations,
changing the structures which

aimed

at

make

for poverty, hate, injustice, ex-

ploitation,

Service

ugliness, or apathy.

may

be seen, perhaps most

usefully, in terms of the person to per-

son relationships characteristic of the

its

judicatories

manifestations,

kind of

and
is

activity.

in

The

alliances, ministries,

in recent years

is

its

congregational

surely involved in this

welter of protests,

brought into being

clear evidence of that.

But the numbers of ministers who have
lost

their

tivities,

pulpits because of these ac-

the

agonizing of session, consistory, vestry,
board these are evidence also of a
different kind of fact: namely, that
there is little consensus within the
Church about activity that is aimed at
changing society’s nature.
In Paul and Percival Goodman’s
utopian vision of the city, Communitas,
there are a few telling paragraphs
which underscore why the Christian
community must be concerned about
working to bring about change in the

—

“Of the man-made things, the
works of engineering and architecture
and town plan are the heaviest and bigcity.
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gest part of

what we experience. They

underneath, they loom around, as
the prepared place of our activity. Economically,
they
have the greatest
amount of past human labor frozen
into them, as streets and highways,
lie

houses and bridges, and physical plant.
Against this background we do our

work and

strive toward our ideals, or
out our habits; yet because it
background, it tends to become taken

just live
is

A

granted and to be unnoticed.
man-made backaccepts
the
ground itself as the inevitable nature
of things; he does not realize that somefor

child

body once drew some lines on a piece
of paper who might have drawn otherwise. But now, as engineer and architect
once drew, people have to walk and
live. The background of the physical
plant and the foreground of human activity are profoundly and intimately dependent on one another. Laymen do not
realize how deep and subtle this connection

planning,

this reference is to

—and

engineering, and architecture

not

war
some preciseness to the
fact that the Church must be participant, at some level, in those decisions
that seem different from historic spiritual concerns. The plain unadorned
about
it

racial injustice, poverty, or

points with

fact

is

this: the structures of

world

—whether

make

a

physical

our urban

or

social

profound impact on the lives of
people. These structures not only create
the environment within which life is
lived, to a high degree they pre-deter-

mine

the quality of

life.

The

say that the urban congregation

doing a better job
ties

than

in

and

have
joined in the civil rights struggles, have
worked for representation of the poor in
anti-poverty programs, have given the
impetus to community organization,
have helped with rent strikes, have campaigned for political candidates, opened
coffee houses, established Saturday programs for youth, have participated in
renewal of sub-standard housing. That
list, impressive as it is, could be lengthened to three or four times its length.
And suburban pastors, and some of
their people, have similarly sought to
modify the dehumanizing forces of the
city. They have worked in the areas of
civil rights, poverty, government, education, housing; they have furnished
in

their

congregations

manpower and money and
to

countless

leadership

programs which may be

seen as efforts to break the congregation out of the ecclesiastical ghetto. To
be sure, we have not done all we ought
to do.
have a long way to go be-

its

moral power and the physical
muscle of the Church is being used
effectively to help people and to change
structures. But the point remains: the
residential congregation in the urban
milieu is striving to serve as perhaps
never before in history. We have begun
to break out, and almost all of the new
thinking and writing that is being done
about the Church as institution may be
seen as encouraging this thrust of the
fore the

,

congregation.
II

residential

congregation ignores this only as it is
willing to be untrue to its calling. When
I

just that. Inner-city pastors

We

is.”

While

mean
many

7i

is

in its mission activinurture activities, I

If

this

analysis

is

correct,

the residential congregation
its

tian

constituency

nurture

the

through

its

that

denying

necessary

repetition of old patterns

rently

viz.,
is

Chris-

unthinking

and concur-

the residential parish

is

begin-
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ning

we

to strengthen

its

mission thrust,

Within the
service grows

face a curious situation.

we have

The

desired objectives.

program were such

results

of the

that by the

end of

about their faith and engage in the de-

months, the Buick Motor Division
had almost exactly reversed its position;
from the bottom ten it had moved to

votions of the faith, then they will be

the top ten.

Church,

that

felt

out of nurture, that

when

people learn

five

prepared to go out in service as agents

The

story,

this

tell

I

not

sing

to

the

thesis of this

praises of a specific corporation or of

paper is that we have been wrong in
the order in which we have placed these
things. It is only as the congregation is
in mission, only as its members serve,

capitalism, but because at least one of

of the servant Christ.

that meaningful Christian nurture can

be undertaken and effective Christian

growth take

Men

place.

man-

in the field of corporate

agement have seen

this

with some

clar-

number of years. An entire
philosophy of management development has grown up which stresses

ity

for a

“specific-results

That

training.”

any given area in corporate
objectives are set.

When

life,

is,

in

certain

the dimensions of the Church’s task
clearly a

is

management dimension. The

residential congregation is faced with
organizing both people and money to
serve with the contemporary metropolis.
To do this, the congregation must have
some rather specific objectives in mind,

must

set at least a part of its

member-

accomplishing those
tasks, and must structure its nurture activities around those objectives. Rarely
have we brought all of these elements
apart

ship

for

together.

they have been
Ill

—

understood and when
men are beginning to work to achieve
those objectives, then the corporation

the point of the development of goals

commences

or objectives.

set

and

clearly

training

its

managers

achieve those objectives. In

1956,

to

the

A

few comments are

things.

When

I

I

see

in order here to

them

as

different

speak of congregational

Buick Division of General Motors had
safety problem: of the ap-

goals, I refer to those broad, over-arch-

proximately

is

a serious

130

installations

of

the

corporation Buick was regularly ranked
in the

bottom ten

in plant safety. Sev-

were made:
high priority with

ing purposes to which the congregation
committed. There needs to be some
serious thinking in

eral operational decisions

Oftentimes

(1) to give safety a

stand,

the complete support of top

ment; (2)

to

which would rank the
very

top

of

manage-

achieve a safety record
the

division at the

corporation;

we

really

biases,

When

of

management

to achieve the

are very sure

we

under-

have in mind only a fuzzy

set

of epigrams, Bible verses, class or status

to

members

we

and our members understand,
what the Church is about, when, in fact,

spend the necessary money to provide
adequate safeguards for all machines;
(4) to expend the necessary supervisory
discipline employees who
effort
to
broke safety rules; and (5) to train all

(3)

most churches about

the goals of the Christian congregation.

and confessional

propositions.

speak of objectives, I refer to
those proximate goals which are realizI

able with the expenditure of effort in

a specific space of time. Thus, a goal
of the local congregation

may

be estab-

lished as: Strengthening the quality of
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family

life.

to that goal

ment

While the objectives related
might well be the develop:

of a six session pre-marital coun-

seling program, the establishment of an
annual family-life seminar, the introduction on a monthly basis of services
of worship aimed at the whole family,

and the enlistment of
families

per year

tional family

The
goals

two new
denomina-

at least

for

the

a process in

congregation

may

which the

be

involved.

entire

The

delineation of objectives can then be-

come

the task of session, or consistory,

or board in consultation with the pas-

on an annual basis. Few congregaany real idea of what they
are trying to do, few have well-understood goals and objectives. In such a
situation, congregations fall back upon
tor

tions have

survival

goals;

that

is,

with numbers of people, repair of buildings, or

amount

of budget.

One

other concept needs to be introduced in this discussion: the concept
of priority.

We

need

to realize that the

residential congregation

cannot do ev-

erything, cannot attack every social evil,
correct every structure
exploitation.

No

which makes

over-concern

for

single congregation in

the country has sufficient people or

camp program.

establishment of congregational
is
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fi-

more than a
problems and crises

nancial resources to attack

small handful of the

city. For that reason,
comes important that goals and

facing the
tives

be

set so that choices

may

be

it

be-

objec-

made

from among the opportunities for mission that are before the Church. If this
is not done, if the congregation and
its

pastor does not learn to reject cer-

tain kinds of opportunities for service,
its

efforts

will

become

diffuse,

its

re-

sources spread so thin as not to have any
real effect.

REVIEW ARTICLE
JAMES LODER: RELIGIOUS PATHOLOGY
CHRISTIAN FAITH

AND THE

Nelle Morton

W

hatever a reader of Religious
Pathology and the Christian

Faith

anticipates

from the

title

and

from the table of contents will color
what he hears the author say. One reviewer expected a treatise on pastoral
care, of course. Another looked for an
integration of the thought systems of

Freud and Kierkegaard. Still another
reader put the book aside “because” for
him “Freud and Kierkegaard do not
offer enough contemporary hermeneutic
possibility.” And so go the reactions to
this very profound document, which
reactions and objections were anticipated from the beginning by its author,
Princeton

young

Theological

Seminary’s

associate professor of Christian

Education, James

Edwin Loder.

both reader and Dr.
Loder, it should be noted that if a reader does not alert himself early to questions the author raises implicitly, as well
as explicitly, he is quite likely to dismiss
the book’s importance for the wrong
In

all fairness to

Nor would the reader be ento blame. The author’s technical

reason.
tirely

terminology often clouds rather than
clarifies aspects in his argument. Once
the

reader

adjusts

phraseology, he

is

in for

ing moments.
To take Dr. Loder
his

the

to

intricate

many

excit-

and

literally

at

word
.

.

the

but that at the same time has enough
integrity of

its

own

to give

it

critical

and constructive power both for its
parent disciplines and for other disciplinary studies.” (p. 9).

As

the major

portion of the book

concentrates on the study

view

itself,

the re-

with the theological
and behavioral soundness of such a
study; and secondly with its broader
shall deal first

implication.
I

Several critics insist that
“religiosity”

if

the

word

had been substituted for “re-

ligious pathology” the work would have
been more readable. It is soon evident
that Dr. Loder concerns himself not
with religiosity at all but with a deeper
pathology a religious pathology, if you
please, perpetuated by some of the same
communicating symbols of Faith that
would heal it. To miss that point is to
miss the point of the experiment and

—

the reason

for

the

selection

of Kier-

kegaard and Freud rather than more
recent representatives of the theological,
behavioral, or other fields.

In his graduate study at Harvard,
Dr. Loder discovered in the thought of
the

two

on

religious

selected figures a

common

focus

Though their
way of standing

pathology.

language systems, their

and their basic life commitments differed completely, he sensed
in the world,

aim of

this

study

velop an epistemology that
theologically

is
is

to de-

both

and behaviorally sound,

the possibility of the rational psychoanalyst

and the

irrational

man

of faith
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being

brought

into

thor’s credit that

deal with

them

mutually

a

lightening relationship.

It is to

en-

the au-

he does not seek

in a metaphysical

to

way

own

language system
on either. From the beginning and consistently throughout, his observations
and step by step analysis is of a phenomenological character. His selections
or to project his

are

far

from

removed

enough

the

“an object for consciousness” itself. In
the Kierkegaardian understanding of the dichotomy splits conscious-

brief,

ness into subject/object so that at

point

man

is

totally in his

Lack of

ence.

self

The

it.

subjective dread that pervades

remedy his own situation
mercy of the masses (in-

sets

cluding

and

as he allows his

Loder begins by going back
through the thought and the symbolization of each separately to locate a common point of contact between them. It
should be noted again how he puts
himself in a vulnerable situation at every step. The web, the argument unfolds so delicately that it can only be
reported and not analyzed. This we
shall seek to

do

first.

him

makes

ical

his despair.

progresses,

ing becomes of

ceptualization of
to free himself

tionship

it.

from

despair

church)

or

demagogue. As long
life to be lived out on

paralysis.

The

patholog-

of the individual for Kierthe persistence of the dichot-

omy which

can neither be healed by

the intellect, nor by the will but points
to the necessity of a Reality conscious-

ness

with the one burning question
does one come to receive fully

“How

own

existence?”

The

the situa-

term

Austrian psychiatrist applies the
paranoia

to a similar type of
pathology. For Freud the subject-object

dichotomy

when

the

a split in the whole psyche
ego creates in the uncon-

is

scious a sort of ego-alien which
becomes a projection outside

The

condition gives

rise

to

in turn
oneself.

anxieties

which, in time, build up to an unbearable state. Trouble manifests itself in a

feel-

variety of forms. In separate language

value than his con-

systems Kierkegaard and Freud agree
that the persistence of the dichotomy
binds the individual by painful and

the
less

As

is

a

terms, he approaches a

else’s

moral

state

kegaard

institutional

him

Freud and Pathology

According to the Dane when an individual comes to the awful conscious
awareness of his slavery to mass cultural and institutional patterns which
he has allowed to define his existence,
he simultaneously arrives at a state of
despair. Attempts to remedy his situation by “moral oughtness” deepen at

same time

the
of

state of

one’s

Object Dichotomy

tion

at the

someone

Kierkegaard and his Subject/

the

leads the

on the one hand, or justification,
on the other, for his inability to handle

each in his
own right has made a powerful impact on current theological education
practice.

knowledge

no

exist-

guilt

his efforts to

Dr.

own

individual to seek relief from his total

present scene as to offer a certain objectivity for the student, yet

75

individual’s

The more he

seeks

this fallacious rela-

deepens

while

the

dichotomy maintains. Finally, the effort to withdraw into an inwardness
merely creates a further dichotomy

destructive forces as

“Whether

when Paul

cried:

body or out of the
body, I cannot tell, God knoweth ... I
heard unspeakable words, which it is
in

the
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not lawful for

man

dom on

to utter” (II Cor.

This may indeed be the Sheol
into which Jonah descended when the
“waters closed over me, weeds wrapped
about my head at the roots of the mountains

.

.

.

down

.

.

.

bars closed

*

when

all

of

sees the religious analogy of
family symbols keeping the adult a child
ever dependent on someone else to

handle his

life

for

him. Such symboli-

zation covers up, rather than reveals,
the true self. It gives a false sense of
release

and

in

general misleads

in

ligion represents the

patterns that comfort

depersonalize and divide

lies

man from

con-

by illusion of an intangible and
imaginary world. For Kierkegaard reverts

superego and the ego ideal that

the condition of the individual

self-knowledge.

Freud

the devils in hell tore

obsessional and compulsive dimensions of Freud might be compared to the way in which Kierkegaard
sees the individual trying to work himself out of his despair. But for Freud
the structure that creates the guilt and

true

lack

perpetuates the pathological condition.

The

the

and

stition

him.

at

Furthermore, both see the language
system of religion supporting super-

Thus, the very language that rises to
deal with the problem deepens and

upon

me forever” (Jonah 2:5-6). Or depicted
by Grunewald in the “Temptation of
Anthony” (Isenheim Altarpiece
St.
panel)

the absence of self-knowledge

in context of his situation.

12:3-4).

mass rituals and
and sustain rather

than expose the true condition. As long

his

as the religious

self.

community

calls

peo-

binding *ple to live in a world as it ought to be
rather than the world as it really is,
conformity as did Kierkegaard, but a
way the individual evades coming to it sacralizes the pathology which the
Christian Faith would heal. At the
terms with himself and his own condisame time both thought systems aftion. And since the religious system for
him is a construct of the individual’s firm that verbal symbolization played a
large part in formative psychic funcprojection all religion becomes illusion
tioning, they allowed for the formation
and self-defeating. It must be noted here
of a pathological pattern regardless of
that Freud never got outside his own
the language used to describe it. Fursystem of religious analogy to admit
more than the pathological aspects of it. ther, they admitted the possibility that
the same language may not always
In this sense Herberg is correct in saycreate or perpetuate for all individuals
ing he had a mistaken and superficial
the same symptoms. Indeed, some inunderstanding of faith. But that does
dividuals may interpret for themselves
not discount Freud’s basic premise of
the religious “pathological” language in
the superego-ego ideal structuring be-

So Freud

coming

sees religion, not a

the source of illusion

and

non-pathological fashion. These facets

ex-

demand an

aggerated self-reference.

exploration in the use of

icate

language in a non-pathological way, or a secular language for
faith. Such a language would be required to carry the burden of its meaning without the loss of the mystery of

the divided self as well as illusory free-

Reality

•

Religious Language Perpetuating
Religious Pathology

Freud and Kierkegaard both predthe fundamental condition of

religious

itself.
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Through dialogue and comparison
penetrates the thought of

Mr. Loder
the two

men

psychic

functioning

an understanding of
termed Reality
Consciousness. Consciousness for Freud
is reality. Freud’s Deity is ego-projecto

from pain and responsiKierkegaard, on the other hand,
did not deny the existence of Deity
but he held that one’s conscious aware-

tion as escape
bility.

ness of

inseparably related to one’s

it is

psychic existence.
So, for Kierkegaard reality

“becomes”

The Unknown,

consciousness.
finite Reality

become

phenomenon

that

the In-

so related to the

the

individual’s

thought and being are held in such
continuous dialectic that the individual
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external environment while

no longer

enslaved by any of its categories.
For Freud consciousness, in itself,

While power and energy,

reality.

and
and

is

libido

force operate at a different level

end may evoke a different
meaning, when freed to be creatively
constructive, integrating the inner and
in the

outer, they are indistinguishable

from

the “bestowal” of Kierkegaard in the

outward way they manifest themselves.
When Freud speaks of the power of
the psyche he, too, speaks of mobility
the

movement between

and material

reality

psychic reality

capable of oper-

ating freely and with a capacity for
self-observation. For him the highest

man

realization of

is

the

coming

into

“The God-Man”

agreement of the psychic energy and

bestowed,” and in
the bestowal reason is transformed into

conscious functioning so that the indi-

own

receives his

Kierkegaard
awareness.

The

Paradox, then,

its

inconceivable to the

human

between time and

eternity.

in

movement,

propositional

transformation
effort

is

made

the

freeze

that

may have

This

identity.

influenced Barth to say that

in the

is

become temporal with-

the Eternal has

out losing

self.

says, “is

in

is

is

But it is
the act, and not

statement,

takes

what

the unity

place.

that

the

Once

the

to

grasp the Eternal, to
to

control

the

“bestowal” the old subject/object dichot-

omy

returns

and man

against his true

The

man

is

relationship between

God and

in

as the expression of the

constitutes the
in

its

existence

grounded.

The

self,
it

life”

and becomes

Freud and Kierkegaard are
and humanly concerned with
the shaping of consciousness. However,
neither speaks of it apart from some
Both

specific context. Therefore, to

the abstract

man

is

speak in

not really to speak of

for “consciousness

is

always con-

sciousness of something” (p. 128).

Man

present in the world, as supported by

Merleau-Ponty, through the concreteness of his body.

He

lives in his

own

existence.

To

describe the character of

coming

awareness (or “Bestowal”) for any
given moment the term “functioningto

paradox becomes the self. The
“movement” is more than an activation
of one’s psychic life. Kierkegaard sees
it

own

concretely

again over

set

self.

his

thus fully conscious.

is

movement,

“owns

vidual

Power

but once the

that

self is

becomes transparently

individual then,

abled to interact effectively

is

en-

with his

becomes helpful. It pinpoints
dynamic moment after the equilibrium has been upset and the reality

in-focus”
that

consciousness

is

in the very process of

being reshaped or created anew. Par-

moment is that sense
when the individual enflaw, but anticipates the new

ticipating in that

of excitement

gages the
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equilibrium as

makes

it

consciousness

a

is

new

its

whom

pearance. For the one to

four

option,

live

ap-

reality

modes (as described in chapter VII)
become involved in engaging the flaw.

—

Testament

confession

make unto

not

shall

warned

“thou

any

thee

.

.

.

image!”
Kierkegaard found imagination supplying the “forms and representations

each concerns the deviate the
may be compared to Jesus’
proclamation that he “came not to the
whole but to the sick ... to the poor
... to the imprisoned
the hurt .
.” Now the flaw may show
the lost. .
up internally as pain or shame, guilt

for all perception, conception,

or anger; or externally as social jealousy

only as the locator of pain but the act

Since

pathological

.

.

.

.

.

.

or

prejudice,

as

or

injustice

political

and reand poetic
ideation!” (p. 144). In her book The
l and the Not-I, Esther Harding agrees
that understandings of both I and Not-I
are informed by imagination.

Freud

as his

Recognizing the flaw, engaging it,
yea even embracing it that is, taking

him

—

to oneself

and owning

it

as oneself

participates in forgiveness and freedom.
For Kierkegaard the moment is one of

unspeakable joy for the individual as
he enters his own concrete and historexistence. It

ical

is

the

movement

be-

tween transcendence and immanence.

may be deonly in terms of movement,
motion, action, metanoia.

understands

own.
that

sciousness.

The
some

—the

Clue

—the

Image

little

sin or error. It

is

the crucial

the

creates

feels the

pain

memory-image

the

relationship

for

be-

the true shaper of the con-

object,

scribed

flaw can never be equated with

It is

image not

tween the consciousness and the sensations. So for both Freud and Kierkegaard the image becomes the medium
through which a relationship (always
as movement, dynamic) between the
consciousness and the empirical is established. It may appear latent and unrecognized but it, and not a nuclear

Structurally, the synthesis

The Flaw

the

by which the individual

exploitation.

it

as well as fantasy

flection,

is

Judgment and reflection
this image which is alin movement and action.

cannot create
ready present

“The content
before the act
yet

is

known

of the act

is

perfected

takes place” (p. 154)
only in the act. Biblically

itself

which balance between the
subjective, empirical, and interpretive
lies. Engaging it, therefore, is first a

became

matter of finding a clue to the unbal-

individual

ance of the entire reality consciousness,

and become responsible for his world.
Freud insists that the line between the
empirical and the interpretative consciousness is the line between the perceptual image and the world. “But

point

a clue

at

leads

that

to

the place where

the moral struggle will inevitably have
to

be waged. Mr. Loder makes a good

case in chapters VIII

and IX

that the

IMAGE may

stated: the

again,

meaning and

essential

the shaper of the con-

itself.

Long ago

the

Old

present before

it

In short, through imag-

ination the creator of consciousness, the

be found in both Freud
and Kierkegaard not only as the exposer of the flaw but as the creator of
sciousness

Word was

flesh.

it is

is

enabled to receive his

life

the imagination that created

word as verbal image” (p. 157).
As indicated earlier, both men are in

the

agreement about the function

of language but both

warn

of

its

poten-
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dependence

through

misuse

on

closed symbols. Imagination opens symlost in its own
own built-in corrective. “Reflection may check rumination and the dialectic may check the

bols

and

lest it

become

fantasy provides

its

but reflection and dialectic are
themselves dependent upon the imag-

illusion,

ination” (p. 159).

Kierkegaard as a man of faith sees
religious pathology corrected in the bestowal as “sign” of the “God-man,” in
which act revelation and healing are
affected in
ily.

movement and momentar-

Freud turns

to

dream formation or

childhood experiences as a way
the transformation of
observing
of
thoughts into images. In like manner
Gerald Heard postulates in The Five

me

of

Man

memories of

that

their

nations

out of

past construct leg-

ends, the images of which shape their
present; but also in turn allow the past
to be

viewed in the

And

light of the present.

him

Image

whether legends would have

later

replied: “Certainly, but their objectiv-

no

ity carries

The

that shapes the

the

ent, to the past, into the future.

The

power of understanding is the power
of the image to control and release possibilities out of which consciousness
should be noted finally
may deny or ignore
that which has brought it into being
or shaped it, namely the image, but in
functions. It

that consciousness

doing so
the

it

merely turns
cannot

individual

to

threat.”

integrity of Dr. Loder’s

work

seems to me to lie in the seriousness
with which he has sought to hear and

comprehend

and

the full

specific

mean-

Kierkegaard and Freud’s religious pathology. He has allowed the
two men to enter into dialogue, noting
ing of

which they meet, points of
and gaps. In this

points at

difference, contrasts,

sense he seems to have kept faith with

both

men

conflicts

each

correlations and
emerge but also allowing
throw light on the other’s

allowing

to

to

thought so that a

new

to either begins to

The paradigm now
is

entity

unknown

emerge.
begins to

make

offered not as a method,

not as an illustration but as a kind of

moveimage
ment freely from the possible to the
factual and back again; from the presIt is

provoked

served the same purpose as dreams he

sense. It

the

hostility

once in a colloquium at Drew by Ira
Progoff’s use of dreams. When I asked

recall of

Stages

violent

of the
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another for
without

live

image.

The Paradigm
Misunderstanding of Dr.
paradigm has raised questions

as to the

validity of his experiment. It

reminds

Loder’s

microcosm through which the meaning
of the functioning of image

glimpsed.
the

He

may

be

merely observes that in

dream when the defenses and ofdown, when reason is not

fenses are

in full control,

images troop

in,

make

their appearance,

and

nition or denial.

The dream sequence

shapes
the

first

press for recog-

out of conflict, after which

image emerges

to

make known

and accomplish the unfinished work of
the conflict. When recognized and
heeded for what it is, it in turn releases tension, restores balance and demands interpretation and valid expression. Thus, the hypnagogic paradigm
traces the image from its first appearance through various phases until

it
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moves
is

and

into verbal symbols

finally

expressed in community.

Freud seeks

in

every

way

possible

understand how the movement and
change come about but makes no claim
to eliminate the mystery demanded by
Kierkegaard in the “beholding, listenhis

and openness.” While Freud

work

re-education,

a

is

not the purpose for the book
lead to the purpose of the
offer in Dr. Loder’s own words

may

but

to

ing,

study

book.

I

the purpose of the

book

to be to

speak

to the
“.

sees

.

relatively

.

peaceful coexistence

(of

disciplines)

and

politically valuable

.

institutionally

.

.

but evidence unfinished business . . :” and
to present the need “for interdisciplinary studies that can speak re-

Kierkegaard

.

.

.

.

takes faith seriously as a gift. So, psycho-

therapy,

than “enabling” faith
about gains its integrity

rather

or bringing

it

change even

ture of

exposing

those

to scrutinizing

blocks

and

change impossible and, we may add,
which often freeze the Christian into
becoming the victim of his own faith.
It seems to me, therefore, that Dr.
Loder in briefing his study has indeed
illustrated an exciting direction when
two disciplines are brought into an
open, forthright and mutually enlightening relationship. His stated aim was
modest enough. His claim for the results even more so. If in this brief encounter of the two figures

emerges,

encompassed

thought alone, but

now

the thought of both,

new

truth

by

neither’s

in turn

informs

what does

it

sug-

.

.

.

theological
are

make

which

where
and behavioral thought
inevitably and often inextricably

sponsibly to several areas

in the penetrating insight into the na-

involved” (p. 9).

In

the

addition,

Chapter

entire

elaborates this purpose.
to ask immediately, for

One

I

is

forced

whom

would

such a purpose be directed? To whom
then, is the book addressed? From several readings this reviewer is convinced
that the
to

book addresses

itself

primarily

the Professor presently engaged in

theological education, to the adminis-

with responsibilities in theologto the church official
who has urgent concern for a theologically trained ministry, and perhaps

trator
ical

education,

also

to

more

those

perceptive

recent

who

gest for the future of theological edu-

theological school graduates

cation?

that the world they confronted in theological school

No

II

is

no longer

find

in existence.

responsible theologian can over-

look “the diverse and alien disciplines

We

come now

to

what appears

as a

hidden agenda. The development of

an epistemology both theologically and
behaviorally sound was the content of a
study at Harvard and the basis of a
doctoral dissertation.

Now why

book? Can the purpose of the study be taken at the same
time as the purpose for the book? My
contention

is

the

that the purpose of the

have found their way into the
theological curriculum” many of which
were spawned by Christian Education,
that

itself.

Critical evaluation of these in reto

lation

ciplines
sical

the classical theological dis-

and the evaluation of the

clas-

theological disciplines themselves

present

important

agenda

for

Dr.

Whether aware of the
seething struggle going on at the mo-

Loder’s thesis.
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ment within
near-violent

theological walls or the

unrest

students, hardly
to a

new

Dr.

Loder’s

among

theological

anyone would be averse

look at theological education.
“interdisciplinary

studies

that can

speak responsibly to several
areas” evokes no serious threat. But the
unfinished business which haunts the
average professor is the kind of open
and critical examination that just might
call

question his

into

own

particular

one thing
missed in the stated purpose and even
in chapter one is that if this book
should be taken with dead seriousness,
a shakeup in theological education
would be in order. The shakeup is not
inherently advocated in what Dr. Loder
proposes; not even in the way he deTherefore,

discipline.

scribes

his

supreme);

The

study

(as

nor with

the

the
his

illustration

conclusions.

radicality of his proposal lies in

the fact that just enough data has
emerged from his study to point toward a revolution in method. In fact,
the book heralds for the conscientious
theologian possibilities for an immediate future. These are enough to

threaten
vested

current

interests,

procedures,

shatter

and confront power

struggles inherent in the present sys-

Many who

tem.

fight

for a

kind of

theological education that cannot bear

the burden of the 20th century on the
one hand, and those who, on the other
hand, insist on standing in the world

and by-passing
called

to

tradition

are

equally

re-examine the direction in

which they move. This experimentation stresses the urgency with which
we must set ourselves to the task of
carrying
It

is

it

further.

redundant at this late date to
Dr. Loder works within the

state that

81

context of Christian theology. Psychol-

ogizing the faith would seem farthest
from his intent. He both begins and
ends with the affirmation that the
Christian faith is not something that
can be learned nor in pastoral care
lingo “man-enabled.” Christian faith
is not a matter of redirecting drives or
improving the personality. Faith is given and comes by grace. It has to do

with that which “shapes him into the
form of humanity, which is the

basic

man

Jesus.”

While

faith,

he makes plain, is of a
and God-given, dis-

revelatory nature

ciplines are not. They are cultural
phenomena with no more than opera-

tional status. “Disciplinary distinctions,”

he says, “are fanciful but not revelatory;
imaginary but not imaginative.” He
makes no claim that such a method
will abolish any disciplines. His stance
merely posits the great risk involved in
continuing “as is” without a radical reevaluation. For patterns of normalcy
he says are ever in flux and disciplinary
boundaries shift as the wholeness of
the enterprise is probed in depth.
Thus, we come to the radical significance of the book and incidentally to
one reason it is so difficult to read. It is
written on several levels five to be
exact. Nor can one determine the importance of the level by the amount of

—

it. Once these threads
become obvious each level falls into
proper perspective and the book takes
on powerful impact.

space devoted to

1.

The most basic and relevant level
and the least succinctly stated is that
in its totality the book calls into question the whole of theological education
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as

it

Power

exists today.

would

secure

1

which

factions

8th century classical dis-

of the

—yet

book devotes

vant in

itself

without the

itself

rele-

is

two
method

first

ciplines as well as equally strong fac-

is

which would rush into situations
to learn a few techniques are equally
addressed. A third group advocating

would have disciplines not just
re-examine themselves sola but engage
another to the point of hearing and
understanding the language systems

tions

participation

the

in

while

revolution

down

the initiation of a search for a

that

a back

and the unique symbolizations of the

evade confrontation with the
power structures may be included for
three end up perpetuating that
all

other. Entering into such dialogue with

carrying protest banners
street to

which already

is.

Enough

theologians,

however, are troubled that all is not well
with things as they are and would
welcome a chance to take a hard look
at what they are pressed to be about.

To

expect the book to pose overtly, to

analyze,

and

questions

to offer a solution to these

major

it

level,

separate

disciplines

idolatrously adherred to.

student put

from

inseparable

into question the current

first, calls

of

it,

“rigid

One

when

graduate

and

disciplines

departments are divisive and diabolical
because they represent man’s efforts to
control

and contract the world

ageable size

emerge

.

.

.

are contrary to

to

man-

God

.

.

.

world caught up
in the cybernetic revolution and in the
ecumenical spirit.” But the most dastardly crime of all has been the sending out from the seminaries ministers
entrenched in a kind of education
which carries “the Gospel” in one hand
and a technique in the other. This
dichotomy has led to a paralysis of ministry and shame to the professor.

and out of date

to

new

to

become com-

truth

transcend

that

may

or

both.

either

Bringing Sigmund Freud into encounter with Spren Kierkegaard as representatives of completely separate disciplines becomes then the supreme ex-

ample of

this level.

4

in a

3
level to

-

sults of the central study.

-

which the major portion

In the dream

sequence, in the pause, in the reflective

moment when

the conflict

imagination, images

rise

allowed

is

to be subjected to the creative

work

of

that with in-

and acceptance may inand illumine the whole.
But only in dynamic movement can be
glimpsed the meaning of what Dr.
Loder seeks at this level.
terpretation

form,

heal

5

The

last

level

-

anticipated

from the

beginning, opens staggering dimensions
of unfinished business

—indeed

to

the

point of placing us on the verge of a

new

era in theological education.

We

are led to the scarcely explored realm

of imagination, function of

symbol

The

open

The paradigmatic offers a way of
understanding the process rather than
illustrating, testing, or applying the re-

level lies at this point.

The second
rigidity

pletely

movement
would seem

2.

the

that both respect the

to by-pass the

is

of the argument. Yet,
that the

demands

the other

integrity of the other yet

image and
power

in relation to Faith, the

of language to freeze or free, the search
for the truly secular

man, how

learn-
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ing takes place, the origin of intelligence, the shaping of history, the source

called into question, as

if

«3

one had someset about

thing to communicate and

of creativity, the

learning clever ways to get

ness

to

meaning of concreteand openness, the new ethical imperative of person and society and

it

it

across,

The problem
not in the mode

into motion.

of communication

lies

—

world.

One

put

level

does

not precipitate the

next in the sense that they
tribute to the

all

con-

development of one argu-

ment. But all of these levels, I contend,
run throughout the book.
Only in this context can one read
Religious Pathology and the Christian
Faith and get at what it seems to me
the author intends. And it is only in

argument of
book can be examined to determine
whether or not the author in process of
argument has been faithful to his own
method.
Reminiscent of McLuhan’s thesis
“the medium is the message” or Merleau-Ponty’s insistence that content and
method are inseparable, Dr. Loder al-

but in the Source To spea\ is to be a
man. To hear is to respond. Biblical?
Ebeling in Word and Faith hints at
the same thing when he says the “subject-matter

comes.”

If

one

is

faithful

to the text the subject-matter does not

in the text. It

lie

is

not contained in

words of response, but the subject
matter is basically that which creates
the situation, the relationship, in more
the

Word

this context that the basic

theological terminology the

the

speaks brings into being that which

lows a

new way

and form

to

of looking at process

emerge

as

he

sets

two

gi-

gantic figures in relationship with one

method and content of
what the document is about have validity, then it is all up with the dichotomies and the splitness of learning and
another. If the

being. Learning content of the faith
in

one

discipline to be applied

by an-

that
is

This Word gives
man his existence, his being in the
world. Ebeling continues: “Only here
God and world truly come together and
they are truly distinct. Speaking of God
and speaking of the world are inseparably one. Where God is falsely spoken
of, the world is falsely spoken of also
Where God comes to expression in
truth, the world also comes to expresnot.

.

.

The Word

is act.

.

sion in truth

world

attains

.

.

its

and only where the

.

truth

in truth” (pi 359).

At

is

God known

the intersection

one receives his new truth, and “inhabits his world” or withdraws into the
worn-out patterns, the stereotypes, or

other becomes an illusory and fallacious

familiar cliches.

approach to both theology and education. Learning techniques of perception
in one situation to be applied in another
situation has long since been outmoded.

Perhaps Dr. Loder will be heard or
heard too late by minds so set in the
old dichotomies that they are incapable
of being ruffled enough to comprehend
the revolution that is hard upon us all.
So the end is in the beginning.

The method
tional

IS the content. All tradi-

ways of communicating may be

—

IN

MEMORIAM

ROBERT MARKWICK SKINNER
Robert Markwick Skinner, Vice President of Princeton Theological Seminary,
March 22, 1967, while carrying out his duties on behalf of the Seminary
which he loved and served. It was characteristic of him to combine a sense of duty
with joy in service. Above all, he was a devoted minister of the Church of Jesus
died on

Christ.

Robert Skinner was born on March 14, 1903, the second son of the Reverend
William Franklin Skinner and Katherine Markwick Skinner, in Gouverneur,
New York, where his father was pastor of the Presbyterian Church. He was
graduated from Dean High School in Gouverneur in 1920. He then matriculated
at Hamilton College and after one year he transferred to Princeton University
where he received the A.B. degree in 1924.
For six and one-half years, 1925-1931, he worked for the Firestone Tire and
Rubber Company. In August, 1931, while a member of the First Presbyterian
Church of Selma, Alabama, he decided to join his father and brother, Sherman,
in the Christian ministry and was enrolled that fall in Princeton Theological
Seminary, from which he received the Th.B. degree in 1934. He was ordained
on June 12, 1934, by the Presbytery of St. Lawrence.
He married Urma Meadows Lewis on May 31, 1930. He brought his bride to
the Seminary at a time when marriage was almost a forbidden status for seminary students. Urma’s southern charm and Bob’s sparkling humor made their
upstairs’ apartment over the Benham Club a happy retreat for their seminary
friends. His popularity led to his election as senior class president.
Robert Skinner served with fidelity and distinction the following congregations:
Pluckemin Presbyterian Church, Pluckemin, New Jersey as student minister,
i 933- i
934; Georgetown Presbyterian Church, Washington, D.C., 1934-1938; First
Presbyterian Church, Pottsville, Pennsylvania, 1938-1942; The Presbyterian
Church, Westfield, New Jersey, 1942-1954; and First Presbyterian Church, AmaTexas, 1954-1963.
January 1, 1964, Robert Skinner became Vice President for development
at Princeton Theological Seminary. He aimed at building up the scholarship
and endowment funds and at increasing financial support for the Seminary. On
September 26, 1966, however, he became ill and at Christmas time he left Princerillo,

On

ton to recuperate in

warmer climates in
While visiting

refreshed in early March.

the south, returning
in a

home

much

rested and

in Westfield, N.J.,

on Semi-

nary business, he was suddenly stricken and died at once on March 22, 1967.
He was an outstanding pastor, a persuasive preacher, and a faithful presbyter.

He

life. His activities include the following:
Association, 1947; Chairman, National
Alumni
Seminary
Princeton
President,
Missions committee, Synod of Baltimore, 1936-38; Member, General Council
from the Synod of Pennsylvania, 1940-42; Chairman, Christian Education com-

served at every level of the church’s
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mittee, Synod of Pennsylvania, 1940-42; Member, National Missions committee,
Synod of New Jersey, 1945-51; Chairman, National Missions committee, Elizabeth
Presbytery, 1945-50; Editorial Board, “Monday Morning,” 1947-53; Chairman,
National Commission on Evangelism, Board of National Missions, 1951-61;
Chairman, Sub-Committee on Higher Education, Synod of Texas, 1961-63; Member, Board of National Missions, 1951-62; Chairman, Committee on Ministerial
Relations, Synod of Texas, 1956-59; Chairman, Stewardship and Promotion,
Plains Presbytery, 1960-62; Moderator, Plains Presbytery, 1963; and Member,
Commission on General Assembly’s Capital needs, which developed the Fifty
Million Fund.
He served also as trustee of Pikeville College (1934-50) and of the InterAmerican University in Puerto Rico (1945-51). He was on the board of directors
of the Presbyterian Children’s Home in Amarillo, Texas (1954-64), of the United
Fund in Amarillo (1960-63), and of the YMCA (1960-63). He was active in
such other fields as the Council of Social Agencies in Washington, D.C.; Hospital Board of Directors in Pottsville, Pennsylvania; The Day Nursery, The
Traveler’s Aid and Family Service, in Amarillo, Texas; Rotary International;
and The Masonic Lodge and Shrine.
He was a popular speaker at summer conferences for youth and at Spiritual
Emphasis Weeks on college campuses. He spoke at Hamilton College, Wilson
College, Amarillo College, Trinity University, Hood College, and Blair Academy.
He was often chosen as president of the Ministerial Association in communities
where he served. At the time of his death he was on the United Fund Board
in Princeton and was chairman of Interpretation and Stewardship for New Brunswick Presbytery. Hamilton College granted him the honorary degree of Doctor

of Divinity in 1949.

He

is

survived by his wife,

Urma Lewis

Skinner, two children, Robert of

Nancy (Mrs. Michael Wareh); two brothers, George of
Greenfield, N.H., and W. Sherman of the Second Presbyterian Church, St.
Louis, Mo.; and a sister, Rhoda (Mrs. E. Scott Byers) of Syracuse, N.Y.
We offer thanks to God for the ministry and witness of Robert Markwick
Amarillo, Texas; and

Skinner, for the joy and integrity in the service which he gladly gave, and for
the

warmth

of friendship

which he shared with

all

who knew

him.

Arthur M. Byers, Jr.
Arthur M. Adams
Elmer G. Homrighausen

THEODORE GOODWIN BELOTE
(1912-1967)

Theodore Goodwin

Belote,

Director of Radio and Television in Princeton

Theological Seminary, died on February

12,

1967.

The

Faculty mourns his

same time thanks God for his life of service.
Mr. Belote was born in Washington, D.C., on February 27,

death,

and

at the

1912, the son of
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Theodore T. and Eleanor M. Belote. His father was Curator of History at the
United States National Museum in Washington.
Mr. Belote began his service to Princeton Theological Seminary in 1956, having
received his Th.M. degree here in 1954. He earned two other degrees in 1954,
the Bachelor of Divinity degree at the Theological Seminary of the Reformed
Episcopal Church, Philadelphia, and the Bachelor of Arts degree at Haverford
College. He was elected to Phi Beta Kappa in his junior year at Haverford and
by a special faculty action, unprecedented in the history of that college, was
awarded Final Honors in English, although not even a candidate for that citation.
These years of higher education followed a long professional career in radio
and television broadcasting and research. After being graduated in 1928 from
Central High School, Washington, D.C., placing first in his class of five hundred, he attended the Bliss Electrical School, Takoma Park, D.C., from which
he graduated in the following year. Mr. Belote then accumulated twenty-seven
years of experience in all phases of broadcasting. From 1929 to 1932 he was
Operations Director with the Jenkins Laboratories and Jenkins Television Corporation, doing pioneer work in television through Station
(Washington, D.C.) and performing both control room and studio functions, including announcing. By 1937 he had decided to concentrate on the technical as distinguished from the performing aspects of broadcasting. At that time he took over
direction of Station WOL’s participation in the Mutual Broadcasting System’s

WMAL

radio network. In 1948 he
service in the

ment

A

Church. His

of Station

KSEW

many

WOL

many

(Sitka,

detailed catalogue of

require

left

Mr.

to further his educational preparation for

field activities

from then on included manage-

Alaska) during the

summer

Belote’s services in

and

of 1956.

for the

Church would

pages. Consultant to church agencies, ruling elder, seminary pro-

—

at one time or another, all of these roles were filled by him faithfully
and well. As a dedicated churchman he was teacher, preacher, and pastor, although by personal preference he performed these services as a member of the

fessor

laity rather

On

than of the ordained ministry.

the occasion of his affiliation with Princeton Seminary as a

Practical

member

Department, Mr. Belote wrote the following summary of

of the

his profes-

sional interests:

Communication of the Christian gospel by
for

the ministry of basic information

all means; introduction to students
on radio and television as they are

means of bringing
about better usage in the ministry; instruction in the proper use of audiovisual aids in the Church, by classroom instruction, and by encouraging and
supporting the use of all valid aids in the regular courses at the seminary;
assistance to the seminary in bringing into being such aids as shall contribute
to better learning and more effective community life at the seminary; assistance in the field of radio-television and audio-visuals in connection with special
presently constituted in the United States of America, as a

problems of students, teachers and graduates.
All of his duties and responsibilities in pursuit of these aims he performed with

unique

distinction.
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our deep condolence, along with our gratitude
our community. May she find enduring
comfort in the thought that her husband desired nothing so much as to serve his
Lord, and for many fruitful years was able to fulfill that desire on this campus.
This was a man who reached across departmental boundaries to give his time,
energy and skill whenever he could be of use. It was a faculty member in
another academic area, with whom he had worked in many imaginative teaching projects, who said of him: “Ted Belote’s most significant trademark was the
quality of excellence which he brought to his daily work.
For those of us
who sometimes wonder about the worth and the discipline of our ministerial
vocation, Ted Belote’s single-minded devotion and responsibility should ever be
an enduring and enheartening legacy.”
Marie, his wife,

offer

for her gracious sharing of his life in

.

W.

J.

.

.

Beeners

William Brower
E. G. Homrighausen

BOOK REVIEWS
History

Supplement, The Graduate Journal,
University

of

Texas,

religious convergence that the contemporary scientific-philosophical context offers. In his “Faith and Interfaith,” Abraham
Heschel, standing squarely within his Jewish
faith, concerns himself with the prospects for
versal

Volume

VII,

October 1966.

a

This

issue

of

the

Supplement contains

seven papers read at the first Edward F.
Gallahue Conference on World Religions
held at Princeton Theological Seminary in

autumn

of 1964. The date of the Conhere reported for the first time,
gives one pause to remark that it seems unfortunate that such consultations take so long
in their appearance. It is perhaps to be regretted also that we have here no report of
any of the discussional interchanges which
must have gone on at the Conference. Often
these are the most valuable parts of a
conference, in their portrayal of the participants and their viewpoints in confrontation
with each other, and in the modifications
and/or clarifications which may have taken
the

ference,

place.

But the interaction between

partici-

pants is here limited to a few general references to another speaker in the first paper,
and to Professor Northrop’s very specific
mention of some of the other papers but in
no very integral way.

—

Another interesting point is the composition of the group at the Conference
a Conference on World Religions. All of the participants may be called Western (American)

—

Judeo-Christian oriented, with a qualification
or two as in the case of Northrop’s Buddhist
leanings. This

is not necessarily a criticism.
Perhaps the narrow selection of participants
was deliberate a kind of “we Americans
talking among ourselves about our own religious situation” affair, with only secondary

—

interest

in

how Americans

relate

to

“for-

eign” religions.
In any case, given this general context,
there is a considerable variety of stance and
approach to the subject matter in hand: factors and prospects of harmonious convergence, and of prejudicial and destructive
divergence, among varied cultures and religions. Thus A. William Loos deals with the
nature of present cultural-political-religious
convergences on an international scale. F.S.C.
Northrop speaks to the possibility of a uni-

vital

Jewish-Christian

and

ica;

Nels F.

in

Cooke’s presentations

dialogue in

and Bernard

we have

a Protestant-

and

open-to-Asian-religions

an

Catholic-open-to-Protestantism

The two

Amer-

Ferre’s

S.

Americanrespectively.

papers are sociological analof the tolerance-intolerance syndromes in the American religious tradition,
yses:

final

(1)

W. Allport; (2) of the socialidealism but de facto discrimination both present in American society, by
Joseph M. Kitagawa.
by Gordon

equality

Now
variety,

in

this symposium-type of
there of convergence of ananalytical or conclusional con-

all

what

—

of

is

other sort
vergence? One feature that stands out in almost every paper is the recognition of the
pervasive ideal and hope of harmonious cultural convergence,

actuality

of

but the equally pervasive

prejudicial

divergence. Clearly
implied by all, but most sharply defined by
Allport and Ferre, is the fact that such a situation is not merely the always-present con-

trast between high ideal and low practice,
but seems to be a double-fruitage, a bittersweet product, of the religious mind itself.

That is, religions all call
(harmonious unity) but by

for

the

convergence
same token

achieve divisiveness; for the religious presupposition in most traditions is one of the
desirability of universal convergence upon the
true faith of the would-be converger
though

—

Heschel explicitly disavows this goal for
Judaism.
If such is the case, that religions promote
unity with one hand and strife with the
other, what is the prospect in today’s world
for
harmonious convergences? Here too
there

is

somewhat

a

ment upon
for

such

qualified general agree-

the existence of a pervasive desire

and of a prevalent
few years ago. In
terms Loos finds two

convergence

ecumenism unknown

a

general humanistic
foci of potential convergence: in a worldwide emphasis upon “the dimension of the
personal” and in the “interest in the avoidance of nuclear war.” Northrop believes that
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there

an ecumenical religious-cultural open-

is

ness and a properly universalistic philosophi-

apparatus

cal-scientific

make some

that

sort of intercultural value-fusion

on

possible for the first time
scale

viewpoint

or

—though

a world-wide

the major supra-cultural

ponent which he

com-

seems to be Buddhist.

89

logue and experiendal confrontation between

(So also there

those of differing traditions.
is

humanisdc agreement

a broad

that toler-

—

than intolerance but no
recipe for producing more of it.) But perhaps in such a symposium, as in some cases
ance

is

better

Jewishthe con-

is the cure
or as close as one can come to it. Of course
a culture or “religion” is not precisely an
organic psyche which can be cured of its
major ills by self-analysis. Yet on the other
hand such ills must first be seen and understood to be dealt with in any way whatsoever particularly in the case of the value

temporary world-realities forcing both Jew
and Christian out of their separate parochialisms, but rejects the attempt of those of (any)
one faith to convert those of any other faith
as injurious to “true” religion everywhere.

ambivalences of religious tradition and practice. Hence such a focus of attention upon
die “enriching-destrucuve” ambivalences of
religion as we have here, is a necessary first
step to our healing.

In

offers

“monistic field

his

awareness” the
Ultimate Reality

theory of sensitivity
Buddhist undifferentiated

of Emptiness meets and
harmoniously with contemporary em-

joins

piricism.

With regard

more productive

to

Heschel

dialogue

Christian

from

Ferre

reports

world

trip

part of

all religious

—even
listen

his

finds

leaders to listen to others

As

Allport is more analytic than predictive.
notes that the vast majority of “extrinsi-

He

people,

religious

rior-purposes

persons,

i.e.

are

religion-for-ulte-

more

in tolerant

than the non-religious; but he sees a savingly
tolerant
religious,

remnant among the
i.e.

“intrinsically”

religion-for-itself believers.

The

and consistency of this division
seemed dubious to this reviewer. Nor is
Kitagawa prognostic in his analysis of the
clarity

“spiritual health” of the nation.

the co-presence in

man

social,

and

American

He

observes

society of polit-

religious idealism about hu-

relations along with such blindly prej-

udicial actions as the post Pearl-Harbor segre-

gauon of Japanese in the United States (of
which he was a victim) and our continuing
discrimination against Negroes. Are sociological

Winston

L.

King

Vanderbilt University
Nashville, Tenn.

of “atheistic” Buddhists to hospitably
to a Western-Christian non-personal-

between Catholic and Protestant, Cooke is
convinced that a new and hopeful spirit is
abroad “regarding the possibilities of deep
understanding and interchange among the
religious bodies in our own country.”

ical,

—

round-the-

recent

an “amazing” openness on the

but-Spiritual version of Ultimate Reality.

cally”

of psychoanalysis, the analysis

analyses

always

less

optimistic

than

and philosophical ones?
After one has analyzed the malady there is
only one further thing to do: prescribe for it.
But prescriptions in this volume are both
meager and rare beyond the general recommendation of continuing discussional diatheological

—

The Authority of the Old Testament,
by John Bright. Abingdon Press, Nashville, Tenn., 1967. Pp. 272. $5.50.
This book, which deals with one of the
knottiest problems of Biblical studies, is “addressed primarily to the theological student

and

to the pastor

week

whose

task

it

is

week by

to interpret the Scriptures to the con-

The

volume
form by Professor
1959 on the James A. Gray Fund

gregation.”

was delivered
Bright in

basic material of the

in

lecture

of the Divinity School of

Duke

University.

concerns to which the author
addresses himself here are theological, i.e., the

The two main

which the Old Testament legitimately
the canon of Scripture and its
relation to the New Testament, and practical,

place

occupies in
i.e.,

the question of the proper use of the

Old Testament

in the pulpit

and the

teach-

ing of the Church.
After discussing the general problem of
the authority of the Old Testament, the
writer notes three different ways of dealing
with the Old Testament in the Christian
tradition: the attempt to get rid of the Old
Testament (Marcion) or at least to degrade it
to “Scripture of the second rank”; allegorization; and the liberal approach which holds
that the authority of the

Old Testament

is

“confined to those parts that exhibit levels
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of ethics and religion consonant with the
teachings of Jesus” (Chap. II).
Since none of these “classical” solutions of
the problem of Old Testament authority appears to be acceptable, the author moves on

expound

to

(Chap.

his

view on

He

this difficult subject

key to the
solution of the problem is to be found in the
theological structure of both Testaments in
their mutual relationship
that is to say,
through the study of Biblical theology.” Or
again, “the key to the Bible’s authority lies
III).

believes “that the

—

theology.”

important, therefore,
Bright means by

in

its

to

understand what Dr.

“Biblical

It

is

theology,” since

basic

is

it

to

his

whole argument.

The

task of biblical theology,

he

believes,

to present a synthesis of those features of

is

New

both the Old and
“pervasive,

are

Testaments which
present (and)

constantly

normative,” and which give

each testament

to

Even though both
testaments have many “theologies” and an
amazing variety of religious institutions and
its

distinctive

practices,

unity

—a

—which

there

is

an underlying structural

underlies

these

diversities,

and

serves as the unifying principle of the Scriptures. For the Old Testament this structure

of belief

is

not “the details of

Israel’s

his-

and pracwhich is the

tory nor her religious institutions
tices,”

but the faith of Israel

main concern

of the biblical theologian. Because this faith was fulfilled in Christ and
his gospel, biblical theology embraces both
testaments. It is only as we discern the theological concerns of the Old Testament and
“then see what the New Testament has done

with that theology in the light of Christ
that the Old Testament speaks its authoritative word to the Church.”
Professor Bright has grappled courageously
with a difficult problem in this book. Unfortunately little that is new has been of.

.

taken

the

seriously,

his

theology

Testament comes perilously

of

close

the
to

a

Old
the-

ology of ideas, as his phrase “structure of
belief’ or “structure of faith” indicates.

use of certain

selective

which by a process of

theological ideas,

subtraction,

—

become

theology an idea
which Professor Bright himself disclaims (p.
the

bases

for

a

biblical

141). What is even a more serious objection
the apparent attempt to make the struc-

is

ture of
for

New
of

that

danger
in

lies

Testament theology the pattern
the Old Testament. The real

structuralizing

of
the

fact

that

biblical

theology

theology becomes

di-

vorced not only from the religion of Israel,
but from the history and religion of the
Ancient Near East. Biblical theology and the
history of religion should go hand in hand
to

give us the full picture of Israel’s rich
experience described in the Old

religious

Testament

The

last

two chapters of the book

deal

with the pracucal matter of "The Old
Testament in the Christian Pulpit.” General hermeneutical principles are discussed
in order to guide the preacher in his use of
the Old Testament, and several concrete illustrations are given to show how these principles may be applied to certain texts in the
Old Testament.
This is a helpful book for the minister
who is earnestly striving to understand the
Old Testament for himself and to make it
relevant and meaningful for his people.

Charles T. Fritsch

The Genesis Apocryphon
Cave

1,

of

Qumran

by Joseph A. Fitzmyer,

S.J.

.

course of the discussion, and
certain ambiguities still remain in the reviewer’s mind. Although the author insists
that Israel’s history and religion must be
fered in

a

character.

“structure of belief” as Bright calls

it

those theological concepts which the New
Testament treats in the light of Christ “that
the Old Testament speaks its authoritative
word to the Church.” Here we seem to have

Twice

Dr. Bright remarks that “there are no nontheological texts in the Bible” (pp. 143 and
152), yet he seems to imply that it is only

(Biblica et Orientalia,
cal Biblical Institute,

N. 18). PontifiRome, 1966. Pp.

232.

The

so-called

Genesis Apocryphon

is

one

of the seven major scrolls which were found

Cave 1 at Qumran in the spring of 1947.
Although N. Avigad and Y. Yadin initially
published the Aramaic text of the scroll with
a translation and a description of the contents {A Genesis Apocryphon. Jerusalem:
Magnes Press, 1956) and numerous articles
on significant aspects of the scroll have been
written subsequently, no attempt has been
in

made

to

treat

present volume

the
is,

text

in

therefore,

extenso.

the

first

The
full
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commentary on the text, with a definitive
translation and evaluation of the various interpretations which have been proposed. A
thorough study of the Aramaic language of
the scroll has also been made, including a
valuable survey of the orthographic, phonological,

morphological

and

syntactical

tures of this particular type of

fea-

Aramaic (Ap-

II), and a complete glossary of all
words and proper names.
The scroll was so badly preserved and

pendix
the

stuck together that only the last three columns, i.e., the innermost ones in the scroll,

have been completely preserved. The published material includes these three columns

(XX-XXII), plus two less well preserved
columns (II & XIX), and fragmentary
words and phrases rescued from the other
badly mutilated columns.

From

these extant excerpts the scroll ap-

working of the Genesis
Lamech, Noah and Abraham, with
targumic and midrashic elements. It is def-

pears to be a free
stories of

initely related to the intertestamental literary

compositions

such

Enoch, Jubilees and

as

the Testaments of the Twelve Patnarchs in
which the stories of the patriarchs are abun-

dantly enhanced with all kinds of imaginative details. On the basis of the palaeography,
the type of Aramaic in which the scroll is
written, and the literary genre which closely parallels the intertestamental works just

mentioned, the date of the scroll itself may
be ascribed to “the end of the first century
B.C. or the first half of the first century
A.D.,” with its actual composition dating

from

a slightly earlier time.

The

extant sections

of

the

scroll

tell

of

Noah’s miraculous birth (Col. II), the sojourn of Abraham and Sarah in Egypt (Cols.
XIX-XX) in which we read about a symbolic dream which Abraham had and the
ravishing

beauty

of

Sarah,

the

return

to

The modern

debate over the quest of the

historical Jesus has

and

years

fifteen

been going on

interest in

deeds. From different starting points
theologians have tried to show that the link

and

between the historical Jesus and the kerygmatic Christ cannot be neglected. Without

any doubt there
turn to the
trying to go
order to find
Among the
school there

is

a

growing desire to recondemned task of

previously

beyond the Synoptic gospels

members
are

Charles T. Fritsch

Rediscovering the Teaching of Jesus,

by

Norman

New

Perrin.

Harper & Row,

York, N.Y., 1967. Pp. 272.

$6.95.

Bultmann

the

of

some who want

to

reject

Bultmann’s view of Jesus as belonging to
the “Prolegomena.”
Dr. Perrin’s book is a contribution to this
post-Bultmannian debate concentrating on
the teaching of Jesus. The purpose is to make

what

in the teaching of Jesus according
Synoptic gospels can be called authentic with a great degree of probability.

clear
to

the

With

all

respect for

what

the form-critical

scholars have said about the sheer impossibil-

of penetrating through the hard shell of
the early Church’s theologizing and histority

icizing of Jesus, Perrin

finds

it

possible

to

come to some conclusions concerning the
main elements of Jesus’ teaching. These are
dealt with under the headings ‘The King-

dom

of God,” “Recognition and Response,”
and “Jesus and the Future.”
The first of these chapters is for the most
part

a

recapitulation

of

Perrin’s

previous

The Kingdom of God in the Teaching
Jesus (1963). The second chapter deals

study

ethical teaching of Jesus,”

will serve as the basis for all fu-

in

the authentic teaching of Jesus.

encounter with Melchizedek (Cols. XXI, 1.
23-XX). The commentary of Father Fitzmyer on this material is a mine of informa-

which

for

—

of

ture study of the scroll.

now

the subject has

not ceased; indeed the trend is toward intensive study by more and more scholars.
Since Ernst Kasemann published his article
“Das Problem des historischen Jesus” in
1954, there have been several important attempts to overcome that weakness of Bultmann’s kerygmatic theology which has sometimes been called the Docetic risk the lack
of interest in the historical Jesus’ teaching

Bethel (Col. XXI, 1. 1-22), and the war of
the four kings against the five and Abraham’s

tion

9i

with

what

in

other

works

is

called

“the

an expression that
Perrin finds inadequate because “there is
nothing in that teaching about standards of
conduct or moral judgments” (p. 109).
Therefore it is more adequate to talk about
“the urgent call to recognize the challenge
of the proclamation” and the response to it.
In this chapter, as well as in other parts of
book where he discusses the parables of
Jesus, he is to a great extent dependent upon

the
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Jeremias’ famous study The Parables of Jesus.
The most interesting part of this chapter is
the discussion of what “faith” means in the
Synoptic gospels. “Faith” is “by no means

God

confidence in

or

in

faith

Jesus”

but

“faith in relation to a specific occurrence, a

given event, an immediate challenge.” This

agreement with modern German theology. Perrin, however, goes on to say that
“faith” also must be linked with particular
actions or demonstrations of Jesus, which I
think is a step toward the necessary conis

in

sideration of the function of Jesus’ actions in
his proclamation. In

element

ture

in

the chapter

on the
Perrin

teaching,

Jesus’

fuis

Son
observations on

especially concerned with the apocalyptic

Man

of

sayings.

Some

fine

underlying these sayings
(particularly important are his references to
C. Colpe’s yet unpublished study of the Son
of Man), leading to a denial of the authenticity of these sayings, do not remove the
impression that Perrin is guilty of eisegesis.
His pesher-interpretauon of Mark 13:26
the

Jewish

and 14:62

The

texts

is

study

not convincing.
has an introductory

rin

is

Here it is obvious how dependent Peron the Bultmann school. He has the

German

confidence in form-cridcism as the
magic instrument for unveiling the truth
despite the complicated development of the
gospel traditions between the historical Jesus

and the

New

for deciding

on of

what

is

dissimilarity”:

a saying

authenuc
to

Testament

we

text.

authentic

“The

can reach

The
is

may

criterion

the “criteri-

earliest

form of

be regarded as

can be shown to be dissimilar
emphases both of ancient

if it

characteristic

Judaism and of the early Church” (p. 39).
The concluding chapter, “The Significance of
Knowledge of the Historical Jesus and his
Teaching,” is a fine survey of the quest of
the historical Jesus since Reimarus. The author has added refinements of his own according to which we have to distinguish
between “historical knowledge,” “historic
knowledge,” and “faith-knowledge,” the last
of which goes beyond the historic. I am not
sure that this contributes

to

the clarity of

This book moves completely within

Bultmann

school.

What we

Gartner

Secular
Christianity,
by
Ronald
Gregor Smith. Harper & Row, New

York, N.Y., 19 66. Pp. 222.

$5.00.

This is an important addition to the growing literature on the secularity of Christian
faith. Unlike some studies of this theme,
Ronald Gregor Smith’s is subdued and

markedly dialectical. His chief sources are
the works of Bonhoeffer, Bultmann, Gogarten, and Ebeling. The book is short but compactly written, and will be demanding reading

for

the

“historicity”

unfamiliar

those

and

with motifs

like

“non-objectivity”

of

faith.

For the author, faith is the style of hiswhich arises in response to
the gift and demand of God’s action in
Christ. Faith frees man from the world, and
at the same time frees him for the world. In

torical existence

and

man

the

receives

demythologized,

The man

of faith

is

world, dedivinized

as

his

responsibility.

son and heir.

He

is

to

take charge of his history; the world belongs
to him. Secularism is the historical working-

out of the power of Christian faith.
Yet modern secularism and Christian
secularity are not identical. Christian faith
judges modern secularism as not secular

enough. Without the dimension of transcendence modern secularism falls prey to ideologies and utopias which enslave man as completely as any religion ever did. The true
humanity of man is obscured, his openness
for the future is replaced by some abstraction.
Stripped of the experience of transcendence,

man

is

no longer genuinely

free

and respon-

sible.

The

transcendence of which Christian faith
aware, however, is not “other-worldly”
transcendence. It is not the presence of God
as miracle which bowls man over and com-

is

no Heilsgeschichte
which interrupts ordinary history in sovereign arbitrariness. Gregor Smith makes his
pels obedience. It refers to

rejecdon

of

“other-worldly”

transcendence

emphatic by saying that “the bones of Jesus
lie

the discussion.
limits of the

Bertii. E.

faith

chapter
on the principles for the reconstruction and
interpretation of the authentic teaching of
Jesus.

for, however, is a new discussion of
the presuppositions of this school.

waiting

somewhere

the

tion of Christ

are

way

in
is

Palestine.”

no

The

resurrec-

“objective fact,” but “a

of affirming the forgiving purpose of
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God

the historical

in

reality

of the

of

life

Christ.”

notion of transcendence affirmed by
Christian secularity is historical transcendence. In Christ God is historically present as
the man for others, the truly secular man.
To participate in the reality of Christ is to
experience historical transcendence in being
for others. God expresses himself historically
in terms of powerlessness. The experience of
historical transcendence is the apprehension
of God’s powerlessness in the world in his
being for men.
This provocative book deserves careful and
critical

which

His proposal

places.

The

study.
it

raises

It

many

questions

to

gives only inconclusive answers

if

One

Church

ness of the

93

at particular
is

dogmas

that

times and
should be

understood as binding confessions in which
the whole of Christian truth is proclaimed in
new times and situations. “The function of
dogma is the continuing actualizadon of the
confession of Jesus Christ in the face of the
problems of a given day” (p. 15).

Lohse finds two fundamental advantages
emphasizing the confessional character of
dogmas. First, it makes possible a satisfactory
solution of the problem of continuity in the
development of dogma from the New Testament church to the present. In Lohse’s rather
in

broad sense of the term, Peter’s confession of
Jesus

the Christ

as

the

is

first

dogma.

In-

particularly troublesome point for
this reviewer is the often repeated theme of

cluded in the history of dogma are not only
the decisions about the Trinity, the person

the absolute paradox of power in powerlessIf the man of faith is given responsi-

of

any.

ness.

for history, then mere repetition of
the paradox of power in powerlessness is unilluminating since the real question is the
responsible use of power. The author is
bility

aware that

his description of the dialectic of

may

secularity

faith’s

be misinterpreted

as

and asociality. Still, there
wondering whether he
has adequately guarded himself against these
misinterpretations. We need to be warned
about the danger of triumphalism, but we
ought also to be reminded that man is a political and social being and that faith which is
truly secular cannot be without political and
passivity, quietism,
is

some reason

for

expression.

social

Daniel

A
trine ,

L.

Migliore

Short History of Christian Docby Bernhard Lohse. Fortress

Press,

Philadelphia, Penna.,

19 66. Pp.

304. $5.00.

ology at Hamburg University, attempts to
unfold “a basically new understanding of

a

particular

dogma

of

the

history

of

dogma”

(p.

the

history

of

it

becomes

clear that the history

dogma

ongoing

the church

is

confessional

responsibility

of

being given increasing atten-

tion.

These emphases, woven into a clear presof the most important developments in the history of dogma, make this
book serviceable as an up-to-date introducdon to the field. It must be said, however,
that the main thesis is argued rather loosely
and indecisively. If confessional statements
are fallible and reformable, why is Lohse so
entation

in

self-con scious-

In

situation.

extends into the present and that
the church today should not avoid its dogmatic, i.e. confessing responsibility. “The
absolute dearth of significant new confessional declarations within Protestantism in
the period since the Reformation represents
a distressing condition which simply must be
rectified” (p. 2if.). Lohse could now cite
the Confession of ig6y of the United Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. as evidence that
of

prevailing expressions

the

sacra-

faith,

as the history of

confessions,

If all

of

and grace, word and

binding confessions,
the center of gravity shifts from one problem to another but in each such confession
everything is at stake.
Second, when dogmas are understood as

Against Harnack and his followers,
Lohse argues that church dogmas, while historically conditioned, have continuing value
and authority. He contends that dogmas are
neither divinely revealed truths nor distortions of the simple gospel of Jesus nor the
vii).

sin

but also the
witness of the German church confronted
by Nazism. The Barmen Declaration is also
a dogma because it constitutes a crucial and
binding confession of the Christian faith in

the

This book is a translation of Epochen der
Dogmengeschichte published in 1963. The
author, who is professor of Historical The-

dogma and

Christ,

ment, and justification by

reluctant to speak of the criticism of

dogmas and

their

historical

dogma?

confessions are to be seen

contingency,

why make
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between

comparisons

disparaging

modern

confessions and the confessions of the early
church and of the Reformation? In one
place, for

example, Lohse says that the Bar-

men

Declaration

fesses

anew and

is

in a

dogma which conbinding way the whole
“a

Christian faith, and whose claim to truth is,
therefore, no less valid than that of earlier
doctrinal decisions of the Church” (p. 236). In

another place, however, he says: ‘There is
not a single confession in the history of
Protestantism which could be remotely compared in its significance with the dogmas of
the ancient church or with the confessional
writings of the Reformation. Basically this
is true also of the Barmen Declaration” (p.
2i6f.). Can Lohse have it both ways?
It is regrettable that the book almost completely neglects nineteenth-century Protestant
theology, especially since its struggle with
modern historical thinking is a sine qua non
of any “basically new understanding of dog-

ma

and of the history of dogma.” Also, it is
surely doubtful that “in our day the unity of
the church is the central theme of church
history and of the history of dogma, very
much as in past epochs tbis theme was the
doctrine

of the Trinity, Christology, the
doctrine of sin and grace, or the problem of

justification”

church in

Not

the unity of the
but the responsible witness

(p. 238).

itself

world is the central issue for
and theology in our day.
Daniel L. Migliore

to Christ in the

faith

one of a limited number of highly effecand knowledgeable preachers in the
United Presbyterian Church today.
as

tive

In this latest book. Dr. Read, who has
served for ten years as senior minister at

Madison Avenue Presbyterian Church,
York City, takes six beatitudes from
the Sermon on the Mount and one from John
20:29 and gives us a homiletical series in
which he interprets the significance of these
the

New

great

sayings

the

for

twentieth

As

literature.

a

the

result

Pattern of Christ, by

C. Read. Scribner’s,

New

David H.

York, N.Y.,

In an age in

ing

which the

questioned

is

(especially by

have never measured
a great preacher

those

who

integrity of preach-

is

those

and the aim

it)

suspect (especially

who
to

be

among

David H. C. Read
accept the claim and discipline

cannot do

continues to
of what seems
worthwhile. His

esting as he explores the unseen dimensions

of these sayings and at the same time

germane

to

realized
later

in

from

among

the

him

his

first

five

pen.

makes

down

our day what some run

as

“the other-worldliness” of the beatitudes.
The author is right in saying that the

understood without
Gospel in which
they are set” (p. 10). If any cridcism may
be made of an otherwise excellent little book,
beatitudes
the

it

“cannot

be

framework of the

lies

in

total

the lack of a fuller discussion of

important point. The nature, character,
and meaning of the beatitudes are woefully
misunderstood by the popular mind. Hence
a prolegomenon is needed. Percy Ainsworth,
long ago, in his Blessed Life, has done so by
.” before
he
his chapter on “Blessed
launched into his series of studies. Dr. Read’s
this

chapters indicate that he
these

.

knows

the necessity

“within

great sayings

the family of faith”

and hence he saves them

from

popular maxims for
regarded so frefault of every age is to

ethical

being

merely

action, as they are

quently today.

The

interpret the beatitudes apart
text in

which they arose

from

the con-

Read

originally. Dr.

it),

to be eminently
book, Prisoner's Quest
(Macmillan, 1945), introduced him to America and the promise it showed has been

to

discloses

accent as well the more disturbing thrusts of
the beatitudes. He never fails to be inter-

of interpreting

1967. Pp. 94. $2.95.

writer

nuances of thought and interpretation that
not only give freshness to his message but

.

The

century.

These chapters are marked by the evidence
and fruits of a classical education, exegetical
know-how, and wide reading in quality

titles

A

that

have come

recent questionnaire

discriminative “sermon tasters” placed
Dr. Read consistently at the head of he list

has put us

all in his

debt by giving us these
wish, however, he

engaging chapters. We
had inserted a preliminary chapter in which
some exploradon would be given of John

Dow’s

excellent point regarding the nature

“Grace is always in the
The
ahead of Christian endeavor.
beatitudes do not frame a command to be
lowly, meek, peace-loving: they describe the

of the beatitudes:
field

.

.

.
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fact

that

God

has

upon

those

whom

the

come with benediction

and

are

be lowly and meek and peace-loving”
Is Our Faith, p. 201).

(
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shall

(both Master’s and Doctoral) written at
Princeton Theological Seminary are named

This

here.

Spirit

of

Donald Macleod

Donald Macleod
Disturbed by Joy, by
Recent Homiletical Thought, ed. by

William Toohey and William Thompson.

Abingdon

Press, Nashville, Tenn.,

1967. Pp. 303. $4.75.

This volume

is

“an

comment upon most

attempt to

list

and

of the books and articles

written in English” on the subject of preaching during the thirty year period, 1935-1965.
The project was conceived originally by the
officers of the Catholic Homiletic Society
and as the scope of the enterprise grew,
some Protestants were brought into it in an
editorial capacity and hence the venture be-

came more
publication

fully

no

ecumenical.

Prior

to

this

similar comprehensive listing

had been compiled, except Cleary and Haberman’s Rhetoric and Public Address-. A
Bibliography, 1947-1961 and Caplan and
King’s Pulpit Eloquence A List of Doctrinal
and Historical Studies in English. The annotations, compiled by 34 scholars, include
446 books, 1081 articles, and 610 master’s
theses and doctoral dissertations.
Teachers of homiletics will welcome this
compact and useful volume as a handy reference book and bibliographical resource.
Each reviewer, however, will apply to these
listings his own esoteric yardstick and name
some sins of omission. It could be that the
over-all aggregate of annotations was limited
through necessity, but this reviewer
wonders why only twelve Protestant journals
were drawn upon, whereas sixteen Roman
Catholic periodicals were consulted. In view
:

main

subject matter of many of these
magazines, e.g., Theologiccd Studies,
it is unfortunate to have had omitted such
titles as
Theology Today, The Expository
Times, The Scottish Journal of Theology,
The Christian Century, and The Union
Seminary Review. Moreover, many of the

of the

Roman

Master’s

theses

listed

are

the

in

area

of

Fortress

Steimle.

Press,

Edmund

A.

Philadelphia,

Penna., 1967. Pp. 182. $3-00 (paper).

A volume of sermons from the mind and
pen of ihe Brown Professor of Homiletics
at Union Theological Seminary, New York,
has been awaited with eager interest by
those who have come to know Dr. Steimle
as a person, a scholar, and a preacher of unusual competence. These sermons are arranged into two groupings: the first deals
with the leading festivals of the Christian
year (there are eleven, ranging from Advent
to Trinity Sunday); the second, a group of
seven, embraces a number of disparate subjects, each
of which explores some vital
human

issue

and

the

necessary in meeting

have

been

it.

broadcast

Hour Network and

Christian

strategy

All of these chapters

over

the

Protestant

retain “the essential oral

quality of preaching, for sermons are

meant

heard rather than read” (p. vii).
These are good sermons, not only for their
consistently Christian orientation, but also by
to be

virtue of their general nature: they are close
to life as the average

Professor Steimle

is

man

sees

a realist

and

who

lives

it.

doffs his

spectacles when he comes to
preach and talks about the human situation
as it actually is. Yet he remains a sober
Christian optimist and with the hymn writer
he would affirm that “bane and blessing,
pain and pleasure, at the Cross are sancti-

rose-colored

His preaching style sets forth the old
terminology in new dress and picks up the
unusual without resorting to gimmickry.
fied.”

Although one senses a kinship with the
Scherer, Thielicke, Sittler school of preaching, Professor Steimle is inventor and master

own

of his

art.

Devotees of the traditional

three-tier homiletical strategy will not follow

these

sermons with the usual

careful

listeners

(or

readers)

alacrity,

will

find

but
in

speech and rhetoric per se and are not ordinarily bracketed or identified with disserta-

each one a single, central idea of scriptural

tions in the homiletical field. It

at

is

a curious

omission — maybe the fault of
reviewer
— that none of the many theses in homiletics
this

origin

and

either

and a careful exploration of the ways
in which it disturbs our common life,
in judgment and/or in joy.

Donald Macleod
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Basic Types of Pastoral Counseling,

by

Howard

Clinebell, Jr.

J.

Abingdon

Press, Nashville, Tenn., 1966. Pp. 318.
$6.00.

This book will meet a need widely felt
by ministers for a guide to developments in
the fields of counseling and psychotherapy
which have taken place since the “classical”
formulations of Hiltner, Wise, Johnson and
Oates almost two decades ago. Clinebell
makes it clear that he does not intend categorically to reject the approach associated
with those names, and also, perhaps even
more basically with the name of Carl R.
Rogers called variously non-directive, client

—

centered, eductive, and respondoes hold that what he takes with
considerable justification to be the generic
goal of insight of such counseling is not
adequate in all pastoral counseling. He proposes rather “a relationship centered” model,
(or person)

sive.

He

and
oriented” (p. 23). Clinebell makes
an explicit place for the “vertical dimension”

j which
“reality

ego-adaptive,”

“supportive,

is

in pastoral counseling as well,

which, along

with his generally more active, directive approach, makes him think that his new model
is a better “fit” for the parish minister than
the older “Rogerian” model. “Without sacrificing the values of the Rogerian thrust in
pastoral counseling,

strengths

of

the

seeks to recover the

it

pre-Rogerian

period”

(p.

The bulk

given over to the
of counseling
which Clinebell feels to be appropriate under
differing circumstances informal counseling,
marriage and family counseling, supportive
counseling, crisis counseling, referral counseling, educative counseling, group counselcounseling, religiousing, confrontational
existential counseling, and depth counseling.
In these chapters he is at his best. He has a
clear grasp of the central points of many
secular approaches to counseling which are
related to these types, and a discerning eye
for their special advantages and dangers.
Further, he has suggestions for role-playing
“reality-practice sessions” at the end of each
description

of the text

of

various

is

types

—

which

the -volume for

will

enhance the worth of

many who

for direct supervision, or

plement

which must be raised
implied in the title itself.
Are all the kinds of counseling mentioned
above basic in pastoral counseling? If so, are
some more basic than others? Clinebell has
given an implicit answer to this question in
his use of a supportive counseling model
based on psychoanalytic ego psychology in

these.

lack opportunities

who

wish

to sup-

central question
text

this

delineating

is

the

characteristics

of

his

new

model. For an even clearer statement of

may

the reader

position,

his

consult Clinebell’s

“Ego Psychology and

Pastoral CounPsychology (February,
1963). This model is not compatible with
confrontational counseling as discussed in the
book, nor w-ith depth counseling, as Clinebell
acknowledges, as it calls for more manipulaarticle

seling,”

Pastoral

in

environment and use of neurotic

tion of the

defenses

than

What

clear in the article has been some-

is

approaches will allow.

those

what clouded

in

the book, perhaps because

the author wished to include something of

every therapeutic persuasion under his “supportive” umbrella, with the result that it
seems to have stretched out of shape.
Practically, this means that the minister
learning pastoral care and counseling under

may run some

tutelage

Clinebell’s

risk

of

being confused by trying to apply the basic

enumerated

characteristics

of counseling treated

be

well

that

in

some of

mutually exclusive

to

all

the

the book.

these

are

It

kinds

may

genuinely

as resources in the reper-

That is, whether one
Rogers (rightly held to be
basic to all counseling) in one hour, and
confront like William Glasser in the next, is
dubious though Clinebell might reply that
one is not slavishly to imitate these therapists.
My own view is that the ego psychology
of one person.

toire

can

28).

chapter,

The

about

like

listen

—

model

is

a

generally very useful one, espe-

what kind of
confronting in a person and
in taking short term steps to remedy it. I
only wish Clinebell had been clearer about
how comprehensive it is. Too, he seems to
me to engage in special pleading when he
distress

says

one

that

is

this

model

minister’s.

tional

takes

trying to ascertain

in

cially

it

Its

beyond any

is

more

like

a

sophistication

tradi-

really

traditional pastoral care

approach. All in all, this will be a useful
contribution for many years to come if employed as a practical guide rather than a

comprehensive theory.

James N. Lapsley
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